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2.0 STRUCTURAL EVALUATION
This chapter presents the package weights, mechanical properties of materials, and structural
evaluations that demonstrate that the MOX Fresh Fuel Package (MFFP) design meets all applicable
structural criteria. The package, which is designed to transport up to three fresh MOX fuel assemblies,
consists of a strongback to secure the fuel assemblies, a body including the containment shell and
closure lid, and two impact limiters. Structural evaluations of normal conditions of transport (NCT)
and hypothetical accident conditions (HAC) are performed using analytical and experimental
techniques to address 10 CFR 711 performance requirements. All NCT events are evaluated
analytically. The HAC fire and immersion events are also evaluated analytically. HAC free drop and
puncture events are evaluated by a combination of analysis and full-scale certification testing.

2.1 Structural Design

2.1.1 Discussion
A comprehensive discussion of the MFFP design and configuration is provided in Section 1.2,
Package Description. The MFFP drawings show the detailed geometry of the package, as well
as the dimension, tolerances, materials, and fabrication requirements, and are provided in
Appendix 1.4.2, Packaging General Arrangement Drawings.

* The MFFP assembly of components is shown on Drawing 99008-10.

* The containment body, which includes the closure lid, closure bolts, and containment body
weldment, is described in Section 1.2.1.1, Body, and is shown on Drawing 99008-20.

* The closure requirements of the package are described on the package drawings and in
Chapter 7.0, Package Operations.

* The containment boundary is identified in Section 1.2.2, Containment System, and is shown
on Figure 1.1-2.

* The strongback, which supports the payload and provides criticality control, is described in
Section 1.2.1.2, Strongback, and is shown on Drawing 99008-30.

* The impact limiters, which mitigate free drop impact loads and thermally protect the
containment 0-rings during the postulated accident fire conditions, are described in Section
1.2.1.3, Impact Limiters, and are shown on Drawing 99008-40.

'Specific discussions relating to the aspects important to demonstrating the structural configuration
and performance to design criteria for the MFFP are provided in the following sections.

2.1.2 Design Criteria
Proof of performance of the MLFFP is achieved by a combination of analytical evaluations and
certification testing of a prototypic package. The acceptance criterion for analytical assessments is in

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71 (10 CFR 71), Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive

Materials, Final Rule, 0 1-26-04.
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accordance with Regulatory Guide 7.62 and Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
(B&PV) Code3. The acceptance criteria associated with certification testing of free drop and
puncture is primarily a demonstration that the containment boundary remains leaktight (leakage rate
of less than 1 x 10-7 standard cubic centimeters per second (scc/sec), air) following the imposed load
conditions. Additionally, package deformations obtained from testing must be such that deformed
geometry assumptions used in criticality and thermal analyses are validated or bounded.

The remainder of this subsection presents the detailed acceptance criteria used for analytical
evaluations of the MFFP.

2.1.2.1 Analytic Design Criteria (Allowable Stresses)

2.1.2.1.1 Containment Structures

The design criteria used for containment structure analyses are provided in Table 2.1-1. The
containment body is classified as a Section III, Subsection NB, Class 1 component by
NUREG/CR-38544 and NUREG/CR-30 19 . The analytical design criteria presented in Table
2.1-1 are consistent with Regulatory Guide 7.6 and the ASME B&PV Code, Section III,
Subsection NB-3000, and Appendix F.

2.1.2.1.2 Criticality Control Structures

The acceptance criteria applicable to criticality control structural component analyses are
provided in Table 2.1-2. The criticality control structures are classified as a Section III,
Subsection NG, core support structure by NUREG/CR-3854 and NUREG/CR-3019. The
analytical design criteria presented in Table 2.1-2 are consistent with the ASME B&PV Code,
Section III, Subsection NG-3000, and Appendix F.

2.1.2.1.3 Other Structures

Impact limiter components are permitted to exceed the material's yield strength for all conditions.
The acceptance criterion for impact limiters is that all of the kinetic energy associated with the free
drop event be absorbed without contact of a solid (non-energy absorbing) package component with
the "unyielding" impact surface.

For evaluation of tie-down devices, the allowable stresses are limited to the material yield
strength, consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR §71.45(b).

2 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide 7.6, Design Criteria for the Structural Analysis of

Shipping Cask Containment Vessels, Revision 1, March 1978.

3 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section IH, Rules for
Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components, 2001 Edition, 2002 and 2003 Addenda.
4 L. E. Fischer, W. Lai, Fabrication Criteria for Shipping Containers, NUREG/CR-3854, UCRL-53544, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, March 1985.
5 R. E. Monroe, H. H. Woo, and R. G. Sears, Recommended Welding Criteria for Use in the Fabrication of
Shipping Containers for Radioactive Materials, NUREG/CR-3019, UCRL-53044, March 1985.
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2.1.2.2 Miscellaneous Structural Failure Modes

2.1.2.2.1 Brittle Fracture

With the exception of the closure lid bolts, some bolts and pins on the strongback, and energy
absorbing foam, all structural components of the MFFP are fabricated of austenitic stainless
steels. Austenitic stainless steels do not undergo a ductile-to-brittle transition in the temperature
range of interest (i.e., down to -40 OF), and thus do not need to be evaluated for brittle fracture.
Further, Regulatory Guide 7.116 states, "Since austenitic stainless steels are not susceptible to
brittle failure at temperatures encountered in transport, their use in containment vessels is
acceptable to the staff and no tests are needed to demonstrate resistance to brittle fracture."

The closure lid bolts are fabricated from ASTM A564, Type 630, Condition HI 100, precipitation
hardened stainless steel bolting material. Per Section 5 of NUREG/CR- 18157, bolts are not considered
as fracture-critical components because multiple load paths exist and bolting systems are generally
redundant, as is the case with the MFFP. Therefore, brittle fracture is not a failure mode of concern.

2.1.2.2.2 Fatigue Assessment

2.1.2.2.2.1 Normal Operating Cycles
Normal operating cycles do not present a fatigue concern for the MFFP components over a 20-year
service life. The basis for this conclusion is reached using the six criteria of Article NB-3222.4(d)
of the ASME B&PV Code. For the following analysis, the containment boundary design
temperature (as identified in Section 2.6.1, Heat) of 160 OF is used. The material properties
described in Section 2.2, Materials, are used. A summary of the six criteria and their application
are discussed below.

(1) Atmospheric to Service Pressure Cycle: The total number of atmospheric-to-operating
pressure cycles during normal operations does not exceed the number of cycles on the fatigue
curve corresponding to a value of Sa = 3 Sm for Type XM-19 stainless steel. From Section 2.2,
Materials, the Sm value for Type XM-19 stainless steel at a temperature of 160 OF is 33,180 psi,
corresponding to an alternating stress value of Sa = 3 Sm - 99,540 psi. The corresponding number
of cycles for a value of Sa = 99,540 psi is approximately 2000 from Figure 1-9.2.1 and Table 1-9.1
of the ASME B&PV Codes. The MFFP haý a design life of 20 years, and the maximum number of
shipments is estimated at 65 per year. The containment boundary undergoes one atmospheric-to-
operating pressure cycle per shipment, therefore the package will experience 20 x 65 = 1,300
atmospheric-to-operating pressure cycles in its life. Since 2,000 > 1,300, the first criterion is
therefore satisfied.

6 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide 7.11, Fracture Toughness Criteria of Base Material for

Ferritic Steel Shipping Cask Containment Vessels with a Maximum Wall Thickness of 4 Inch (0.1 m), June 1991.
7 W.R. Holman, R. T. Langland, Recommendations for Protecting Against Failure by Brittle Fracture in Ferritic
Steel Shipping Containers Up to Four Inch Thick, NUREG/CR- 1815, UCRL-53013, August 1981.
8 ASME Code, Subsection HI, Division 1 Appendices, Appendix I, Design Stress Intensity Values, Allowable

Stresses, Material Properties, and Design Fatigue Curves, Figure 1-9.2.1, Design Fatigue Curve for Austenitic
Steels, Nickel-Chromium-Iron Alloy, Nickel-Iron-Chromium Alloy, and Nickel-Copper Alloy for Sa>28.2 ksi, for
Temperatures not Exceeding 800 °F, and Table 1-9.1, Tabulated Values of S,, ksi, from Figure 1-9. 0.
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(2) Normal Service Pressure Fluctuation: The specified full range of pressure fluctuations
during normal service does not exceed the quantity 1/3 x Design Pressure x (Sa/Sm), where the
Design Pressure is 25 psig, Sa is the value obtained from the Type XM-19 stainless steel design
fatigue curve for the total specified number of significant pressure fluctuations, and Sm is the
allowable stress intensity for the material at the service temperature. The total number of service
cycles is less than 106 cycles. From Figure 1-9.2.1, Sa = 89,000 psi for 2,600 cycles. The value
of Sm was defined above as 33,180 psi at service temperature. The significant pressure
fluctuation (SPF) becomes:

SPF = 1/3 x Design Pressure x (Sa/Sm) = 22.4 psid

Next, the maximum pressure fluctuations in the package will be determined. The bulk average
fill gas temperature (see Table 3.4-1 of Chapter 3.0, Thermal Evaluation) varies between the
extremes ofT1 = -40 'F to T2 = 166 'F, the increase in internal pressure from atmospheric, P, =

14.7 psia, is:

P2 = T2 2 = Pl(1) = 14.7 166+460 =21.9psia
P- T, T) (-40+460) =

The resulting pressure fluctuation is 21.9 - 14.7 = 7.2 psid, which is less than 22.4 psid presented

above and therefore, not significant. Thus, the second criterion is satisfied.

(3) Temperature Difference - Startup and Shutdown: The temperature between adjacent points of a
package component during normal service does not exceed Sa/2EA, where Sa is the design fatigue value
taken from Table 1-9.1 for Figure 1-9.2.1 of the ASME Code for Type XM-19 stainless steel for the
total specified number of temperature difference fluctuations, E = 27.8 x 106 psi is the modulus of
elasticity, and at = 8.9 x 10-6 in/in/°F is the instantaneous coefficient of thermal expansion, all evaluated
at temperature. The total number of temperature fluctuations will not exceed the number of uses of the
package and is conservatively taken as 1,300. The value of Sa, from Figure 1-9.2.1 of the ASME
Code, for 1,300 cycles is 109,000 psi. The value of SW2Ec/ corresponding to 1,300 cycles is 220 °F.
Since the containment boundary design temperature is 160 °F under ambient conditions of 100 'F, the
temperature difference between any two adjacent points cannot approach the 220 OF value. Thus, the
third criterion is satisfied.

(4) Temperature Difference - Normal Service: The temperature difference between any two
adjacent points does not change during normal service by more than the quantity Sa/2Ea, where
Sa, E, and cc are as defined above. However, normal operating temperatures of the containment
boundary are largely determined by the steady heat load, and any changes in temperature due to
changes in ambient conditions, warm-up, or cool-down will be relatively slow and even due to
the large thermal mass of the package. Therefore, the fourth criterion is satisfied.

(5) Temperature Difference - Dissimilar Materials: The fifth criterion addresses dissimilar
materials, which is not a concern. The containment boundary is constructed entirely of Type
XM-19 austenitic stainless steel. Therefore, the fifth criterion is satisfied.

(6) Mechanical Loads: The only repeating mechanical loads will be those associated with
lifting and handling. Since the containment boundary is handled twice for each transport cycle
(load and unload), the maximum number of cycles is 2 x 1,300 = 2,600. From Figure 1-9.2.1, Sa
= 89,000 psi for 2,600 cycles. Lifting stress is limited by 10 CFR §71.45(a) to a value of
one-third of the material's minimum yield strength. For a lifting temperature of 160 'F, the
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minimum yield strength of Type XM-19 stainless steel is 50,260 psi. Thus, one-third of the
minimum yield strength is 50,260/3 = 16,753 psi. Since 89,000 psi >> 16,753 psi, the sixth
criterion is satisfied.

The previous discussion verifies that fatigue failure of the containment boundary due to normal
operating cycles is not a concern, per Section III, Subsection NB, Article NB-3222.4(d) of the
ASME B&PV Code. Therefore, the MFFP containment boundary resistance to fatigue is
adequate to ensure a minimum 20-year service life.

The maximum stress developed in the closure bolts during normal operations (reported in
Section 2.6.1.3.4, Closure Bolt Evaluation) is Smax = 92,512 psi. This stress includes stresses due
to pressure and thermal effects, and a conservative inclusion of 50% of the applied preload
torque as a residual torsional stress. From Table 1-9.1 for Figure 1-9.4 of the ASME Code for
ASTM A564, Type 630, Condition HI 100 bolting material, the allowable number of cycles for a
corresponding alternating stress of one-half the value of Smax above (92,512/2 = 46,256 psi) is
over 5,000 cycles. Since closure bolts are tightened once per service cycle, and there are 1,300
service cycles as determined above, fatigue of closure bolts is not of concern.

2.1.2.2.2.2 Normal Vibration Over the Road

Fatigue associated with normal vibration over the road is addressed in Section 2.6.5, Vibration.

2.1.2.2.2.3 Extreme Total Stress Intensity Range

Per paragraph C.7 of Regulatory Guide 7.6:

The extreme total stress intensity range (including stress concentrations) between the initial state,
the fabrication state, the normal operating conditions, and the accident conditions should be less
than twice the adjusted value (adjusted to account for modulus of elasticity at the highest
temperature) of Sa at 10 cycles given by the appropriate design fatigue curves.

Since the response of the MFFP to accident conditions is typically evaluated empirically rather
than analytically, the extreme total stress intensity range has not been quantified. However, the
full-scale certification test unit (see Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results) was tested at
relatively low ambient temperatures during free drop and puncture testing. The CTU was also
fabricated in accordance with the drawings in Appendix 1.4.2, Packaging General Arrangement
Drawings, thus incurring prototypic fabrication induced stresses, increased internal pressure
greater than 150% of MINOP during fabrication pressure testing, and reduced internal pressure (i.e.,
a full vacuum during leak testing) conditions as part of initial acceptance. Exposure to these
extreme conditions, while demonstrating leaktight containment resulting from certification testing
satisfy the intent of the previously defined extreme total stress intensity range requirement.

2.1.2.2.3 Buckling Assessment

Buckling, per Regulatory Guide 7.6, is an unacceptable failure mode for the containment vessels.
The intent of this provision is to preclude large deformations that would compromise the validity
of linear analysis assumptions and quasi-linear allowable stress, as given in Paragraph C.6 of
Regulatory Guide 7.6.

Buckling prevention criteria are applicable to the containment boundary of the MFFP. The
containment vessel incorporates a cylindrical shell with essentially flat heads at each end. The
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methodology of ASME B&PV Code Case N-284-19 is applied to the cylindrical body section.
Buckling analysis details are provided in Section 2.6.4, Increased External Pressure, and Section
2.7.7, Deep Water Immersion Test (for Type B Packages Containing More than 10 5 A 2).

Consistent with Regulatory Guide 7.6 philosophy, factors of safety corresponding to ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Level A and Level D service conditions are employed. For
NCT (Service Level A) and HAC (Service Level D), the factors of safety are 2.00 and 1.34,
respectively.

It is also noted that 30 foot drop tests performed on a full-scale model with the package in
various orientations produced no evidence of buckling of the containment boundary shell (see
Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results). Certification testing does not provide a specific
determination of the margin of safety against buckling, but is considered as evidence that
buckling will not occur.

2.1.3 Weights and Center of Gravity
The maximum gross weight of the MFFP, including a maximum payload weight of 4,740 pounds,
is 14,260 pounds. The longitudinal center of gravity (CG) of the package is located 103.7 inches
from the end of the bottom end impact limiter. A detailed breakdown of the MFFP component
weights and CG is summarized in Table 2.1-3.

Note that the location of the CG (103.7 inches from the datum in the fully loaded transport
configuration) is only (103.7-201.33/2) = 3.0 inches from the geometric center of the package,
where 201.33 inches is the overall length of the package. Since this distance is small, the
difference between the location of the geometric center and the CG may be neglected.

9 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Rules for
Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components, Division 1, Class MC, Code Case N-284- 1, Metal Containment
Shell Buckling Design Methods, 2001 Edition, 2002 and 2003 Addenda.
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Table 2.1-1 - Containment Structure Allowable Stress Limit Criteria

Stress Category NCT HAC

General Primary Membrane Stress S Lesser of: 2.4Sm
Intensity 0.7Su

Local Primary Membrane 1.5 Sm Lesser of: 3 .6Sm
Stress Intensity Su

Primary Membrane + Bending 1.5Sm Lesser of: 3.6Sm
Stress Intensity Su

Range of Primary + Secondary 3OSm Not Applicable

Stress Intensity

Pure Shear 0.6Sm Not Applicable

Peak Per Section 2.1.2.2.2, Fatigue Assessment

Buckling Per Section 2.1.2.2.3, Buckling Assessment

Fastener Allowable Stress Limitsoc

Average Tensile Stress Sm Lesser of: SY
0.7Su

Average Shear Stress 0.6Sm Lesser of- 0.6Sy0.42Su

Average Tensile + Average Shear Rt2 + Rs2 < 1 R+RsR2 <1

Average Tensile + Average Shear 1.50Sm for Su<100,000 psi N/A
+ Bending + Residual Torsion
Stress Intensity 1.35Sm for S,>100,000 psi N/A

Notes:
OD Containment fastener stress limits are in accordance with NUREG/CR-6007.
Q Sm is defined as (2/3)Sy as recommended by NUREG/CR-6007.
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Table 2.1-2 - Criticality Control Structure Allowable Stress Limit Criteria
HACStress Category NCT Elastic Analyses® Plastic Analyses(

General Primary Membrane Lesser of: 2 .4Sm Greater of: 0.7Sa
Stress Intensity Sm 0.7Su Sy+l/ 3 (Su - S)

Local Primary Membrane 1.5Sm Lesser of: 3.6Sm 0.9Su
Stress Intensity Su

Primary Membrane + Bending 1.5Sm Lesser of: 3.6Sm 0.9Su
Stress Intensity Su

Range of Primary + Secondary 305m Not Applicable Not Applicable
Stress Intensity 3.0SmNotApplicableNotApplicable

Pure Shear Stress 0.6Sm 0.42S, 0.42Su

Fatigue Sa Not Applicable Not Applicable

Notes:
(D Elastic Analysis: ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Appendix F, F-1331.

0 Plastic Analysis: ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Appendix F, F-1341.2.

Table 2.1-3 - MFFP Weight and Center of Gravity

Weight, pounds CG Location, inches®

Item Component Assembly Component Assembly

Body, Closure Lid/Bolts 3,900 109.6

Strongback® 3,030 98.0

Lid End Impact Limiter 1,490 181.7

Bottom End Impact Limiter 1,100 19.4

Total Empty Package 9,520 106.8

Payload (3 FA's) 4,740 97.4

Total Loaded Package (Maximum) 1 14,260 1 103.7

Notes:
o The reference datum is the outer end surface of the bottom impact limiter. The CG radial location

is located along the package longitudinal axis.

( The strongback weight includes 160 pounds for the neutron poison plates.

0
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2.2 Materials

2.2.1 Material Properties and Specifications
Mechanical properties of the structural materials utilized for the MFFP are presented in Table 2.2-1
through Table 2.2-8. Temperature dependent material properties for metallic components are
obtained primarily from Section II, Part D, of the ASME B&PV Code1°. High temperature
dependent material properties for Type XM- 19 and Type 304 materials are obtained from steel
manufacturer's data bulletins and ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Subsection NH 1 1, respectively.
Material properties are linearly interpolated or extrapolated from these tables as necessary. The body
components and closure lid are fabricated from Type XM-19 stainless steel. The closure lid bolts are
made from ASTM A564, Grade 630, Condition H1100 stainless steel. The strongback components
are primarily fabricated from Type 304 and XM-19 stainless steel. The fasteners used on the
strongback are ASTM A574 (alloy steel socket head cap screws) or F835 (alloy steel flat head cap
screws). The impact limiter attachment bolts are fabricated from ASTM A320, Grade L43 bolting
material. The central trunnion at the bottom of the package is fabricated from ASTM A479, UNS
S21800. Threaded inserts used with the closure lid bolts are fabricated from austenitic stainless steel.

The impact limiter shells are fabricated from Type 304 stainless steel. The primary energy
absorbing material is closed-cell polyurethane foam. The polyurethane foam is cast in-place in
the impact limiter shells. The polyurethane foam for the top impact limiter has a nominal density
of 10 lbm/ft3 and the bottom impact limiter has a nominal density of 11½ lbm/ft3. The data
summarized in Table 2.2-7 and Table 2.2-8 are established in accordance with the acceptance
testing requirements outlined in Section 8.1.5.1, Polyurethane Foam.

Several non-structural materials are used in the MFFP. The vent, fill, and test port plugs are
fabricated from ASTM B16, 360 alloy, half-hard brass, and are sealed with butyl rubber stat-o-seals.
The plugs are protected by brass covers, which may optionally be sealed with TeflonS gaskets. The
containment (middle), inner, and outer closure lid O-ring seals are fabricated from butyl rubber. The
washers used beneath the closure lid bolts are fabricated from hardened alloy steel. The neutron
absorbing material used on the strongback is a boron/aluminum matrix. Contact between the
strongback and fuel assemblies is made through pads made of neoprene elastomer. Anti-friction
wear pads made from Delrin® are used on the strongback top and bottom end plates.

The density of stainless steel and carbon steel is taken as 0.290 Ibm/in3 and 0.283 Ibm/in 3,
respectively12 . Poisson's Ratio is taken as 0.3 for both steel types.

'0 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section II, Materials, Part
D, Properties, 2001 Edition, 2002 and 2003 Addenda.

'" American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Rules for
Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components, 2001 Edition, 2002 and 2003 Addenda.
12 Baurneister, et al, Mark's Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers, Ninth Edition, McGraw Hill Book

Company, 1987
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2.2.2 Chemical and Galvanic Reactions
The major materials of construction of the MFFP (i.e., stainless steel, polyurethane foam, butyl
rubber, aluminum clad poison, brass, and alloy steel fasteners) will not have significant
chemical, galvanic, or other reactions in air, inert gas, or water environments. These materials
have been previously used, without incident, in radioactive materials (RAM) packagings for the
transport of fresh fuel assemblies. Thus, significant chemical, galvanic, or other reactions will
not occur, and the requirements of 10 CFR §71.43(d) are met.

2.2.3 Effects of Radiation on Material
The structural materials of construction of the MFFP are not significantly affected by radiation.
These materials have been previously used, without incident, in radioactive materials (RAM)
packagings for the transport of fresh fuel assemblies. Thus, significant radiation effects will not
occur, and the requirements of 10 CFR §71.43(d) are met.
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Table 2.2-1 - Type XM-1 9 Stainless Steel Material Properties®

Design Coefficient
Yield Ultimate Stress Elastic of Thermal

Material Temperature, Strength'® Strengtho® Intensity® Modulus®, Expansion',
Specification OF (Sy), psi (S.), psi (Sm), psi X10 6 psi 10-6 in/in/IF

-40 55,000 100,000 33,300 28.9 7.8

-20 55,000 100,000 33,300 28.8 7.8

70 55,000 100,000 33,300 28.3 8.2

100 55,000 100,000 33,300 28.1 8.2
SA-240/A240, 200 47,100 99,400 33,100 27.6 8.5

SA-479/A479, 300 43,300 94,200 31,400 27.0 8.7
Type XM-19 400 40,700 91,100 30,400 26.5 8.9
UNS S20910

500 38,800 89,100 29,700 25.8 9.1

SA-182/A182, 600 37,400 87,700 29,200 25.3 9.2

SA-336/A336 700 36,300 86,400 28,800 24.8 9.3

Grade FXM-19 800 35,300 84,800 28,300 24.1 9.4

UNS S20910 900 34,500 82,600 -- 23.5 9.5

1,000 33,700 79,700 -- 22.8 9.6

1,200 31,000 74,000 -- 21.2 9.8

1,350 31,000 66,000 -- 19.65 10.0

1,500 30,000 52,000 -- 18.1 10.2

Notes
0

SM

ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table Y-1.
ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table U.
ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table 2A.
ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TM-1, Material Group G (22Cr-13Ni-5Mn).
ASME B&PV Code, Section 11, Part D, Table TE-1, Material Group 4 (22Cr-13Ni-5Mn),

Coefficient B (mean from 70 °F).
When necessary, values are linearly interpolated or extrapolated and given in bold text.
Yield and ultimate strength values for temperatures of 1,200 'F to 1,500 °F are shown in italic text
and are extracted from High Performance Alloys HPA Nitronic® 50 Product Bulletin.

6
)
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Table 2.2-2 - Type 304 Stainless Steel Material Properties'

Design Coefficient
Yield Ultimate Stress Elastic of Thermal

Material Temperature, Strength®® Strength" Intensitys Modulus®, Expansions,
Specification OF (Sy), psi (SU), psi (Sm), psi x10 6 psi 10.6 in/in/°F

-40 30,000 75,000 20,000 28.9 8.2

-20 30,000 75,000 20,000 28.8 8.2

70 30,000 75,000 20,000 28.3 8.5

100 30,000 75,000 20,000 28.1 8.6

200 25,000 71,000 20,000 27.6 8.9
ASTMA182 300 22,400 66,200 20,000 27.0 9.2
ASTM A213 400 20,700 64,000 18,600 26.5 9.5
ASTM A240

ASTM A249 500_____ 19,400 63,400 17,500 2. .

600 18,400 63,400 16,600 25.3 9.8ASTM A276

ASTMA312 700 17,600 63,400 15,800 24.8 10.0

ASTM A479 800 16,900 62,800 -- 24.1 --

Type 304 900 16,200 60,800 -- 23.5 --

1,000 15,500 57,400 -- 22.8 --

1,200 14,100 --.. 21.2 --

1,300 13,200 .... 20.2 --

1,400 11,600 .... 19.2 --

1,500 9,500 .... 18.1 --

Notes:
(D ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table Y-1.
(Z ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table U.
(I ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table 2A.
( ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TM-1, Material Group G (18Cr-8Ni).
® ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TE-1, Material Group 3 (18Cr-8Ni), Coefficient B

(mean from 70 'F).
* When necessary, values are linearly interpolated or extrapolated and given in bold text.
Q Yield strength values for temperatures of 1,200 'F to 1,500 'F are shown in italic text and are taken from

ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Subsection NI, Appendix I, Table 1-14.5.
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Table 2.2-3 - Alloy UNS S21800 Stainless Steel Material Properties
Elastic

Material Temperature, Yield Strength Ultimate Strength Modulus
Specification OF (Sy), psi (S.), psi x10 6 psi

ASTM A479, 70 to 100 50,000 95,000 28.2
UNS S21800

Notes:
( ASTM A479, Table 2, Standard Specification for Stainless Steel Bars and Shapes for Use in

Boilers and Other Pressure Vessels.

( ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TM-1, Material Group G (18Cr-8Ni).
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Table 2.2-4 - ASTM A574 Alloy Bolting Material Properties®
Maximum Coefficient

Yield Ultimate Allowable Elastic of Thermal
Material Temperature, Strength® Strength" Stress" Modulus®, ExpansionO,

Specification OF (SY), psi (Su), psi (S), psi x10 6 psi 10-6 in/in/IF

-40 135,000 170,000 33,800 29.7 6.0
-20 135,000 170,000 33,800 29.6 6.1

70 135,000 170,000 33,800 29.2 6.4

ASTM A574 100 135,000 170,000 33,800 29.0 6.5

Grade 4037, or 200 126,900 170,000 33,800 28.5 6.7
4042, or4140 300 121,700 170,000 33,800 28.0 6.9

(Size > 5/8 in) 400 117,600 170,000 33,800 27.4 7.1

500 114,000 170,000 33,800 27.0 7.3

600 110,400 170,000 ... 26.4 7.4

700 106,200 170,000 ... 25.3 7.6

-40 140,000 180,000 35,000 29.7 6.0
-20 140,000 180,000 35,000 29.6 6.1

70 140,000 180,000 35,000 29.2 6.4

ASTM A574 100 140,000 180,000 35,000 29.0 6.5

Grade 4037, or 200 131,600 180,000 35,000 28.5 6.7
4042 300 126,200 180,000 35,000 28.0 6.9

(Size < 1/2 in) 400 121,900 180,000 35,000 27.4 7.1

500 118,200 180,000 35,000 27.0 7.3

600 114,500 180,000 ... 26.4 7.4

700 110,100 180,000 ... 25.3 7.6

Notes:
G) ASME B&PV Code,

ASME B&PV Code,

ASME B&PV Code,

Section II, Part D, Table Y- 1.

Section II, Part D, Table U.

Section II, Part D, Table 3.

® ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TM-1, Material Group A (C-¼Mo).

( ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TE-1, Material Group A (C-¼Mo)., Coefficient B
(mean from 70 'F).

® When necessary, values are linearly interpolated or extrapolated and given in bold text.
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Table 2.2-5 - ASTM A564, Grade 630, Condition H 1100, Bolting Material Properties®
Design Coefficient

Yield Ultimate Stress Elastic of Thermal
Material Temperature, StrengthO Strength® Intensity" Modulus®, Expansiono,

Specification OF (SY), psi (S.), psi (Sm), psi x10 6 psi 10-6 in/in/°F

-40 115,000 140,000 76,667 29.8 5.0

-20 115,000 140,000 76,667 29.7 5.0

70 115,000 140,000 76,667 29.2 5.3
ASTM A564 100 115,000 140,000 76,667 29.0 5.4
Grade 630 200 106,300 140,000 70,867 28.5 5.5
Condition-

HI100 300 101,800 140,000 67,867 27.9 5.7

UNS S17400 400 98,300 136,100 65,533 27.3 5.8

500 95,200 133,400 63,467 26.7 5.9

600 92,700 131,400 61,800 26.1 6.0

700 90,300 128,400 25.6 6.1

Notes:
0 ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table Y-1.

ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table U.

3 Sm is defined as (2/3)Sy as recommended by NUREG/CR-6007.

( ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TM-1, Material Group F (17Cr-4Ni-4Cu).

® ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TE-1, for 15Cr andl7Cr steels, Coefficient B (mean
from 70 'F).

® When necessary, values are linearly interpolated or extrapolated and given in bold text.
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Table 2.2-6 - A320, Grade L43 Alloy Bolting Material Properties® 6
Design Coefficient

Yield Ultimate Stress Elastic of Thermal
Material Temperature, Strength Strength Intensity Modulus®, Expansion

Specification OF (Sy), psi (Su), psi (Sm), psi x10 6 psi 10-6 in/in/°F

-40 105,000 125,000 35,000 28.3 6.0
-20 105,000 125,000 35,000 28.2 6.1ASTM A320

Grade L43 70 105,000 125,000 35,000 27.8 6.4
100 105,000 125,000 35,000 27.6 6.5
200 99,000 125,000 33,000 27.1 6.7

Notes:
( ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table Y-3.
0 According to ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Code Case N-249, Table 5, for Specification No. SA-

354, Grade BC, for AISI 4340 bolting material, the material composition of ASTM A320, Grade L43,
the ultimate tensile strength value Su is constant versus temperature.

3 ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table 4.
@ ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TM-1, Material Group B (1¾Ni-%Cr-¼Mo).
( ASME B&PV Code, Section II, Part D, Table TE-1, Material Group 1 (I¾Ni-¾Cr-¼Mo),

Coefficient B (mean from 70 'F).
® When necessary, values are linearly interpolated and given in bold text.

Table 2.2-7 - Nominal Material Properties of 11 1pcf Polyurethane Foam

Property Direction Room Temperature Value

470 psi @ 10% Strain
Axial (Parallel-to-Rise) 555 psi @ 40% Strain

Compressive Strength, S 1,660 psi @ 70% Strain

435 psi @ 10% Strain
Radial (Perpendicular-to-Rise) 540 psi @ 40% Strain

1,725 psi @ 70% Strain

Table 2.2-8 - Nominal Material Properties of 10 pcf Polyurethane Foam

Property Direction Room Temperature Value

358 psi @ 10% Strain
Axial (Parallel-to-Rise) 416 psi @ 40% Strain

Compressive Strength, S 1,124 psi @70% Strain

330 psi @ 10% Strain
Radial (Perpendicular-to-Rise) 398 psi @ 40% Strain

1,115 psi @ 70% Strain

Note for Table 2.2-7 & Table 2.2-8:

The foam is installed so that it rises parallel to the axis of revolution of the impact limiter.
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2.3 Fabrication and Examination

2.3.1 Fabrication
The fabrication requirements for the MFFP are detailed on the drawings in Appendix 1.4.2,
Packaging General Arrangement Drawings. All material acceptance tests required prior to
installation or use are specified in Chapter 8.0, Acceptance Tests and Maintenance Program.

2.3.2 Examination
The examination requirements for the MFFP are detailed on the drawings in Appendix 1.4.2,
Packaging General Arrangement Drawings. All material acceptance tests required prior to
installation or use are specified in Chapter 8.0, Acceptance Tests and Maintenance Program.
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2.4 Lifting and Tie-down Standards for All Packages

For analysis of the lifting and tie-down components of the MFFP, material properties from
Section 2.2.1, Mechanical Properties and Specifications, are taken at a bounding temperature of
160 'F per Section 2.6.1.1, Summary of Pressures and Temperatures. The primary structural
material is XM-19 stainless steel.

A loaded MFFP is secured to the transport skid with formed steel straps. Longitudinal forces are
reacted against the impact limiter doubler plates made from XM-19 stainless steel. Properties of
XM-19 stainless steel at 160 'F are summarized below.

Material Property Value Reference

Elastic Modulus, E 27.8 x 106 psi
Ultimate Strength, cyu 99,640 psi Table 2.2-1

Yield Strength, (Ty 50,260 psi

Shear Strength, equal to (0.6)Sm 19,908 psi

2.4.1 Lifting Devices
During operations, the MFFP is normally handled by the shipping skid. If the package is lifted
off of the skid, or if the package and skid are lifted together, it will be performed with lifting
slings that are positioned around the package body. For this reason, there are no lifting devices
which are a structural part of the package. Therefore, per 10 CFR §71.45(b)(1), no analysis of
lifting devices is required.

2.4.2 Tie-down Devices
During transport, the MFFP is secured to a shipping skid, as shown in Figure 2.4-1. The package
is held in two cradles situated near each impact limiter. The package is retained in the cradles by
means of two steel straps that pass over the top of the package. Together, the straps and the cradles
retain the package in the vertical and lateral directions, without the aid of any tie-down devices that
are a structural part of the package. Axially, the longitudinal tie-down loads are carried between
the shipping skid cradle and the package body by means of the impact limiter attachment lug
doubler plates that encircle the body shell. There are two doubler plates, one bearing against the
forward cradle, and one bearing against the rear cradle. Note, that the entire axial load is carried by
one doubler plate. Since the doubler plates are structurally attached to the package, they must be
analyzed according to 10 CFR §71.45(b).

2.4.2.1 Doubler Plate Weld Stress

Each doubler plate is 1/2-inch thick and 5 inches wide. The shipping skid cradle extends 1080
(0 = 1.88 radians) about the lower surface of the package, which has a radius of r = (1/2)(29.63)
= 14.82 inches, where 29.63 inches is the outer diameter of the package body. The length of
contact between the cradle and the doubler plate is then:

s = r 0 = 27.86 inches
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The doubler plate is attached to the package with a 1/4-inch groove weld along the side that
contacts the skid cradle, and a 1/4-inch fillet weld on the opposite side. The welds are
continuous, but conservatively considering only the length in contact with the cradle, the length
of both welds is Lg = Lf= 27.86 inches. For the 45 degree, 1/4-inch groove weld, the unit weld
area, Ag = 0.25 in2/in. The unit area of the fillet weld Af= 0.25 x 0.707 = 0.177 in2/in.
Therefore, the total weld area, At, is:

At = LfAf + LgAg = 11.90 in 2

The gross weight of the MFFP is 14,260 pounds. The required applied loading in the axial
direction, per 10 CFR §71.45(b), is 1 Og, which loads the doubler plate welds in shear. Therefore,
the shear stress in the welds, Tweld, is:

'weld - 14,260(10) - 11,983 psiAt

The allowable shear stress for XM-19, which applies to the weld material, is 19,908 psi. The
margin of safety (MS) for pure shear stress in the welds is:

MS = 19,908 1.0= + 0.66
11,983

2.4.2.2 Doubler Plate Bearing Stress

The contact area between the skid cradle and the doubler plate is shown in Figure 2.4-2. A
nominally 1/8-inch thick rubber pad is located inside the cradle, and thus, contact between the
cradle and the doubler plate begins at a radius of ri = r + 0.13 = 14.95 inches, and ends at the
outside radius of the doubler plate, ro = r + 0.50 = 15.32 inches. Circumferentially, the cradle
covers an arc of 1.88 radians as shown above. Therefore, the contact area, Ae, is:

Ac = (1.88) 7(r2 -ri2)= 10.53 in2

The contact stress, ac, is:
14,260(10)13542p

10.53

The allowable yield stress is 50,260 psi. The margin of safety is:

MS = 50,260 _ 1.0= + 2.71
13,542

2.4.2.3 Tie-down Device Overload Condition

In accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR §71.45(b)(3), tie-down devices must be designed
so that failure of any tie-down device under excessive load will not impair the ability of the
package to meet other requirements. Since the doubler plate is welded to the body shell, it must
fail before damage to the shell occurs.
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The load applied to the doubler plate is transferred to the package shell as a surface traction,
since the doubler plate is relatively thin and the axial load is located very near to the surface of
the shell. The load is transferred into the shell by compression, tension, and shear loads, applied
along the sides of the doubler plate. However, it may be assumed that the entire load is
transferred into the shell by only the tension and compression loads, evenly distributed along the
two circumferential edges of the doubler plate. The cross-sectional area of the shell, Ashell, along
the 1.88 radian arc segment is:

A =(-1.88) (,d2 -di2)= 1.88)T (29.632 -28.502)=15.44in2
~2 ;r4\ ( 2;T 4

where the package shell outer diameter, do = 29.63 inches, and the shell inner diameter, di = 28.50

inches. For a yield stress of 50,260 psi, the minimum yield load of the shell is equal to:

Fy = 2A, (50,260)= 1,552,029 pounds

where twice the cross-sectional area is used to account for both the tension and compression
sides of the load into the shell. The maximum load that can be developed by the doubler plate
welds, Fw, can be estimated by using the ultimate strength, or 99,640 psi for XM-19 steel, or:

Fw = A, (99,640) = (1i1.90X99,640) = 1,1 85,716 pounds

Note that this value very conservatively overestimates the weld strength by neglecting the shear
reduction factor of 0.6. Therefore, since the maximum load (conservatively overestimated) that
can be developed by the weld is less than the minimum yield load of the shell (conservatively
underestimated), the weld will fail prior to any permanent deformation of the package shell.

Another method of determining the ability of the package to withstand excessive tie-down loads
is to consider the bearing of the cradle against the doubler plate. Because of the pad between the
shell wall and the cradle, the bearing surface includes only the upper 3/8 inches of the doubler
plate. Shear stresses are maximum along a 450 shear plane, as shown in Figure 2.4-2. The shear
area, where ro = 15.32 inches is the outer diameter of the doubler plate, is:

A, = 1 .414(0.375)( 1 *8 81)(2(1 5.32)7c) = 15.27 in2

The maximum force that can be resisted by the shear area for 99,640 psi ultimate strength of the
XM-19 steel is:

F, = 0.6As (99,640) = 912,902 pounds

This value is less than calculated above for either the shell or weld limits affording another layer
of assurance that the shell will not be damaged.

2.4.2.4 Summary

All margins of safety for the tie-down loads are positive. The minimum margin of safety,
MS = +0.66, is for shear weld failure of the doubler plate, indicating that this item will be the mode
of failure for tie-down devices under excessive load condition. This failure mode does not
compromise the performance capabilities of the MFFP since no main structural part of the package
is affected. Thus, the requirements of 10 CFR §71.45(b) are met.
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Figure 2.4-1 - MFFP and Shipping Skid

Figure 2.4-2 - Skid Cradle and Doubler Plate Details
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2.5 General Considerations

2.5.1 Evaluation by Test
Full-scale certification tests were performed on the MFFP as the primary demonstration of
performance for HAC free drop and puncture drop tests. In order to conclusively and
conservatively address package performance capabilities, the certification test unit (CTU) was
subjected to multiple free and puncture drop tests. The basis for the certification tests performed is
provided in Appendix 2.12.2, Certification Test Plan. A summary of the tests performed is
provided in Table 2.5-1, which also contains the primary performance aspect of the MFFP being
addressed in each test. Details of the tests, including results, are provided in Appendix 2.12.3,
Certification Test Results.

2.5.2 Evaluation by Analysis

Analytical evaluations are provided within this SAR as the primary demonstration of the MFFP
performance for NCT and for structural HAC that are not demonstrated by test (such as
immersion), and HAC thermal. The fuel control structure (FCS) assembly was added to the
strongback design following the certification testing. Section 2.7.1.2, Summary of Results from
the Free Drop Testing, discusses the functional purpose of the FCS. Appendix 2.12.5, Fuel
Control Structure Evaluation, presents a detailed structural evaluation of the FCS and it's effects
on the strongback. Analytic demonstration techniques, where used, comply with the design
criteria described in Section 2.1.2, Design Criteria. A summary of the analyses performed is
given in Table 2.5-2.
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Table 2.5-1 - Certification Test Series Summary

No. I Test Description Addresses
Series No. I

1 Horizontal 30-ft free drop Containment shell buckling

2 Puncture drop axial to limiter Impact limiter retention. Comer weld attack.

3 Oblique puncture drop on tapered skin Perforation of lid end impact limiter skin

4 Oblique puncture drop on bottom disk Perforation of lid end impact limiter skin

Series No. 2

1 C.G.-over-comer (near-vertical) 30-ft free Closure lid and prototypic FA integrity1 drop

2 C.G.-over-comer puncture on free drop Effect of puncture on prior damage;

damage puncture load on closure region

Series No. 3

1 15' Slapdown 30-ft free drop, lid primary Strongback deformations

2 150 Slapdown 30-ft free drop, lid secondary Strongback deformations, closure lid integrity

3 Horizontal puncture drop on containment Containment shell leaktight integrity
shell

4 Oblique puncture drop on containment shell Containment shell leaktight integrity

Series No. 4 (duplicate of Series No. 2, Test No. 1)

C.G.-over-corner (near-vertical) 30-ft free Gather detailed impact information1 drop

Table 2.5-2 - Summary of Analyses

Analysis Condition Refer to Section

All NCT 2.6, Normal Conditions of Transport

HAC Thermal 2.7.4, Thermal

2.7.5, Immersion - Fissile Material

HAC Immersion 2.7.6, Immersion - All Packages
2.7.7, Deep Water Immersion (for Type B
Packages Containing More than 105 A 2)

Warm Ambient Effect on Impact Limiters 2.12.1, Impact Limiter Evaluation

HAC Free Drop (effect of FCS) 2.12.5, Fuel Control Structure Evaluation
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2.6 Normal Conditions of Transport
The MFFP, when subjected to the normal conditions of transport (NCT) specified in 10 CFR §71.711,
is shown to meet the performance requirements specified in Subpart E of 10 CFR 71. As discussed in
the introduction to this chapter, the primary proof of NCT performance is via analytic methods.
Regulatory Guide 7.62 criteria are demonstrated as acceptable for all NCT analytic evaluations
presented in this section. The load combinations used herein are consistent with Regulatory Guide
7.83. Specific discussions regarding brittle fracture and fatigue are presented in Section 2.1.2.2,
Miscellaneous Structural Failure Modes, and are shown not to be limiting cases for the MFFP design.

NCT analyses for heat, cold, reduced external pressure, increased external pressure, vibration,
and free drop are performed in this section. Allowable stress limits are consistent with Table
2.1-1 and Table 2.1-2 in Section 2.1.2.1, Analytic Design Criteria (Allowable Stresses), using
temperature-adjusted material properties taken from the tables in Section 2.2.1, Material
Properties and Specifications. The design temperatures bound the maximum NCT temperature
for the components, as determined in Chapter 3.0, Thermal Evaluation. Parameters at the design
temperatures are summarized in Table 2.6-1 for the appropriate materials.

2.6.1 Heat
The thermal evaluation for the normal heat condition is presented in Chapter 3.0, Thermal
Evaluation. The NCT heat condition is evaluated by applying a 100 OF ambient temperature,
maximum insolation, and maximum decay heat per Regulatory Guide 7.8 and 10 CFR §71.71(c)(1).

2.6.1.1 Summary of Pressures and Temperatures

The maximum temperatures for the 100 OF ambient NCT condition of the MFFP containment body
and strongback are presented in Table 3.4-1 of Chapter 3.0, Thermal Evaluation. The resulting
maximum temperature of the containment body and closure lid is 159 OF, located near the top of
the containment body at the interface with the strongback top end plate. The region of peak
temperature is relatively small; most of the containment shell has a temperature of approximately
150 OF. The closure lid and closure bolt maximum temperatures are both 147 °F. Conservatively,
both the containment body and closure bolt design temperature is set at 160 °F. The maximum
temperature of the strongback is 178 OF in the middle of each longitudinal weldment plate.
Conservatively, the strongback design temperature is set at 180 OF.

The initial pressure in the package at assembly is ambient, i.e., 14.7 psia. As determined in
Section 3.4.2, Maximum Normal Operating Pressure, the maximum normal operating pressure
(MNOP) is conservatively defined to be 10 psig. The MFFP has a design pressure of 25 psig,
which is significantly higher than the MNOP. The design temperatures and pressure discussed

1 Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71 (10 CFR 71), Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive

Material, Final Rule, 01-26-04.
2 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide 7.6, Design Criteria for the StructuralAnalysis of

Shipping Cask Containment Vessels, Revision 1, March 1978.
3 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide 7.8, Load Combinations for the StructuralAnalysis of
Shipping Casks for Radioactive Material, Revision 1, March 1989.
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above are used in the analyses discussed in Sections 2.6.1.2, Differential Thermal Expansion,
through 2.6.1.3, Stress Calculations.

2.6.1.2 Differential Thermal Expansion

The design temperature of the strongback, which is conservatively assumed to apply to the entire
strongback, is TSB = 180 °F. The thermal expansion coefficient of Type 304 stainless steel at this
temperature is aSB = 8.8 x 10-6 in/in/0F from Table 2.6-1. Since the overall length of the strongback
is LsB = 164.90 inches, the thermal expansion of the strongback is:

8 L-SB = (aSB)(TsB - 70)(LsB) = (8.8 x 10--)(180 - 70)(164.90) = 0.16 inches

The package shell will also expand thermally. From Figure 3.4-2, the average shell temperature
TSH may be estimated as 154 °F. A conservative value of 150 °F may be used to bound this
temperature. At a temperature of 150 °F, Table 2.2-1 gives the thermal expansion coefficient of
XM-19 stainless steel as aSH = 8.35 x 10-6 iniini0F. Therefore, the thermal expansion of the shell
over the strongback length is:

6 L-SH = (aSH)(TSH - 70)(LSB) = (8.35 x 10-6)(150 - 70)(164.90) = 0.11 inches

The top of the strongback plate is 0.4 inches from the closure lid, and the overall cavity length
LCAV = 165.45 inches with the lid installed. Therefore, the ambient temperature axial gap
between the containment bottom plate and the strongback bottom plate is:

gapTROOM = L CAV - LSB - 0.4 = 165.45 -164.90 - 0.4 = 0.15 inches

The room temperature axial gap, gapRooM, will decrease as a result of thermal expansion. This
gap at hot NCT temperature is therefore:

gapHOT = gapTROOM - 6LSB + LSH = 0. 15 - 0.16 + 0.11 = 0.10 inches

Thus, because the hot NCT axial gap is greater than zero, axial clearance is maintained under
NCT.

The design temperature of the strongback top end plate is TTEP = 180 OF. The thermal expansion
coefficient of Type 304 stainless steel at this temperature is asB = 8.8 x 10-6 in/in/iF from Table
2.6-1. Since the diameter of the strongback top end plate is DTEP = 28.25 inches, the thermal
expansion of the strongback is:

5TEP = (asB)(TTEP - 70)(DTEP) = (8.8 x 10--)(180 - 70)(28.25) = 0.027 inches

The inner diameter of the containment body is IDcb = 28.50 inches. The minimum room
temperature diametrical gap between the inside cavity wall and the strongback top end plate is
IDcb - DTEp = 0.25 inches. Thus, because the room temperature diametrical clearance is greater
than the diametrical thermal expansion of the strongback, clearance is maintained under NCT.

The clearance at the bottom end plate, which has slightly more room temperature diametrical clearance
than the top end plate, is bounded by the top end plate analysis. Similarly, the diameter of the support
disks, composed of three clamp arms, is equal to 27.5 inches, which is a full inch smaller than the inner
diameter of the body. Therefore, diametrical clearance at the support disks is not of concem.
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2.6.1.3 Stress Calculations

2.6.1.3.1 Stresses Due to Pressure Loading

Shell stresses in the structural components of the MFFP due to the internal design pressure of 25
psig are calculated using classical shell methods. The hoop stress (a0), axial stress ((T,), and
radial stress (Cr), are found from:

Pr Pr
(T =t GO =-r P

G = 25(14.531)= 649 psi a = 25(14.53) =324 psi a, =-25 psi
0.56 2(0.56)

where the design pressure, P = 25 psig, the shell mean radius, r = 14.53 inches, and the shell
thickness, t = 0.56 inches. The shell mean radius is found simply by adding the inner radius of
the containment shell and one-half of the shell thickness. The resulting stress intensity (SI) is
equal to the difference between the maximum and minimum principal stresses, or:

SI ="-ar=649 - (- 25) = 674 psi

For the NCT design temperature of 160 °F, the allowable general primary membrane stress of Type
XM-19 stainless steel is 33,180 psi. Therefore, the shell stress margin of safety (MS) is:

33,180
Pm :MS= 1.0 = +48.2

674

Stress analysis for the bottom end closure plate is performed using Table 24, Case 10a of Roark 4.
Considering the bottom end closure plate as a simply supported circular plate with uniform
thickness, the maximum bending moment is located in the center of the plate and is found from:

Mcenter = qr 2(3 + u) _ 25(14.53)2 (3 + 0.3) 1089 in -lb/in
16 16

Using Table 24, Case 10b of Roark and considering the bottom end closure plate as a fixed edge
circular plate with uniform thickness, the maximum bending moment is located at the plate outer
fixed edge and is found from:

qr 2  25(14.53)2 -660in-lb/in
Medge- 8 8 8

In both above cases, q = 25 psig is the design pressure, and r = 14.53 inches is conservatively
taken as the diameter of the lid. Since 1,089 > 660, the assumption of a simply supported edge
governs. The maximum possible bending stress in the bottom closure plate, where tbp = 1.5
inches, considering the maximum of the above calculated moments is found from:

6M 6(1,089) 2a . .. . 2,904 psi
p 1.52

4 Young, Warren C., Roark's Formulas for Stress & Strain, Sixth Edition, McGraw-Hill, Inc, 1989.
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For the NCT containment body design temperature of 160 'F, the allowable primary membrane-
plus-bending stress of Type XM-19 stainless steel is 49,770 psi (see Table 2.6-1). The bottom
closure plate stress margin of safety is:

49,770 1.0 =+16.1
MSm+Pb- =2,904

Stress analysis for the closure lid inner plate is performed using Table 24, Case 27 of Roark.
Considering the lid inner plate as a simply supported circular solid sector with uniform thickness,
with uniformly distributed load, q, over the entire surface, the radial stress, ar, is found from:

-r qr2 = 0.102 25(145)2 = 1,351psi
t 0.632

The tangential stress, at, is found from:

qr2  25(145) 1,510 psi

t 2 0.632

In both above cases, q = 25 psig is the design pressure, r = 14.5 conservatively taken as the diameter
of the lid, interior to the bolting flange, and t = 0.63 is the thickness of the inner plate. The P3 and P31
are defined by Roark for angle of the sector is 450, which is the angle between two lid rib stiffeners.

For the NCT containment body design temperature of 160 OF, the allowable primary membrane
plus bending stress of Type XM-19 stainless steel is 49,770 psi (see Table 2.6-1). The minimum
closure stress margin of safety is:

MSP 49,770 -1.0 = +32.0
1,510

Therefore, stresses in the containment bottom plate and closure lid are within acceptable limits
under the 25 psig design pressure.

2.6.1.3.2 Stresses Due to Thermal Gradients

As shown in Figure 3.4-2 of Chapter 3, the total thermal gradient of approximately 13 'F in the MFFP
is small and well distributed. Treating the closed end as rigid, the maximum thermal stress in the
containment shell is determined as follows. This method is extremely conservative because it assumes
a step temperature change in the shell. For the containment shell, the imposed radial displacement,
where a = 8.4 x 10-6 in/in/0F is the coefficient of thermal expansion at 160 'F, r = 14.53 inches is the
mean radius of the containment shell, and AT = 13 'F is the thermal change, is determined by:

6 = cc r. AT = (8.4 x 10-6 X,,14.53X13) = 0.0016 in
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d p

Assuming the end closure restrains the containment shell rigidly, the rotation, 0, of the end of the shell
is zero. Using Table 29, Case 15 from Roark accurately models this condition.

Maxy=-P ,inMax y = 8X 3 
,i

For the containment shell:

Et 3  27.8.,106 =0.5,63)
12_t 121 -0.32) =447,081 in- lbf

and

( ) -4Lf 3 31 04 .32 4 = 0.450 in"
-ý14.53 2 0O.562 ))

Where R = 14.53 inches is the average radius of the containment shell, t = 0.56 inches is the shell
thickness, E = 27.8 x 106 psi is the modulus of elasticity at 160 'F, and [t = 0.3 is the material
Poisson ratio. Solving the above equation for p, using y = 6 = 0.0016 inches (calculated above),
yields p = -521 lbf/in.

From Table 29, Case 15 of Roark:

Max V = -p - - 261l- (maximum unit shear load)
2 2

Max M - p - - 521 1
Mx 4(.40- = -289 --- i- (maximum unit moment load)

4k -0(.450) in
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Also from Table 29, Case 15 of Roark:

cyl = 0 (axial membrane stress)

C72 = yE + 0.0016(27.8x 106) + 0.3 x 0 = 3,061 psi (hoop membrane stress)
R 14.53

- 6(M) -6(- 289) = 5,529 psi (axial bending stress)
t2 0.562

, 2 = Ia' = 0.3(5,529) = 1,659 psi (hoop bending stress)

V 261V - -= 466 psi (hoop shear stress)
t 0.56

Since thermal stresses are deformation limited, they are classified as secondary stresses. The
NCT allowable is 3.0Sm, or 99,540 psi for the XM-19 containment boundary material, from
Table 2.6-1. Conservatively combining the highest normal condition secondary stress
determined above (5,529 psi) with the highest primary membrane-plus-bending stress, regardless
of location (2,904 psi in the bottom closure due to pressure, see Section 2.6.1.3.1, Stresses Due
to Pressure Loading) results in a primary membrane-plus-bending-plus-secondary stress of:

P. + PD + Q = 5,529 + 2,904 = 8,433 psi

The corresponding margin of safety for this stress combination is:

MS= 99,540 1.0=+10.8
8,433

Because the above calculated thermal stress is much less than the increase in allowable given
when considering thermal stresses, the remainder of the NCT evaluations do not specifically
consider thermal stresses for load combination.

2.6.1.3.3 Range of Primary-Plus-Secondary Stress Intensities

Per Paragraph C.4 of Regulatory Guide 7.6, the maximum range of primary-plus-secondary
stress intensity for NCT must be less than 3.OSm. This limitation on stress intensity range applies
to the entire history of NCT loadings and not only to the stresses from each individual load
transient. To conservatively encompass the maximum stress intensity range, the maximum stress
condition in the MFFP was doubled to account for the worst possible stress reversal. From the
result above, the maximum MFFP stress is 8,433 psi. Doubling this value results in a maximum
stress intensity range of 16,866 psi. The allowable stress, at NCT temperatures, is 310Sm, or
99,540 psi. The margin of safety is then:

99,540
MS= 1.0 = +4.90

16,866

Therefore, the criterion of Paragraph C.4 of Regulatory Guide 7.6 is met.
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2.6.1.3.4 Closure Bolt Evaluation

The closure bolts are tightened to a maximum of 220 lbf-ft torque (minimum torque is 175 lbf-ft).
From Subsection 4.2 of NUREG/CR-6007 5, the maximum non-prying tensile force per bolt due to
preload, Famx, is found from:

Famr _ Qmx _ 12(220) - 22,4201bf

(K)(Db) (0.157)(0.75)

where Qm. = 220 lbf-ft is the maximum applied closure bolt preload, K= 0.157 is the nut factor
(based the average K for lubricated bolts from Table 4.1 of NUREG/CR-6007), and Db=0.75
inches is the closure bolt nominal diameter. The closure lid has a step located at the bolt circle
diameter which precludes prying forces.

The maximum residual torsion is 50% of the applied torsion:

Mtr = 0.5(Qmax) 0.5(12x220) = 1,320 in-lbf

From Subsection 4.4 of NUREG/CR-6007, utilizing appropriate temperature dependent material
properties from Section 2.2.1, Material Properties and Specifications, the maximum non-prying
tensile force per bolt, Fa, due to pressure loads are based on the following formula:

Fa - T(Dlg)2 (Pli -Plo) =r(28.97)2 (39.7-14.7) 687
4Nb 4.24 - lbf

where Dlg = 28.97 inches is the closure lid diameter at the location of gasket load reaction (i.e.,
the O-ring seal diameter), Pli = 39.7 psia is the pressure inside the closure lid, Plo = 14.7 psia is
the pressure outside the closure lid, and Nb = 24 is the total number of closure bolts.

The bolt diameter used for stress calculations is based on the stress diameter of the closure bolts,
i.e., Dba = 0.653 inches . The closure bolt tensile stress, Sba, is defined as:

jFa 22,420 +687
Sba = (1.2732) Dba (1.2732) 0.6532 = 68,994 psi

From Table 2.1-1, for NCT the allowable average tensile stress is Sm = (2/3)Sy. The allowable
tensile stress is therefore 73,187 psi at a conservative temperature of 160 °F, from Table 2.6-1.
The corresponding margin of safety on average tensile stress, Gt-ave, is:

MS 73,187 _ 1.0 = +0.06
68,994

While the temperature of the closure bolts and the closure lid are essentially identical in all cases,
a thermally induced load is applied to the bolts since the thermal expansion coefficient of the
ASTM A564, Grade 630 Condition HI 100, alloy steel closure bolts and Type XM-19 stainless
steel closure lid differ. From Subsection 4.5 of NUREG/CR-6007, utilizing appropriate

5 G.C. Mok, L.E. Fischer, S.T. Hsu, Stress Analysis of Closure Bolts for Shipping Casks, NUREG/CR-6007, UCRL-
ED-110637, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1992
6 From Table 5.1 of NUREG/CR-6007: Dba = Db - 0.9743 p, where Db is the nominal diameter of the closure bolt

and p is the pitch = 0.1 inches per thread.
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temperature dependent material properties from Section 2.2.1, Material Properties and
Specifications, the maximum non-prying tensile force per bolt due to thermal differential
expansion of the closure bolt and the closure lid is based on the following formula:

Fatf =(%)(Db)2 (Eb)[(alXTl) - (abXTb)]

Father 4 r (0i.75 )2 (2 8.8 x 106 #(8.4 x 10-6X90) - (5.5 x I10-'X90)] = 3,321 lbf

where Db is the bolt diameter, Eb = 28.8 x 106 psi is the elastic modulus of the closure bolt
material, al = 8.4 x 10-6 in/in/0 F is the thermal expansion coefficient of the closure lid material,
ab = 5.5 x 10-6 in/in/OF is the thermal expansion coefficient of the closure bolt material, TI = 90 'F
is the temperature change of the closure lid from a reference temperature of 70 'F, and Tb = 90 'F
is the temperature change of the closure bolt from a reference temperature of 70 °F.

The closure bolt thermal stress, Sbthe~n, is defined as:

Fa 3,321
Sbth. = (1.2732) F = (1.2732) 9,916 psi

Dba 20.653 2

The closure bolt shear stress due to torsion, Sbt, is defined as:

Sbt = (5.093) IMt _ (5.093) 1,320 = 24,144 psi
Dba' 0.653'

Finally, the maximum closure bolt stress intensity, Sbi, is defined as:

Sbi = j(Sba + Sbheý) 2 + 4Sbt 2 = V/(68,994 + 9,916)2 + 4(24,144)2 = 92,512 psi

Note that there are no applied shear stresses since the shear load is carried by the closure lid.

For tension-plus-residual torsion, and closure bolts having a minimum ultimate stress, Su, greater
than 100,000 psi, the maximum stress intensity is 1.35Sm. The allowable stress intensity is 98,802
psi and the corresponding margin of safety on average tensile + residual torsion stress ((T+-E) is:

MS(C) = 98,802 -1.0 = +0.07
92,512

2.6.1.3.5 Strongback Securement Bolts

The three 1/2-13UNC socket head cap screws (SHCS) that secure the strongback into the body are
tightened to a maximum of 75 lbf-ft torque (minimum torque is 70 lbf-ft). Since these SHCS only
react normal transportation forces (not regulatory NCT forces), the preload is the only applied
load to be evaluated. The maximum tensile force per bolt due to preload, Fama, is found from:

Famax _ Qmax _ 12(75) - 11,465 lbf
(K)(Db) (0.157)(0.50)

where Qmax = 75 lbf-ft is the maximum applied closure bolt preload, K= 0.157 is the nut factor,
and Db=0.50 inches is the SHCS nominal diameter.
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The bolt diameter used for stress calculations is based on the stress diameter of the closure bolts,
i.e., Dt = 0.425 inches 7. The closure bolt tensile stress, at, is defined as:

Famax( -11,465
a-t = Z 2- (1.2732)--.425-2 = 80,815 psi_Dt0.2

4t

From Table 2.1-1, for NCT the allowable average tensile stress is Sm = (2/3)Sy. From Table
2.2-4, the yield strength of the ASTM A574 material at a conservative temperature of 180 'F
(Table 2.6-1), is 133,280 psi. Therefore, the allowable tensile stress is 88,853 psi. The
corresponding margin of safety on average tensile stress, 0 t-ave, is then:

MSut- = 88,853-1.0 = +0.10MS ... 80,815

2.6.2 Cold
For the cold condition, a -40 OF steady state ambient temperature is utilized per 10 CFR §71.71 (c)(2),
with zero insolation and zero decay heat. This results in a uniform temperature of -40 OF throughout the
package. The materials of construction for the transportation package are not adversely affected by the
-40 IF condition, including brittle fracture, which is evaluated in Section 2.1.2.2.1, Brittle Fracture.

The closure bolts are fabricated of ASTM A564, Grade 630 Condition H1i100, and have a
coefficient of thermal expansion which is lower than that of the body and closure lid. Therefore,
under cold conditions, the initial bolt preload force is reduced below the value at room
temperature. The following evaluation demonstrates the pre-load on the bolts is maintained at
the cold condition.

The closure bolts are tightened to a minimum of 175 ft-lbf torque. From Subsection 4.2 of
NUREG/CR-6007, the minimum non-prying tensile force per bolt due to minimum preload,
Famin, is found from:

Fam. Om 12(175) = 17 8 3 4 lbf(K)(Db) (0.157)(0.75)

where Qmin -= 175 lbf-ft is the minimum applied closure bolt preload, K=0.157 is the nut factor,
and Db=0.75 inches is the closure bolt nominal diameter.

While the temperature of the closure bolts and the closure lid are essentially identical in all cases, a
thermally induced load is applied to the bolts since the thermal expansion coefficient of the alloy
steel closure bolts and Type XM-19 stainless steel closure lid differ. From Subsection 4.5 of
NUREG/CR-6007, utilizing appropriate temperature dependent material properties from Section
2.2, Materials, the maximum change in force per bolt due to thermal differential expansion of the
closure bolt and the closure lid is based on the following formula:

Fa--4)(Db)2 (Eb)[(alXT1) - (abXTb)]

' From Table 5,1 of NUIREG/CR-6007: D, = Db - 0.9743 p, where Db is the nominal diameter of the closure bolt
and p is the pitch = 0.08 inches per thread.
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Fa (~(.7)22.8lolj 7  -x 0X-1 io)- (5.0 x io04X-1 io)]= -4,055 lb,

where Db is the bolt diameter, Eb = 29.8 x 106 psi is the elastic modulus of the closure bolt material,
al = 7.8 x 10-6 in/in/0 F is the thermal expansion coefficient of the closure lid material, ab = 5.0 x 10-6

in/in/iF is the thermal expansion coefficient of the closure bolt material, TI = -110 'F is the
temperature change of the closure lid from a reference temperature of 70 °F, and Th = -110 'F is the
temperature change of the closure bolt from a reference temperature of 70 °F. Thus the preload is
reduced by 4,055 lbf. Since the room temperature minimum preload force is 17,834 lbf, the preload
at a temperature of-40 'F is 17,834 - 4,055 = 13,779 lbf. This is over 75% of the minimum room
temperature value and demonstrates that adequate preload is maintained.

2.6.3 Reduced External Pressure

The effect of a reduced external pressure of 3.5 psia, per 10 CFR §71.71(c)(3), is negligible for the
MFFP. This conclusion is based on the analyses presented in Section 2.6.1, Heat, addressing the
ability of the containment vessel to withstand a design pressure of 25 psig. The MNOP of the MFFP
is 10 psig, or 14.7 + 10 = 24.7 psia. For an external pressure of 3.5 psia, the internal gage pressure is
24.7 - 3.5 = 21.2 psig, and thus less than the design pressure of 25 psig.

2.6.4 Increased External Pressure

The MFFP has been demonstrated to have a positive margin of safety against buckling for a
20 psia increased external pressure, utilizing ASMIE Code Case N-284-18.

Consistent with Regulatory Guide 7.6 philosophy, a factor of safety corresponding to ASME
Code, Service Level A conditions is employed. In this case, the applicable factor of safety is
2.00 for normal conditions, as specified in ASME Code Case N-284-1.

Buckling analysis geometry parameters are provided in Table 2.6-2, and loading parameters are given
in Table 2.6-3. The buckling analysis conservatively utilizes MFFP shell temperatures consistent with
Section 2.6.1, Heat, i.e., 160 'F. The stresses are determined using the increased external pressure of 20
psia which, conservatively assuming an internal pressure of 0 psia, corresponds to 20 psig. The hoop
stress, (70, axial stress, a7, and in-plane shear stress, ao, are found from:

Pr Pr Pr
(5"0 =- •0 = -

where P is the applied pressure, r is the mean shell radius, and t is the shell thickness. As shown
in Table 2.6-4, all the interaction check parameters are less than 1.0, as required. Therefore,
buckling of the shell is not a concern.

8 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Rules for

Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components, Case N-284-1, Metal Containment Shell Buckling Design
Methods, Section III, Division 1, Class MC, 2001 Edition, 2002 and 2003 Addenda.
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2.6.5 Vibration and Shock
The effects of vibration normally incident to transport are shown to be insignificant. Draft ANSI
N14.23 9 identifies peak truck trailer vibration inputs. Table 2 of ANSI N14.23 shows peak
vibration accelerations of a trailer bed as a function of package and tie-down system natural
frequency. For the frequency range 0 to 5 Hz, and conservatively assuming a light package,
Table 2 of ANSI N14.23 gives peak accelerations (99% level) of 2g in the vertical direction, and
0.lg in both the lateral and longitudinal directions. All other frequency ranges give significantly
lower acceleration levels. Further, due to package symmetry, the vertical load of ±2g governs
the ±0. ig in the lateral and longitudinal directions.

Design fatigue curves are taken from Figure 1-9.2.2 and Table 1-9.2.2 of the ASME Code10

Section III, Appendix I for the Type XM-19 stainless steel shell material, from which the allowable
amplitude, Sa, of the alternating stress component (1/2 of the alternating stress range) as a function
of number of loading cycles may be obtained. Table 1-9.2.2 extends the fatigue allowable data to
the endurance limit, which is used in the fatigue assessment of transportation vibration. The
allowable amplitude, Sa, from Table 1-9.2.2 for Type XM-19 stainless steel shell material at
1011 cycles is 13,600 psi. This value is adjusted based on the ratio of room temperature elastic
modulus of 28.3 x 106 psi, which is the basis for Table 1-9.2.2, and the elastic modulus at 160 'F,
27.8 x 106 psi from Table 2.6-1, as follows:

Sa = 13,60 0 L27.8(l 06) j 13,360 psi[_28.3(106)j

An analysis of the MFFP shows that fatigue of the containment boundary is not of concern. The
body can be modeled as a simply supported beam, with concentrated loads at each end,
supported by the cradles of the transport skid, and with a distributed load equal only to the
weight of the shell. The load at each end is equal to the sum of the weight of the impact limiter,
body end structure, and one-half of the weight of the loaded strongback (since the strongback
weight is supported by the strongback endplates, the strongback and payload weight is applied to
the body at the ends). The beam model of the MFFP is shown in Figure 2.6-1.

The cross-sectional area of the shell is:

A, = (d' - d')= 51.59 in2
54

and the area moment of inertia is:
Is • (d' -d 4)= 5,450 in 4

Is 64 i

where do is the shell outer diameter of 29.63 inches and di is the inner diameter of 28.5 inches.
For a material density of 0.29 Ibm/in 3, the distributed weight of the shell is w = 15 lbm/in. For an

9 ANSI N14.23, Design Basis for Resistance to Shock and Vibration of Radioactive Material Packages Greater
Than One Ton in Truck Transport, 1980, American National Standards Institute, Inc. (ANSI).
10 ASME Code, Subsection III, Division 1 Appendices, Appendix I, Design Stress Intensity Values, Allowable

Stresses, Material Properties, and Design Fatigue Curves, Figure 1-9.2.2, Design Fatigue Curve for Austenitic
Steels, Nickel-Chromium-Iron Alloy, Nickel-Iron-Chromium Alloy, and Nickel-Copper Alloy for Sa_28.2 ksi, for
Temperatures not Exceeding 800 'F, and Table 1-9.2.2, Tabulated Values of Sa, ksi, from Figure 1-9.2.2.
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overall length of shell of 168.211 inches, the total shell weight is 168.2 x 15 = 2,523 pounds. The
maximum gross weight of the MFFP is 14,260 pounds. The remaining weight, which is divided
equally between each end, is 14,260 - 2,523 = 11,737 pounds, or 5,869 pounds per end. The
reaction (under static, lg conditions) at each cradle support is 14,260/2 = 7,130 pounds. The
maximum bending moment, which occurs at the skid cradle support, is:

WL 2
Mmax = 5,869(Le)+ w2 190,730 lbf -in2

where Le = 31.25 inches (the distance from the end to the cradle support centerline). The shell
bending stress is:

Mc 190,730(14.82) = 519 psi

is 5,450

where c = 29.63/2 = 14.82 inches. Multiplying the stress by a factor of 2 to account for the ±2g
alternating load condition results in a conservative fatigue stress amplitude of 2 x 519 = 1,038 psi.
This stress is considerably less than the minimum value of the fatigue limit found above to be
13,360 psi. The margin of safety is:

MS= 13,360 1.0=+11.9
1,038

2.6.6 Water Spray
The materials of construction utilized for the MFFP are such that the water spray test identified
in 10 CFR §71.71(c)(6) will have a negligible effect on the package.

2.6.7 Free Drop

Because the maximum gross weight of the MFFP is 14,260 pounds, a three-foot free drop is
required per 10 CFR §71.71(c)(7). The MFFP is designed to withstand the effects of a 30-foot
HAC free drop, while maintaining leaktight containment and criticality control of the payload.
However, the NCT free drop is from a height of 3 feet, which represents a potential energy of
impact of only 10% that of the 30-foot hypothetical accident condition (HAG) free drop tests.
HAC free drop performance of the containment boundary and strongback was demonstrated to
be within acceptable limits by full-scale testing of the MFFP certification test unit (CTU), as
discussed in Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results. Leakage rate testing following
certification testing demonstrated the ability of the MFFP to maintain leaktight (i.e., 1.0 x 107

standard cubic centimeters per second (scc/sec), air) containment boundary integrity. Therefore, the
requirements of 10 CFR §71.71(c)(7) are met.

"' The actual length is 168.45 inches instead of 168.2 inches. Because the difference is small and would not affect
the results significantly, the analysis is not revised.
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2.6.8 Corner Drop
This test does not apply, since the package weight is in excess of 220 pounds, and the materials
do not include wood or fiberboard, as delineated in 10 CFR §71.71(c)(8).

2.6.9 Compression
This test does not apply, since the package weight is in excess of 11,000 pounds, as delineated in
10 CFR §71.71(c)(9).

2.6.10 Penetration
The 40-inch drop of a 13 pound, hemispherically-headed, 1 V2 inch diameter, steel cylinder, as
delineated in 10 CFR §71.71(c)(10), is of negligible consequence to the MFFP. This conclusion
is due to the fact that the MFFP is designed to minimize the consequences associated with the
much more limiting case of a 40-inch drop of the entire package onto a puncture bar as discussed
in Section 2.7.3, Puncture.

Table 2.6-1 - Summary of NCT Design Parameters

Closure Bolts
Body, Closure (A564, Grade 630, Strongback

Parameter Lid (XM-19) Condition H1100) (Type 304)

NCT Hot Bounding 160 160 180
Temperature, °F
Coefficient of Thermal666Cexpansio, of(Thermal)8.4 x 10-6 5.5 x 10-6 8.8 x 10-6
Expansion, (a,(in/in/°F)

Elastic Modulus, psi 27.8 x 106 28.8 x 106 27.7 x 106

Design Stress, Sn, psi 33,180 73,187 20,000

Yield Stress, Sy, psi 50,260 109,780 26,000

Primary Membrane Stress Sm = 33,180 n/a' Sm = 20,000
Intensity (Pm), psi

Primary Membrane + Bending 1.55m = 49,770 n/a® 1.5Sm = 30,000
Stress Intensity (Pm + Pb), psi 1.S_ 470n_1 m--,0

Primary Membrane + Bending +
Secondary Stress Intensity 3.OSm = 99,540 n/a' 3.OSm = 60,000
(Pm + Pb + Q), psi
NCT Cold Bounding -40 -40 -40
Temperature, 'F

Coefficient of Thermal 7.8 x 10-6 5.0 x 10-6 8.2 x 10-6
Expansion, ca,(in/in/°F)

Elastic Modulus, psi 28.9 x 106 29.8 x 106 28.9 X 106

Notes: (D Bolting allowable stresses are discussed in the sections where they are used.
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Table 2.6-2 - Shell Buckling Geometry Parameters per Code Case N-284-1

Geometry, Temperature, and
Material Input Cylindrical Shell

Outside Diameter, inch 29.63
Inside Diameter, inch 28.50

Length, inch 168.20

Temperature, OF 160

Material Type XM- 19

Geometry Output

R = 14.533
t = 0.565

R/t = 25.72

Xý = 168.2

X0 = 91.31

Mý = 58.70

Table 2.6-3 - Shell Load Input for 20 psig Increased External Pressure
Direction Stress, psi

Axial Stress, aý, 260

Hoop Stress, Go 519

Shear Stress, ao 130
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Table 2.6-4 - Buckling Summary for 20 psia Increased External Pressure
Condition Shell Remarks

Capacity Reduction Factors (-1511)

UOL =0.5094

aOL =0.8000

OO= j 0.8000
Plasticity Reduction Factors (-1610)

110 = 0.1509

fo = 1.0000
___0 = 0.3567

Theoretical Buckling Values (-1712.1.1)
CO = 0.6050

CTeL = 653,895

Cal = 0.0137

GOeL = GreL = 14,809

Coh= 0.0137

CF0eL = OheL = 14,809
CO =0.0974

GOOL& 105,239

Elastic Interaction Equations (-1713.1.1)

Oza = 166,539

Yha = 5,924

'ra 5,924

Ctt = 42,096
Axial + Hoop * Check (a): ... N/A
Axial + Hoop * Check (b): .. .N/A
Axial + Shear c Check (c): 0.0016 <1 .'. OK
Hoop + Shear * Check (d): 0.0876 <1 .'.OK

Axial + Hoop + Shear * Check (e): .. .N/A
Axial + Hoop + Shear c* Check (f): ...N/A

Inelastic Interaction Equations (-1713.2.1)

xc =25,130
Crc = 5,924

aYtc= 15,015
Axial + Hoop * Check (a): 0.0876 <1 .'.OK
Axial + Shear * Check (a): 0.0104 <1 .'. OK

Hoop + Shear * Check (b): 0.0877 <1 .. OK
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Figure 2.6-1 - Vibration Model of Package
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2.7 Hypothetical Accident Conditions
The MFFP, when subjected to the sequence of hypothetical accident condition (HAC) tests specified in
10 CFR §71.731, subsequent to the sequence of normal conditions of transport (NCT) tests specified in
10 CFR §71.71, is shown to meet the performance requirements specified in Subpart E of 10 CFR 71.
As indicated in the introduction to Chapter 2.0, Structural Evaluation, with the exception of the thermal
and immersion tests that are demonstrated by analysis, the primary proof of performance for the HAC
tests is via the use of full-scale testing. In particular, free drop and puncture testing of the MFFP
certification test unit (CTU) confirms that the containment boundary will remain leaktight after a worst
case HAC sequence. Observations from testing of the CTU also confirm the conservative nature of
deformed geometry assumptions used in the thermal and criticality assessments.

Specifically, the certification test program demonstrated the following objectives:

1. No loss of containment: The leaktight containment boundary was maintained throughout
repeated regulatory test sequences. Additionally, HAC structural loads did not result in
deformations (including buckling) that would lead to the degradation of containment under
the subsequent HAC fire event.

2. Maintaining subcriticality: The strongback structure retained its geometry and retained the
neutron poison in their respective positions. Together with the certification testing and the
analytical evaluations provided herein, the geometry of the payload is controlled and the MFFP
payload remains subcritical.

The basis for the certification testing performed is summarized in the following sections. For a
detailed discussion of the basis of the structural certification performed, refer to Appendix
2.12.2, Certification Test Plan. The results of the certification testing program are presented in
Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results. Analyses necessary to supplement or expand the
tests results are also presented, as necessary. Development of the MFFP design was facilitated
by a half-scale engineering test unit. The engineering tests were focused on development of the
puncture resistant impact limiters, but also included a 30-foot free drop (side drop orientation).
The results of the engineering test are summarized in Appendix 2.12.4, Engineering Test Results.

2.7.1 Free Drop
Subpart F of 10 CFR 71 requires performing a free drop test in accordance with the requirements
of 10 CFR §71.73(c)(1). The free drop test involves performing a 30-foot, HAC free drop onto a
flat, essentially unyielding, horizontal surface, with the package striking the surface in a position
(orientation) for which maximum damage is expected. The ability of the MFFP to adequately
withstand this specified free drop condition is demonstrated via testing of a full-scale, certification
test unit (CTU) and analytical evaluations. Specifically, the analytical evaluations include:

* Structural analyses of the fuel control structure (FCS), provided in Appendix 2.12.5, Fuel
Control Structure Evaluation.

" Structural analyses of package weight not accounted for in the certification tests, provided in
Appendix 2.12.8, Effect of Bounding Weight on Package Structural Responses.

'Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71 (10 CFR 71), Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive
Material, Final Rule, 01-26-04.
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Maximum deformation of impact limiters under warm conditions, provided in Appendix
2.12.1, Impact Limiter Evaluation.

2.7.1.1 Technical Basis for the Free Drop Tests

Items that could compromise the containment integrity or criticality safety of the package were
identified when selecting the worst case package orientations for the 30-foot free drop event.
Shielding integrity is not addressed since the MFFP design does not include any components
whose primary purpose is shielding. For the MFFP containment body, its ability to remain
leaktight is of primary importance. For the strongback, geometric stability, including support of
the fuel assemblies and poison plates, is of primary importance.

The types of damage that are the most likely candidates to compromise the leaktight capability of
the MFFP are as follows:

" Excessive deformation of the sealing surfaces that would cause reduced seal compression,

* Failure of the closure lid bolts,

* Buckling of the containment shell, and

" Thermal degradation of the seal material resulting from the HAC fire event.

Types of damage that could affect criticality safety are as follows:

" Deformations of the strongback that could change the relative geometric relationships
between the fuel assemblies (FAs) and the neutron absorbing material which exceed the
bounds established in the criticality analyses, and

" Buckling of the containment shell.

From the above considerations, a total of four 30-foot free drops were selected, including
horizontal, vertical, and two near-horizontal slapdown orientations. In the course of testing, an
additional free drop test was performed. Multiple tests have been performed to ensure that the
most vulnerable package features were subjected to "worst case" loads and deformations, as
required by 10 CFR §71.73(c)(1). The certification tests were exceedingly conservative for the
containment boundary since a single containment body structure was subject to all the free drops
(and punctures). Table 2.7-1 summarizes the free drops performed and the primary aspect of the
MFFP performance being tested. Appendix 2.12.2, Certification Test Plan discusses, in detail, the
justification for the selection of each free drop orientation and the objectives for each test, as well
as describing the sequence of free drop and puncture tests, the initial test conditions, the data to be
gathered from the test, and the test unit and payload configuration for each test.

As shown in Table 2.7-1, there were three (3) test series. Each series employed a different test
payload configuration as subsequently noted. Each series consisted of at least one 30-foot free
drop followed by at least one puncture drop, such that each series fulfilled the regulatory
requirements for HAC drop testing; i.e., free drop followed by puncture drop. In keeping with the
regulatory series philosophy, the containment boundary closure seals were leakage rate tested prior
to, and following each series to demonstrate the containment boundary remained leaktight. The
entire boundary was leakage rate tested prior to and following the entire set of test series.

For the certification test free drops the CTU impact limiters were chilled to the minimum
temperature (-20 °F ambient) condition, in order to maximize crush strength of the foam and
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consequent impact magnitude. Since the impact limiters do not "bottom-out" under maximum
temperature conditions, see Appendix 2.12.1, Impact Limiter Evaluation, maximum impact
accelerations are associated with the increased crush stress of chilled foam.

As noted above, three payload configurations were used for certification testing. The mock payload
was comprised of a simple bundle of 1/2-inch diameter carbon steel rods. The mock payload was used
in lieu of the strongback and FAs in the first test series, which consisted of a HAC side drop and
multiple puncture drops. This first test series focused upon demonstrating the behavior of the impact
limiters and the integrity of the package containment and structural shells. The details of the mock
Payload are presented in Appendix 2.12.2, Certification Test Plan. The second and third payload
configurations both included the strongback assembly. The second payload configuration consisted of
the strongback loaded with two dummy FAs plus one prototypic FA, whereas the third payload
configuration consisted of three dummy FAs. The purpose of the second test series was to assess the
behavior of an actual MOX FA under hypothetical accident conditions. The purpose of the third test
series was to assess the behavior and demonstrate the integrity of the strongback assembly itself.

The dummy FAs were designed to accurately represent the way that an actual MOX FA would apply
loads to the strongback, but were not intended to accurately represent the behavior characteristics of the
individual fuel rods. The details of the dummy FA are presented in Appendix 2.12.2, Certification Test
Plan. The prototypic FA was designed to be exactly representative of a MK-BW MOX FA. The only
difference between an actual MOX FA and the prototypic FA was that the fuel pellets of the prototypic
FA were tungsten carbide. The burnable poison rod assembly (BPRA), optionally shipped assembled
with the MOX FA, was not represented. However, the weight of the tungsten carbide pellets was
greater than the weight of the actual MOX fuel pellets. Therefore, the prototypic FA included the
weight of a BPRA, and thus conservatively represented the actual MOX FA.

2.7.1.2 Summary of Results from the Free Drop Testing

The certification testing successfully demonstrated the robust nature of the containment boundary
and stability of the strongback. The containment structure was subjected to five HAC free drops (and
six puncture drops, as described in Section 2.7.3) and remained leaktight throughout the testing.
Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results, contains the details of the free drop results. Significant
results of the free drop testing, with respect to the containment boundary, are as follows:

Containment

> Following a total of five, 30-foot free drops and six puncture drops, the containment
boundary, which was used for all drops, demonstrated its robustness and capability to
remain leaktight. The only components of the containment boundary replaced between
test series were the butyl O-ring seals.

> The containment boundary structure did not buckle or permanently deform due to any of the
free drops.

> The side and secondary slapdown impacts (both are effectively 0' impacts) resulted in
weld failure in the outside top angle comer of the closure lid end impact limiter (see
Figure 2.12.3-7, Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results). The impact limiter weld
failure was subjected to a subsequent puncture test (see Figure 2.12.3-9, Appendix 2.12.3,
Certification Test Results). Although the resulting cumulative damage is evaluated in
Chapter 3.0, Thermal Evaluation, and shown to have no effect on the integrity of the
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containment O-ring seals, the fillet weld joint design was revised to a groove butt weld
for the packaging design. Demonstration of the weld joint designs is presented in
Appendix 2.12.7, Impact Limiter Weld Joint Test Results.

> The maximum gross weight of the MFFP, as presented in Section 2.1.3, Weights and Center of
Gravity, is 14,260 pounds and represents the bounding weight of the package. The CTU Series
1, 2, and 3 configurations weighed 13,815, 13,234, and 13,217 pounds, respectively. These are
somewhat lighter than the maximum gross weight, primarily because they are actual fabricated
weights (not worst-case maximums) and also do not include the FCS, which was not present in
the CTUs. An evaluation of the effect of the additional weight is given in Appendix 2.12.8,
Effect of Bounding Weight on Package Structural Responses. The effect of the bounding
weight on maximum impact limiter deformations under hot conditions is evaluated by analysis
in Appendix 2.12.1, Impact Limiter Evaluation, where the maximum gross weight is
conservatively used to demonstrate that the impact limiters will not 'bottom out'.

> Based on the certification tests and structural analyses, and the conclusions of the thermal
analyses in Chapter 3.0, Thermal Evaluation, the containment boundary is maintained
when the MFFP is subjected to the applicable tests described in Subpart F of 10 CFR 71.

As noted above, the FCS was not present during the certification tests. Presence of the FCS
could have an effect on the axial movement of the fuel rods in a top end drop, since the degree of
the rod's lateral buckling is strictly limited by the FCS. However, since the degree of buckling
of the rods was very small in the absence of the FCS, a further small restriction is unlikely to
alter the behavior of the rods significantly. As shown in Figure 2.12.3-23, some rods did pass
through the top nozzle plate as a result of the end drop, and some may have struck the closure lid
containment plate. Although no significant change to this configuration is expected to occur in
the presence of the FCS, a bounding analysis will be performed to evaluate the worst-case
loading of the closure lid by the axial movement of fuel rods. This evaluation focuses on the
local effect of rods on the closure lid containment plate. The more global effect of the package
contents weight on the closure system is discussed in Appendix 2.12.8, Effect of Bounding Weight
on Package Structural Responses.

Figure 2.12.3-23 shows a view of the top nozzle of the fuel assembly. There are a total of 56 holes
through which a fuel rod could pass through. The hole size allows only a single rod to come
through each hole. Therefore, the maximum number of fuel rods per FA that could strike the
closure lid in an end drop is 56. This analysis will conservatively neglect any friction of the rod
with the grids, with other rods that do not move, or with the top nozzle itself. The analysis further
assumes that each hole is adequately aligned with a fuel rod to permit passage. Additionally, to
ensure that all rods that can move are accounted, the quantity of rods striking the closure lid will be
arbitrarily increased by 25%, thus 1.25 x 56 = 70 rods will be considered. Per Table 2.12.5-1, the
weight of a fuel rod is WR = 5.33 pounds, and from Section 2.12.5.2, Conditions Analyzed, the
bounding axial impact load is 120g. The maximum load for a FA that could be applied to the lid
by the rods is:

F = 7 0WR (120) = 44,772 lbf

The closure lid is a weldment with eight radial ribs. Each 450 segment between the ribs is
bounded by the inner diameter of the outer forging of 26.38 inches and the outer diameter of the
central support pipe of 7.0 inches. The area of one segment is:
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A -z!>(26.3 82 -~7 .02)= 63.51 in 2

The entire load of the displaced rods, F, is conservatively applied to a single segment, so that the
pressure loading on the segment is:

F 44,772
q= - 705 psi

A 63.51

The maximum stress in the containment plate for a solid circular sector is found using Table 24,
Case 27 of Roark', and bounded by the tangential stress, Gt:

qrý = 36,478 psi
t 

2

where: q = 705 psi (impact load) + 25 psi (design pressure) = 730 psi

r = 26.38/2= 13.19 inches

t = 0.63 inches

P1 = 0.114for45° sector

From Table 2.1-1, the allowable primary membrane plus bending stress intensity is equal to the
lesser of 3 .6Sin and Su, but since this region is near to the closure 0-ring seals, a value equal to
the yield stress will be conservatively used, equal to 47,100 psi from Table 2.2-1 at a bounding
temperature of 200 OF. The margin of safety is:

MS= 47,100 _1.0- =+0.29
36,478

Thus, any additional movement of the fuel rods in an end drop due to the introduction of the FCS
is not of concern.

The fuel rods themselves will not be significantly damaged by impact with the lid. As shown in
Figures 2.12.3-22 and 2.12.3-23, the damage incurred by the fuel rods in the certification test bounds
any damage that could occur in the presence of the FCS.

The burnable poison rod assembly (BPRA) which can optionally be shipped with the fuel was not
present during the certification tests. As described in Section 1.2.3, Contents of Packaging, the
BPRA may be inserted into the top of the FA and weighs up to 65 pounds. During normal
transport, it is restrained by the BPRA restraint, shown as Assembly A3 on General Arrangement
Drawing Number 99008-30. In a top end drop, the BPRA restraint weldment comes into contact
with the irmer plate of the closure lid. Therefore, the weight of the BPRA is transferred to the
closure lid through the BPRA restraint weldment. Since the surface area of the restraint weldment
is relatively large, and since contact between the BPRA, the restraint weldment, and the closure lid
is flat without protrusions, the BPRA cannot inflict significant damage to the closure lid inner
plate. As stated in Section 2.7.1.1, Technical Basis for the Free Drop Tests, the weight of the
prototypic and dummy FAs was conservatively slightly greater than the total FA plus BPRA
weight. Thus, the presence of a BPRA in any or all of the FAs is not of concern.

Young, W. C., Roark's Formulas for Stress and Strain, Sixth Edition, McGraw-Hill, 1989.
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The principal criticality control structure for the MFFP is the strongback. Two strongbacks were
used for the certification testing program. Table 2.7-1 summarizes the performance aspect being
tested in the respective series.

The first strongback was used in Series 2 and was assembled with two dummy FAs and one
prototypic FA. This strongback was subjected to one HAC free drop (and one puncture drop).

The second strongback was used in Series 3 and for the 'Additional Test', and was assembled
with three dummy FAs. This strongback was subjected to two HAC free drops (and two
puncture drops) as part of Series 3, and then the 'Additional Test' HAC free drop.

Both strongbacks exhibited no significant deformations as a result of the test series. The effectiveness
of the neutron poison plates was preserved though maintenance of its integrity and position. Following
Series 2, the clamp arms, which restrain the fuel assemblies to the longitudinal strongback plates, were
operational following the test and retained both the prototypic and dummy fuel assemblies in position.
Although the strongback was not removable from the containment body following Series 3, a
borescope inspection of the structure revealed no significant damage or re-configuration of the
strongback.

The purpose of Series 2 was to demonstrate the longitudinal stability of the strongback during
axial accelerations, and to determine the stability of the prototypic FA as assembled to the
strongback. As described above, the strongback performance is acceptable. The fuel rods of the
prototypic FA exhibited unacceptable lateral deformations. The lateral fuel rod deformations are
best characterized as first mode Euler buckling between the clamp arms nearest the top nozzle
(nearest the ground in the near-vertical orientation, see Figure 2.12.3-22, Appendix 2.12.3,
Certification Test Results). In addition to lateral fuel rod deformations, a number of prototypic
fuel rods also slid through the grid straps. An undetermined number or rods contacted the top
nozzle, and 8 rods slid through the flow openings in the top nozzle (see Figure 2.12.3-23,
Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results). To ensure that this lateral fuel rod deformation is
positively bounded, a fuel control structure (FCS) has been incorporated into the strongback
design. The FCS is analytically evaluated in Appendix 2.12.5, Fuel Control Structure
Evaluation. As shown in that evaluation, the geometry of the fuel is confined to a maximum
cross-section of 8.7 inches square. In addition, since the FCS contains two neutron poison
plates, the FAs are surrounded on all four sides by neutron poison materials. Chapter 6.0,
Criticality Evaluation, concludes that with the neutron poison and geometric control afforded by
the strongback/FCS structure, an optimally moderated FA, arranged in the most reactive credible
configuration, remains subcritical with significant margin.

Significant results of the free drop testing, with respect to criticality safety, are as follows:

Criticality safety

The strongback structure did not significantly reconfigure. The position of the neutron poison
relative to the FAs, and the global position of the FAs relative to each other were maintained.

The post-drop configuration of the fuel rods is bounded by the FCS (refer to Section
2.12.5, Fuel Control Structure Evaluation), which ensures the assumptions used in the
criticality evaluation are valid.

Based upon the structural tests and analyses, and upon the conclusions of the criticality
analyses, the MFFP, when optimally moderated, remains subcritical when subjected to
the applicable tests described in Subpart F of 10 CFR 71.
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2.7.2 Crush
Subpart F of 10 CFR 71 requires performing a dynamic crush test in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR §71.73(c)(2). Since the MFFP weight exceeds 1,100 pounds, the
dynamic crush test is not required.

2.7.3 Puncture
Subpart F of 10 CFR 71 requires performing a puncture test in accordance with the requirements
of 10 CFR §71.73(c)(3). The puncture test involves a 40-inch free drop of a package onto the
upper end of a solid, vertical, cylindrical, mild steel bar mounted on an essentially unyielding,
horizontal surface. The bar must be six inches in diameter, with the top surface horizontal and
its edge rounded to a radius of not more than 1/4 inch. The package is to be oriented in a
position for which maximum damage will occur. The minimum length of the bar is to be eight
inches. The ability of the MFFP to adequately withstand this specified puncture drop condition
is demonstrated via testing of a full-scale, MFFP certification test unit.

2.7.3.1 Technical Basis for the Puncture Drop Tests

Items that could compromise containment integrity or criticality safety of the package were
identified when selecting a worst case package orientation for the puncture drop event. For the
MFFP containment body, its ability to remain leaktight is of primary importance. For the
strongback, geometric stability, including support of the fuel assemblies and neutron poison plates
is of primary importance. Criticality safety could be impacted by excessive deformation of the
containment boundary shell which might cause a significant reconfiguration of the fuel and
strongback geometry relationship.

The types of damage that are the most likely to compromise the leaktight capability of the MFFP are
as follows:

" Excessive deformation of the sealing surfaces that would result in excessive reduction of seal
compression caused by a direct puncture impact to the sealing area,

* Puncture of the containment boundary shell, and

* Thermal degradation of the O-ring seal butyl material resulting from the HAC thermal event
resulting from the removal of, or excessive damage to, the impact limiter.

Types of damage that could affect criticality safety are as follows:

" Deformations of the strongback that would result in change of the relative geometric
relationships between the FAs and the neutron absorbing material, which exceed the limits
established in the criticality analyses, and

" Deformation or reconfiguration of the FAs that exceeds the bounds established in the
criticality analysis.

From the above considerations, six puncture drops were selected, as shown in Table 2.7-3. Each
puncture test was performed following at least one HAC 30-foot free drop. The same MFFP body
(body, closure lid, and closure bolts) was conservatively subjected to all six tests. Appendix 2.12.2,
Certification Test Plan, contains further discussion and provides the detailed logic behind the choice of
puncture orientations and test sequence. Section 2.7.3.2, Summary of Results from the Puncture Drop
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Tests, summarizes the puncture test results and Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results, describes
the results in detail.

2.7.3.2 Summary of Results from the Puncture Drop Tests

The certification testing successfully demonstrated the robust nature of the containment
boundary and stability of the strongback. Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results, contains
the details of the free drop results.

• Containment

The containment boundary shell did not perforate due to any of the puncture drops,
including both perpendicular and oblique orientations.

The lid end impact limiter shell prevented the puncture bar from directly applying loads
to the sealing region. Thus, containment is not affected by direct puncture attack.

> The lid end impact limiter shell resisted gross perforation, thus preventing excessive removal
of polyurethane foam or exposure of the containment seal region to the fire temperatures.

> The puncture damage, added to the free drop lid end impact limiter weld damage, did not
result in loss of containment in the analysis of the HAC thermal event.

" Criticality safety

> The strongback structure did not significantly reconfigure. The position of the neutron poison
relative to the FAs, and the global position of the FAs relative to each other were maintained.

> The puncture bar was unable to deform the shell body sufficiently to significantly
reconfigure the FA rods.

Based upon the puncture tests, the MFFP maintains containment and remains subcritical when
subjected to the applicable tests described in Subpart F of 10 CFR 71.

2.7.4 Thermal
Subpart F of 10 CFR 71 requires performing a thermal test in accordance with the requirements of 10
CFR §71.73(c)(4). To demonstrate the performance capabilities of the MFFP when subjected to the
HAC thermal test specified in 10 CFR §71.73(c)(4), the worst-case damage from the HAC, 30-foot
free drop and puncture tests, as discussed in Section 2.7.1, Free Drop, and Section 2.7.3, Puncture,
was included in the MFFP thermal model, as discussed in Chapter 3.0, Thermal Evaluation.

2.7.4.1 Summary of Pressures and Temperatures

Package pressures and temperatures due to the HAC thermal event are presented in Section
3.5.3, Maximum Temperatures and Pressures. A brief summary of the thermal analysis results
are provided in the following sections.

2.7.4.1.1 Summary of Pressures

From Table 3.5-2, the maximum internal pressure during the HAC thermal event, which includes an
assumption of 100% rupture of the fuel rods and the complete combustion of all of the polymer
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materials utilized in the strongback, is 127.7 psig, with the package initially at atmospheric pressure.
For stress analysis purposes, a pressure of 130 psig is used, which conservatively bounds the maximum
internal pressure.

2.7.4.1.2 Summary of Temperatures

From Table 3.5-1, the maximum shell wall temperature is 1,407 °F, and the maximum closure lid
temperature is 311 'F, both of which occur at the end of the 30-minute HAC thermal event. The
closure lid temperature bounds the bottom end closure temperature. The maximum temperature of
the strongback is 646 'F. The maximum temperature in the closure lid sealing region is 352 'F.

2.7.4.2 Differential Thermal Expansion

The maximum temperature of the strongback is TSB = 646 'F, but a value of 700 'F is
conservatively used and applied to the entire strongback. From Section 2.2.1, Material
Properties and Specifications, the thermal expansion coefficient of Type 304 stainless steel at
this temperature is cSB = 10.0 x 10-6 in/in/0 F. Since the length of the strongback is LSB = 164.90
inches, the thermal expansion of the strongback is:

6 L-SB = (aSB)(TSB - 70)(LSB) = 1.04 inches

The bounding minimum temperature of the MFFP shell, which is conservatively assumed to apply to
the entire shell, is TSH = 1,200 'F, a value well below the calculated maximum temperature of 1,407
°F. The linearly extrapolated thermal expansion coefficient of XM-19 is (xSH = 9.8 x 10-6 in/in/0 F
from Section 2.2.1, Material Properties and Specifications, using data for 600 °F and 700 °F. Since
the length of the shell cavity, LSH, is 165.25 inches, the minimum thermal expansion of the shell is:

6L-SH = (CCSH)(TSH - 70)(LSH) = 1.83inch

For the HAC thermal event, the strongback grows 0.79 inches less than the cavity, increasing
axial clearance. Thus, axial clearance is maintained for the HAC thermal event.

2.7.4.3 Stress Calculations

As discussed in Section 2.7.4.1.1, Summary of Pressures, a conservative maximum internal
pressure of 130 psig is assumed for the HAC thermal. Shell stresses due to the design pressure of
25 psig are calculated in Section 2.6.1, Heat. Therefore, the stress in the shell due to the HAC
maximum pressure is found from:

130
C'HAC = - G NCT

25

The results of this scaling for the shell, bottom end closure, and closure lid are shown in Table 2.7-4.
For simplicity, the bottom end and closure lid stresses used in the scaling are peak values, but
allowable stresses for membrane-only stress (the lesser of 2 .4 Sm or 0.7 Su) are conservatively used.

The allowable stress for the bottom end and closure lid is extracted from Section 2.2.1, Material
Properties and Specifications, for the XM- 19 material at a temperature of 311 °F, and is governed by
0.7Su, equal to 65,701 psi. Since its temperature exceeds the values given in Section II, Part D of the
ASME B&PV Code, the allowable stress for the Type XM- 19 shell material is developed by
comparing the yield strength behavior versus temperature to Type 304 material, which is included in
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the high-temperature ASME B&PV Code. As illustrated in Figure 2.7-1, the yield strengths of Type
XM-19 and Type 304 austenitic stainless steels behave similarly up to 1,500 OF. However, the Type
XM-19 material is significantly stronger than Type 304 material at all temperatures. Therefore,
utilizing the allowable stress extracted from ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Subsection NIH2 for
Type 304 is conservative for evaluating the shell at elevated temperature. The value of the rupture
stress, SR, for Type 304 is 16.0 ksi for an upper bound shell temperature of 1,410 OF and an exposure
of one hour, from Table 1-14.6A. The selection of a one-hour temperature duration is conservative
since the shell wall temperature falls rapidly after the 30-minute HAC thermal event. The governing
allowable stress is equal to 0.67Sr = 10,720 psi.

The minimum margin of safety for the HAC thermal pressure case, including the significant
conservative assumptions described above, is +2.06, as shown in Table 2.7-4. Therefore,
stresses in the body shell, bottom end, and closure lid are within acceptable limits.

Per Regulatory Guide 7.6, Paragraph C.7, the extreme range of stress must be considered. Of all the
various allowable stresses corresponding to the different conditions evaluated (including fabrication
stresses and normal conditions of transport), the largest allowable stress is equal to the material ultimate
strength, Su. It is therefore conservative to assume that S. bounds all stresses actually developed in the
structure. For Type XM-19 stainless steel, Su = 100,000 psi at 70 °F. The maximum possible stress
intensity range is twice this value, or 200,000 psi. Applying a factor of four to account for possible
stress concentrations at structural discontinuities gives a total stress range of 800,000 psi. The
alternating component is one-half of this value, or 400,000 psi. To account for temperature effects, this
value of alternating stress is factored by the ratio of modulus of elasticity. This ratio is formed between
the modulus of elasticity at room temperature (at which the test data applies directly) and the modulus
of elasticity at the design temperature of 160 'F. The adjusted stress is:

Salt = 400,000 E7°F = 407,194 psi
El60 F

where E70oF = 28.3 x 106 psi and E1600F = 27.8 x 106 psi. Per Figure 1-9.2.1 and Table 1-9.1 of the
ASME B&PV Code, the allowable value for Salt at 10 cycles is 708,000 psi. The margin of safety is:

708,000
MS= 1.0 = + 0.74

407,194

Considering the significant conservatism used in the underlying assumptions (e.g., use of allowable
stress rather than smaller actual stresses, assuming worst case stresses are fully reversing, use of the
maximum factor of stress concentration), it is apparent that the actual margin of safety is larger than
+0.74. Thus, the requirement of paragraph C.7 of Regulatory Guide 7.6 is met.

2.7.5 Immersion - Fissile Material

Subpart F of 10 CFR 71 requires performing an immersion test for fissile material packages in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR §71.73(c)(5). The criticality evaluation presented
in Chapter 6.0, Criticality Evaluation, assumes optimum hydrogenous moderation of the
contents, thereby conservatively addressing the effects and consequences of water in-leakage.

2 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Rules for

Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components, 2001 Edition, 2002 and 2003 Addenda.
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2.7.6 Immersion - All Packages
Subpart F of 10 CFR 71 requires performing an immersion test for all packages in accordance with
the requirements of 10 CFR §71.73(c)(6). For the MFFP, this external pressure condition is
bounded by the requirements of 10 CFR §71.61, which requires that the undamaged containment
system withstand an external water pressure of 290 psi for a period of not less than one hour
without collapse, buckling, or in-leakage of water. Section 2.7.7, Deep Water Immersion Test (for
Type B Packages Containing More than 105 A2), demonstrates that the transportation package
meets the requirements of 10 CFR §71.61, which bounds the requirements of 10 CFR §71.73(c)(6).

2.7.7 Deep Water Immersion Test (for Type B Packages Containing
More than 105 A2)

Subpart E of 10 CFR 71 specifies performance of a deep immersion test in accordance with the
requirements of 10 §71.61. Since the MFFP contains more than 105 A2 of any isotope, a
buckling evaluation for the 200 meter deep immersion test is performed. The evaluation is
performed utilizing ASME Code Case N-284-1 and considers an external pressure of 290 psig,
which exceeds the pressure of 200 meters of water.

Consistent with Regulatory Guide 7.6 philosophy, a factor of safety corresponding to ASMIE
B&PV Code, Service Level D conditions for the hypothetical accident condition pressure
loading is employed. In this case, the applicable factor of safety is 1.34 for accident conditions,
as specified in ASME B&PV Code Case N-284-1.

Buckling analysis geometry parameters are provided in Table 2.7-5, and loading parameters are
given in Table 2.7-6. The buckling analysis conservatively utilizes shell temperatures consistent
with Section 2.6.1, Heat, i.e., 160 OF. The stresses are determined using the external pressure of
290 psi. The hoop stress, ao, axial stress, aý, and in-plane shear stress, aor, are found from:

Pr Pr Pr
o O == - (T€0 = -

where P is the applied pressure, r is the mean radius, and t is the shell thickness. As shown in
Table 2.7-7, all the interaction check parameters are less than 1.0, as required. Therefore,
buckling of the shell due to a deep immersion is not of concern.

The same analytical methods presented in Section 2.6.1.3.1, Stresses Due to Pressure Loading,
which are used to determine the stress due to the 25 psig design pressure, are applicable for the
290 psig deep immersion pressure. The stress results are linear and therefore the stress results of
Section 2.6.1.3.1, Stresses Due to Pressure Loading, are multiplied by the ratio of 290/25 = 11.6.
For the HAC MFFP containment design temperature of 160 OF, the allowable primary membrane
stress for Type XM-19 stainless steel is the lesser of (2.4)Sm and 0.7Su, which is equal to 69,748
psi. The allowable primary membrane-plus-bending stress of Type XM-19 stainless steel is the
lesser of (3.6)Sm and Su, which is equal to 99,640 psi. The bottom closure plate, closure lid, and
shell stress and resulting margins of safety are shown in Table 2.7-8, which lists the minimum
margin of safety as +1.96.
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2.7.8 Summary of Damage
As discussed in the previous sections, the cumulative damaging effects of free drop and puncture
drop tests are satisfactorily withstood by the MFFP, as demonstrated by certification testing (see
Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results) and analysis (see Sections 2.7.1, Free Drop, through
2.7.7, Deep Water Immersion (for Type B Packages Containing More than 105 A2), and Appendix
2.12.5, Fuel Control Structure Evaluation). Helium leak testing performed prior to and subsequent
to each test series confirmed that containment integrity was maintained throughout the test series.
The thermal analyses presented in Chapter 3.0, Thermal Evaluation, demonstrate that the
containment seals, which are the most temperature sensitive material in the MFFP, remain below
the limiting temperature of 400 'F. The thermal evaluation includes the effect of accumulated
damage from the free and puncture drop tests (conservatively neglecting the improvement to the
impact limiter welded comer joint design, described in Appendix 2.12.7, Impact Limiter Weld
Joint Test Results). The fuel assembly payload remains subcritical, as demonstrated in Chapter
6.0, Criticality Evaluation. Therefore, the requirements of 10 CFR §71.73 have been met.

Table 2.7-1 - Free Drop Test Summary

Test No. Test Description Addresses

Series 1, Test 1 Horizontal 30-ft free drop Containment shell buckling

Series 2, Test 1 C.G.-over-comer (800 from Closure lid integrity; prototypic fuel
horizontal) 30-ft free drop integrity

Series 3, Test 1 150 Slapdown 30-ft free drop, Strongback deformations
lid primary

Series 3, Test 2 150 Slapdown 30-ft free drop, Strongback deformations, closure
lid secondary lid integrity

Additional Test (Repeat C.G.-over-comer (800 from Using accelerometers to gather
more acceleration data for this

of Series 2, Test 1) horizontal) 30-ft free drop orientation.

Table 2.7-2 - Summary of Payload Used for Certification Testing

Series No. Payload

Series 1 Mock Payload, criticality control not tested

Series 2 Strongback, 1 Prototypic FA, 2 Dummy FAs

Series 3 Strongback, 3 Dummy FAs

Additional Test
(single free drop) Strongback, 3 Dummy FAs
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Table 2.7-3 - Puncture Drop Test Summary
Test No. Test Description Addresses

Series 1, Test 2 Puncture drop axial to limiter Impact limiter retention, impact
limiter shell weld integrity.

Series 1, Test 3 Oblique puncture drop on Perforation of lid end impact limiter
bottom disk skin

Series 1, Test 4 Oblique puncture drop on Perforation of lid end impact limiter
tapered skin skin

Series 2, Test 2 C.G.-over-comer puncture Effect of puncture on prior damage;
drop on free drop damage puncture load on closure region

Series 3, Test 3 Horizontal puncture drop on Containment shell leaktight integritycontainment shell

Series 3, Test 4 Oblique puncture drop on Containment shell leaktight integrity
containment shell

Table 2.7-4 - HAC Thermal Pressure Stresses and Margins of Safety
Stress at 25 psi Stress at 130 Allowable

Internal psi Internal Stress Margin of
Component Pressure (psi) Pressure (psi) (psi) Safety

Shell 674 3,505 10,720 +2.06

Closure Lid 1,510 7,852 65,701 +7.37

Bottom End Closure 2,904 15,101 65,701 +3.35
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Table 2.7-5 - Buckling Geometry Parameters per Code Case N-284-1

Geometry, Temperature, and
Material Input Shell

Outside Diameter, inch 29.63

Inside Diameter, inch 28.50

Length, inch 168.20

Temperature, 'F 160

Geometry Output
(nomenclature consistent with ASME Code Case N-284-1)

R =14.53

t =0.56

R/t = 25.72

k= 168.20

ke = 91.31

M= 58.70

Table 2.7-6 - Stress Results for 290 psig External Pressure

Direction Stress (psi)

Axial Stress, ao 3,762

Hoop Stress, cGo 7,524

Shear Stress, Gco 1,881

0
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Table 2.7-7 - Buckling Summary for 290 psig External Pressure
Condition Shell Remarks

Capacity Reduction Factors (-1511)

CL = 0.5094

(X[IL = 0.8000

'OL = 0.8000

Plasticity Reduction Factors (-1610)
rl, = 0.1509

r10 = 1.0000

11,0 = 0.3567

Theoretical Buckling Values (-1712.1.1)
CO = 0.6050

aO-eL = 653,895 psi

CO, = 0.0137

aOeeL = a'reL = 14,809 psi

Ceh = 0.0137

GOeL = CheL = 14,809 psi
CO = 0.0974

GO__O__ = 105,239 psi

Elastic Interaction Equations (-1713.1.1)

Gxa = 248,565 psi

Cha = 8,841 psi

Cra = 8,841 psi

Ota = 62,829 psi
Axial + Hoop * Check (a): ...N/A
Axial + Hoop * Check (b): ...N/A

Axial + Shear * Check (c): 0.0160 <1 .. OK

Hoop + Shear * Check (d): 0.8519 <1:.'.OK

Axial + Hoop + Shear * Check (e): ...N/A

Axial + Hoop + Shear * Check (f): ... N/A

Inelastic Interaction Equations (-1713.2.1)

CFXC = 37,507 psi

C'rc = 8,841 psi

ato = 22,411 psi

Axial + Hoop * Check (a): 0.8510 <1.'. OK

Axial + Shear , Check (a): 0.1073 <1.. OK

Hoop + Shear * Check (b): 0.8581 <1.'. OK
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Table 2.7-8 - Deep Water Immersion Test Stresses (psi) and Margins of Safety

25 psi Internal 290 psi External Allowable Margin of
Component Pressure Stress Pressure Stress Stress Safety

Shell 674 7,818 69,748 +7.92

Closure Lid 1,510 17,516 99,640 +4.69

Bottom End Closure 2,904 33,686 99,640 +1.96

60,000 _

-5,0. .Type 304 (ASME Data)
-XM-19 (ASME Data)

- - HPAI oys XM-19 Data

40,000

S30,000 _____
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Temperature (F)

Figure 2.7-1 - Yield Strength vs. Temperature for Type 304 and XM-19 Materials
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2.8 Accident Conditions for Air Transport of Plutonium
This section does not apply for the MFFP, since air transport is not claimed.
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2.9 Accident Conditions for Fissile Material Packages for Air
Transport

This section does not apply for the MFFP, since air transport is not claimed.
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2.10 Special Form
This section does not apply for the MFFP, since special form is not claimed.
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2.11 Fuel Rods
This section does not apply for the MFFP, since containment by the fuel rod cladding is not claimed.
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2.12 Appendices
2.12.1 Impact Limiter Evaluation

2.12.2 Certification Test Plan

2.12.3 Certification Test Results

2.12.4 Engineering Test Results

2.12.5 Fuel Control Structure Evaluation

2.12.6 CASKDROP Computer Program

2.12.7 Impact Limiter Weld Joint Test Results

2.12.8 Effect of Bounding Weight on Package Structural Responses
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2.12.1 Impact Limiter Evaluation
The following appendix evaluates and extrapolates the certification test results of the 30-foot free
drops with cold (-20 OF) impact limiters, in order to provide analytical determination that the
polyurethane foam crush strain will remain within design limits during warm conditions.

Bounding force-deflection curves are developed for both the lid and bottom end impact limiters
for a variety of drop orientations. Each force-deflection relation is based on the impact limiter
design and on dynamic, temperature-adjusted material properties of the energy-absorbing
materials used. The development of material properties and the force-deflection relations are
described in the following subsections.

2.12.1.1 Material Properties

The MFFP impact limiters consist of polyurethane foam within Type 304 stainless steel shells.
The limiter shape is tapered at the outer end to reduce end drop forces and to eliminate limiter
attachment separation loads.

The crush strength of the polyurethane foam varies with temperature. From Chapter 3.0, Thermal
Evaluation, the bulk average foam temperature under NCT is bounded by 145 OF, which is used to
evaluate warm foam properties. The use of bulk average temperature is conservative, since the
foam actually crushed is located in the outer region of the impact limiter, where the material
temperature is below the bulk average. The minimum foam temperature for HAC is -20 OF.

Measurements of the crush strength at cold (-20 OF) and hot (140 OF) temperatures for both
perpendicular and parallel rise directions were performed and are provided in Table 2.12.1-1.

Note: This analysis is performed for a hot temperature of 140 OF; however the average bulk
temperature of limiters from Table 3.4-1 of Chapter 3.0, Thermal Evaluation, is 145 OF.
Effect of this temperature difference is discussed in Section 2.12.1.2, Force-Deflection
Relationships.

The design crush strength data in Table 2.12.1-1 is given at three strains: 10%, 40%, and 70%.
This data is adequate to fully characterize the foam. However, more information is required to
perform calculations required for this evaluation. The design stress-strain curve is resolved
between the design data points given using a 'shape factor'. The 'shape factor' is developed
using published data from the foam manufacturer (General Plastics1). Table 2.12.1-2 provides
the inputs and results of the 'shape factor' calculation. These factors illustrate the relationship
between the published crush strength at 10%, 40%, and 70% strain and the intermediate values
of strain. The column headed "Calculation Method" shows which data is used to calculate the
shape factor at any given strain.

For example, the perpendicular-to-rise crush strength at a strain of 30% is 327 psi, and at 40%
strain, it is 354 psi. The shape factor is the ratio of these two values, or:

'General Plastics Last-a-Foam®for Crash and Fire Protection of Nuclear Material Shipping Containers, General
Plastics Manufacturing Company.
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SFP _ _ 327 = 0.9237
T40 354

In other words, the perpendicular-to-rise crush strength of 10 lb/ft3 foam at 30% strain and
ambient temperature is equal to 0.9237 times the crush strength at 40% strain. Similarly, to take
another example, the parallel-to-rise crush strength of the same foam at a strain of 65% is 0.7309
times the crush strength at a strain of 70%. In this way, a smooth curve can be generated for
analysis using the shape factors and crush data at 10%, 40%, and 70% strain.

To validate this method for the used range of foam densities and temperatures, a comparison is
made between published crush strengths and the design crush strengths generated using shape
factors. The results are shown in Table 2.12.1-3. Crush strengths for 10 lbm/ft3 foam at -20 'F and
140 OF, and 12 lbm/ft3 foam at ambient temperature, -20 'F and 140 'F, are listed. In the first two
columns, the published crush strength data is listed as extracted from the database. In the second
two columns, the computed crush strength data is generated by applying the shape factors to the
published values at 10%, 40%, and 70% strain. The last two columns document the percentage
difference which was achieved. For strain levels of 75% and below, the difference never exceeds
5%, and therefore the resolved design stress-strain curves generated by applying the shape factors
are sufficiently accurate for the analysis. The difference is greater for 80% strain, but since the
highest strain calculated in this evaluation is 76%, the 80% strain data is not used.

Moreover, the variation of crush strength due to manufacturing tolerance is also taken into
account. The strength of the polyurethane foam used in the impact limiter is controlled by three
test specimens for each production batch pour. The maximum allowable variation in crush
strength (tested at 10%, 40%, and 70% strains) for the average variation of crush strength for all
pours used in the impact limiter is held to ±15%.

Conservative application of the polyurethane foam manufacturing tolerance requires that the low strength
material (nominal-minus- 15%) be applied at warm conditions (to maximize deformation), and that the
higher strength material (nominal-plus-15%) be applied at cold conditions (to maximize impact load).

In the same manner, the crush strength of polyurethane foam can also vary between static and
dynamic conditions. The dynamic effect for polyurethane foam is found from:

D = 1.32S + 0.00015(S 2), psi

where S is the static crush strength and D is the dynamic crush strength. This relationship is
extracted from General Plastics' data and applies at ambient (75 'F) temperature for strain rates
between approximately 30 in/sec/in and 100 in/sec/in.

Results of manufacturing and dynamic effects are provided in Table 2.12.1-4.

Finally, as the foam properties vary with the direction of crush, the preceding curves for both
perpendicular (Dper) and parallel (Dpa,) directions are combined to include the drop test orientation
using an ellipse function, as described in Appendix 2.12.6, CASKDROP Computer Program.

If 0 is the drop test angle with the horizontal, the crush strength at any orientation will be:

1

D9 sin0 +1 coso
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2.12.1.2 Force-Deflection Relationships

The impact experienced by the MFFP in NCT or HAC free drops is a direct function of the force-
deflection relations of the impact limiters. These force-deflection relations vary as the orientation to
the impact surface is varied, and are a function of the limiter geometry and impact-absorbing material
properties. The force-deflection curve is determined as a sum of the force contribution of the foam
and the shell for the lid end limiter in which the stainless steel envelope is 1/4-inch. For the bottom
limiter, the effect of the stainless steel envelope is neglected as it is thinner (1/8-inch).

The force-deflection contribution of the foam portion is calculated using the computer program
CASKDROP. Given an impact limiter external geometry, orientation to the impacting surface, and
material properties, CASKDROP performs a two-dimensional integration over the crush area of
the foam for increment of deflection. The integration process sums the force contribution from
each differential element by determining each deflection increment for the crush strain in that
element. Given the crush strain, the program consults a stress-strain table of the impact limiter
material to determine crush stress. The differential element's force is simply the product of the
crush stress and the element's area. The output consists of total foam crush force as a function of
deflection from the point of initial contact with the impact surface and is extracted directly from
CASKDROP output. However, this output does not include the effect of the impact limiter's
1/4-inch thick steel shell. The method for determining the "foam with steel" force-deflection curve
is detailed below:

Stainless Steel Shell: To take into account the 1/4-inch thick stainless steel shell of the lid end
impact limiter, a 1.47 bias (equivalent to a 47% strength increase) is applied to the foam crush
strength at ambient temperature. This bias is based on the results of the engineering tests and is
confirmed by the comparison of the results with the drop test measurements (see Table 2.12.1-7).

1. In order to isolate the effect of the steel, CASKDROP is run for the MFFP geometry at a
given primary impact angle for "with shell" (which includes the 47% strength increase) and
"without shell" cases for a nominal 10 lbm/ft3 foam at ambient temperature.

2. The difference of the two resulting force-deflection curves is equal to the force-deflection
curve of the steel shell at the appropriate drop angle.

3. The resulting "steel only" force-deflection curve may be added to "foam only" force-deflection
curves resulting from CASKDROP runs at bounding temperatures and manufacturing tolerances.

4. The net force-deflection curve may be used to predict deflections and impact level for the
various temperatures and drop angles.

The input data for the CASKDROP program are tabulated in Table 2.12.1-5.

Effect of temperature: As stated previously, the analysis is performed with foam properties at
140 'F instead of 145 'F according to Table 3.4-1 of Chapter 3.0, Thermal Evaluation. The
CASKDROP program has a polyurethane foam database of crush strength function of an input
temperature. When running two input files differing just on the temperature (one at 140 'F, the
other at 145 'F), the difference on the force-deflection results is about 1%, which is negligible,
and will not significantly change the results of this analysis.

2.12.1-3
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2.12.1.3 Force-Deflection Curves

Plots of force-deflection relations are provided in Figure 2.12.1-1 through Figure 2.12.1-7 for the
lid end impact limiter, and in Figure 2.12.1-8 through Figure 2.12.1-14 for the bottom end impact
limiter, for orientations of the axis relative to the impact surface of 0' (horizontal), 150, 300, 450,
600, 800, and 900 (vertical). The upper bound (cold) and lower bound (warm) curves are given in
each plot. The force-deflection curves are a direct result of adding the "steel only" force-deflection
data to the "foam only" force-deflection curves.

As the force-deflection curves at hot temperature (145 'F) are below the cold temperature (-20 'F)
ones, the free drop tests at hot temperature will result in a lower impact force and therefore, lower
acceleration on the package components. A higher crush of the impact limiter will result at the hot
temperature.

The foam crush should remain below an acceptable strain level (below 75%) to avoid the "lock
up" phenomena. "Lock-up" occurs when foam density approaches a solid polymer condition,
which could result in higher accelerations. The following section calculates the crush of the
impact limiters at hot temperature conditions to demonstrate that "lock up" does not occur.

2.12.1.4 Impact Analysis Method

The SLAPDOWN 2 program is used to analyze the impact of transportation packages with an
unyielding surface during a free drop. It is particularly useful when the center of gravity is not directly
over the impact point. Under these circumstances, the package will generally hit, begin to rotate, and
strike the ground a second time as a "slapdown" impact. SLAPDOWN conducts a time-integration
analysis using a model of the package as a rigid rod, and of the impact limiters as non-linear springs.
Given a drop height, the package has an initial velocity at impact. The energy is absorbed first by the
primary spring (called the "Nose" limiter), which imparts a rotational force to the model, until the
secondary spring comes in contact (called the "Tail" limiter). Most of the energy absorbed by the
springs is lost, except the portion that is restored by springback. The position, angle, velocity, and
acceleration in both linear and rotational modes are calculated for each time step.

For the case at cold temperature, the objective is to compare the results from SLAPDOWN
program to the test measurements performed after the drop tests at -20 'F (see Appendix 2.12.3,
Certification Test Results). For a valid comparison, the input data in SLAPDOWN program are
close to the CTU data, as follow:

* Breakdown of mass representing CTU (difference with measurements is negligible):
" body = 10,790 pounds (1.2% greater than Test Series 2 and 3 CTUs, and 4.3 % less

than Test Series 1 CTU)
" lid end limiter = 1,480 pounds (0.4% greater than CTU measurements)
* bottom end limiter = 1,080 pounds (1.3% greater than CTU measurements)
* total = 13,350 pounds (maximum difference of 3% with CTU measurements).

* For "slapdown" cases (drop angles from 150 to 300), a friction coefficient of 0.3 is added in
the input file of the SLAPDOWN program. Indeed, during the drop test performed on the

2 G. D. Sjaardema and G. W. Wellman, Numerical andAnalytical Methods for Approximating the Eccentric Impact

Response (Slapdown) of Deformable Bodies, Sandia Report SAND88-0616 UC-71, Sandia National Laboratories.
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CTU, the package is seen sliding on the impact surface after the first impact and during its
rotation. This assumption is validated by good agreement between calculated and test
measurements (refer to Section 2.12.1.5, Impact Analysis at Cold Temperature).

For the case at hot temperature, the aim is to determine the maximum deformation of the
limiters. Then, the input data in SLAPDOWN program are the design data, as follow:

Breakdown of mass:
* body= 11,540 pounds
* lid end limiter = 1,490 pounds
* bottom end limiter = 1,100 pounds
* total= 14,130 pounds

The body and in turn the total weight used for the analysis is 130 lbs less than the weights listed
in Table 2.1-3 of Section 2.1.3, Weights and Center of Gravity. However, it is reasonable to
conclude that the difference in weights would have an insignificant affect on the results because
the missing weight corresponds to only 0.9% of the total weight.

* For "slapdown" cases (drop angles from 150 to 450), a friction coefficient of 0.3 is added in
the input file of the SLAPD OWN program.

The input data for the SLAPDOWN program is stated in Table 2.12.1-6.

The rotational moment of inertia 3 of a solid cylinder about a perpendicular axis, through the
center of gravity is:

J = - (3R2 +H 2), in4

12

The total rotational moment of inertia is determined by combination of 3 parts:

1. The body is defined as a cylinder with an outer radius R = 14.81 inches, a length H = 171.3
inches.

2. The lid end impact limiter defined as cylinder with a radius R = 30 inches, a length H = 35
inches, distant from the center of gravity of the package of L = 85.67 inches.

3. The bottom end impact limiter defined as cylinder with a radius R = 30 inches, a length H =

35 inches, distant from the center of gravity of the package of L = 85.67 inches.

The total rotational moment of inertia is:

Jtotal = Jbody + (Jupper + Mupper L2) + (Jlower + Mlower L
2), in 4

2.12.1.5 Impact Analysis at Cold Temperature

To validate the method of analysis, the SLAPDOWN program results are compared to the test
measurements performed after the drop tests at -20 'F (see Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test
Results).

3 J.L. Meriam, L.G. Kraige, Engineering Mechanics - Dynamics, Fourth Edition.
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The results in Table 2.12.1-7 demonstrate that the SLAPDOWN results are conservative on
displacement compared to the drop test measurements, especially for the secondary impact
during "slapdown" drop tests (i.e., 150 orientation).

2.12.1.6 Impact Analysis at Hot Temperature

The results in Table 2.12.1-8 show that the crush of the foam in the impact limiters during drop
tests at hot temperature remain acceptable (below 75%), except for the 600 drop angle, when the
crush strain is slightly over the limit (76%).

However, the method of calculation uses the following conservatisms:

1. The input assumptions are the maximum weight of the package, and the "weakest" foam.

2. The comparison of calculated and measured values in Table 2.12.1-7 demonstrates that for
high angle drop test (800), the crush is overestimated by approximately 40%.

3. Due to the geometry of the 600 drop angle, the foam area where the strain is close to the
limit of 75% is small. Indeed, the strain value is the ratio of the crush thickness to the
initial available foam thickness. As shown in Figure 2.12.1-15, the maximum strain
calculated by the CASKDROP program is on a local area. The local effect of this high
strain is negligible, compared to the total overall crush surface.

Due to the conservatisms noted above, the result that exceeds the 75% strain "lock up" limit by
approximately 1% are negligible. Therefore, this condition will have no consequence on the
package effectiveness.

2.12.1.7 Worst-Case Slapdown Angle

As discussed in Section 2.12.1.4, Impact Analysis Method, the SLAPDOWN program calculates
position, angle, velocity and acceleration in both linear and rotational modes for a given
slapdown orientation. The most damaging slapdown angle is defined as the angle that maximizes
the acceleration.

Accelerations are extracted from the SLAPDOWN output files in Section 2.12.1.5, Impact
Analysis at Cold Temperature, adding one calculation for the 30' configuration with primary
impact on the lid end (all inputs utilized the values in Table 2.12.1-6).

The results demonstrate that the worst-case angle for the MFFP is 15', regardless of which end
impacts first. The slapdown analysis results are presented in Table 2.12.1-9 and shown in
Figure 2.12.1-16.
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Table 2.12.1-1 - Design Crush Strength of the Foam (psi)
10 pcf Polyurethane Foam 11/ pcf Polyurethane Foam

Temperature Strain PerpendicularO Parallel' Perpendicular0  Parallel'

Ambient' 10% 3300 3580 4350 47 0 0
Ambient' 40% 3980 4160 5400 5550
Ambient' 70% 1,1150 1,1241z 1,725z 1,660z

Cold (-20 'F) 10% 413.5 438.5 562.6 591.8

Cold (-20 7F) 40% 487.1 504.0 665.5 682.5
Cold (-20 7F) 70% 1,390.3 1,370.0 1,979.4 1,873.1

Hot (140 TF) 10% 246.0 261.0 346.3 361.3
Hot (140 7F) 40% 300.2 318.3 430.5 443.3
Hot (140 TF) 70% 805.8 818.8 1,248.2 1,205.7

Notes:
D Perpendicular-to-rise corresponds to a radial direction in the limiter (perpendicular to the main axis of the

body). Parallel-to-rise corresponds to an axial direction in the limiter (parallel to the main axis of the body).
0 Values at ambient temperature are taken from the nominal material properties as defined in Section

2.2, Materials, Tables 2.2-7 and 2.2-8.

Table 2.12.1-2 - Derivation of Shape Factors

Perpendicular to Rise Parallel to Rise Calculation
Strain Crush Stress, Shape Factor Crush Stress, Shape Factor Method

psi psi

10% (1o 284 301 --

20% C020 296 1.0423 302 1.0033 = 0920 /C1o

30% 0730 327 0.9237 325 0.8978 = 030 / 040

40% (040 354 - 362 -

50% (350 415 1.1723 435 1.2017 = (350 /C40

60% 0760 593 1.6751 594 1.6409 = C060 /C40

65% 0Y65 766 0.7213 747 0.7309 = C065 /70

70% 070 1,062 - 1,022 -

75% C775 1,604 1.5104 1,527 1.4941 = G75 /70

80% 080 3,095 2.9143 2,853 2.7916 1= 080 /70
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Table 2.12.1-3 - Validation of Shape Factors
q Y

Crush Strength Data Computed Crush Strength
(psi)" (psi)" Difference

Strain Perp (1) Par (//) Perp (1) Par (//) Perp (1) Par (/I)

Foam density 10 pcf at cold temperature (-20 °F)
10% 437 507 437 507 - -

20% 447 497 455 509 2% 2%

30% 472 517 481 506 2% -2%

40% 521 564 521 564 - -

50% 621 655 611 678 -2% 4%

60% 850 877 873 925 3% 5%

65% 1,068 1,101 1016 1061 -5% -4%

70% 1,409 1,451 1,409 1,451 - -

75% 2,111 2,086 2128 2168 1% 4%

80% 3,635 3,474 4106 4051 13% 17%

Foam density 10 pef at hot temperature(140 OF)

10% 246 281 246 281 - -

20% 256 276 256 282 0% 2%

30% 277 298 289 299 4% 0%

40% 313 333 313 333 - -

50% 376 397 367 400 -2% 1%

60% 516 529 524 546 2% 3%

65% 655 682 638 670 -3% -2%

70% 884 917 884 917 - -

75% 1,313 1,371 1335 1370 2% 0%

80% 2,260 2,354 2576 2560 14% 9%

Foam density 12 pcf at ambient temperature

10% 430 464 430 464 - -

20% 448 466 448 466 0% 0%

30% 480 499 498 498 4% 0%

40% 539 555 539 555 - -

50% 660 670 632 667 -4% 0%

60% 938 933 903 911 -4% -2%

65% 1,226 1,191 1241 1202 1% 1%

70% 1,721 1,645 1,721 1,645 -

75% 2,566 2,472 2599 2458 1% -1%

80% 4,432 4,419 5016 4592 13% 4%
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Crush Strength Data Computed Crush Strength
(psi)O (psi)" Difference

Strain Perp (1) Par 11/) Perp (1) Par (//) Perp (1-) Par (1/)

Foam density 12 pcf at cold temperature (-20 IF)

10% 614 676 614 676 - -

20% 634 675 640 679 1% 1%

30% 671 709 689 705 3% -1%

40% 746 785 746 785 - -

50% 898 932 874 943 -3% 1%

60% 1,246 1,278 1249 1288 0% 1%

65% 1,572 1,620 1486 1562 -5% -4%

70% 2,060 2,138 2,060 2,138

75% 3,110 3,098 3112 3194 0% 3%

80% 5,555 5,225 6005 5968 8% 14%

Foam density 12 pcf at hot temperature (140 IF)

10% 342 371 342 371 - -

20% 359 375 357 372 -1% -1%

30% 390 407 409 413 5% 1%

40% 442 460 442 460 - -

50% 538 557 518 553 -4% -1%

60% 752 764 741 755 -1% -1%

65% 964 993 950 990 -1% 0%

70% 1,317 1,355 1,317 1,355 - -

75% 1,979 2,060 1990 2024 1% -2%

80% 3,490 3,612 3839 3782 10% 5%

Notes:

(D The "Crush strength data" column is taken from the General Plastics' data.

Z The "Computed Crush Strength" is the application of the shape factors on 100%/40%/70% strain values.
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Table 2.12.1-4 - Determination of the Dynamic Crush Strength Curves (psi)

Crush Strength CurveD Manufacturing ToleranceO Dynamic Crush Strength

Strain Perp (1) Par (//) Perp (_1) Par (//) Perp (_1) Par (//)

Foam density 10 pcf at ambient temperature
10% 330 358 330 358 452 492

20% 344 359 344 359 472 493

30% 368 373 368 373 506 513

40% 398 416 398 416 549 575

50% 467 500 467 500 649 698

60% 667 683 667 683 947 972

65% 804 822 804 822 1,158 1,186

70% 1,115 1,124 1,115 1,124 1,658 1,675

75% 1,684 1,681 1,684 1,681 2,648 2,643

80% 3,249 3,141 3,249 3,141 5,872 5,626

Foam density 10 pcf at cold temperature (-20 OF)
10% 413.5 438.5 476 504 662 703

20% 431 440 496 506 692 706

30% 450 452 518 520 724 727

40% 487.1 504.0 560 580 786 816

50% 571 606 657 697 932 993

60% 816 827 938 951 1,370 1,391

65% 1,003 1,001 1,153 1,151 1,721 1,718

70% 1,390.3 1,370.0 1,599 1,576 2,494 2,453

75% 2,100 2,047 2,415 2,354 4,063 3,938

80% 4,052 3,824 4,660 4,398 9,409 8,707

Foam density 10 pcf at hot temperature(140 IF)

10% 246.0 261.0 209 222 282 300

20% 256 262 218 223 295 302

30% 277 286 235 243 318 330

40% 300.2 318.3 255 271 346 369

50% 352 382 299 325 408 445

60% 503 522 428 444 592 616

65% 581 598 494 508 689 709

70% 805.8 818.8 685 696 975 991

75% 1,217 1,223 1,034 1,040 1,525 1,535

80% 2,348 2,286 1,996 1,943 3,232 3,131

Foam density 11¼ pcf at ambient temperature
10% 435 470 435 470 603 654

20% 453 472 453 472 629 656

30% 499 498 499 498 696 695

40% 540 555 540 555 757 779

50% 633 667 633 667 896 947

60% 905 911 905 911 1,317 1,327
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Crush Strength Curve" Manufacturing Tolerance' Dynamic Crush Strength

Strain Perp (1) Par (//) Perp (1_) Par (//) Perp (1) Par (//)
65% 1,244 1,213 1,244 1,213 1,874 1,822

70% 1,725 1,660 1,725 1,660 2,723 2,605

75% 2,605 2,480 2,605 2,480 4,457 4,196

80% 5,027 4,634 5,027 4,634 10,426 9,338

Foam density 11½ pcf at cold temperature (-20 OF)
10% 562.6 591.8 647 681 917 968

20% 586 594 674 683 958 972

30% 615 613 707 705 1,008 1,005

40% 665.5 682.5 765 785 1,098 1,129

50% 780 820 897 943 1,305 1,378

60% 1,115 1,120 1,282 1,288 1,939 1,949

65% 1,428 1,369 1,642 1,574 2,572 2,449

70% 1,979.4 1,873.1 2,276 2,154 3,781 3,539

75% 2,990 2,799 3,439 3,219 6,313 5,803

80% 5,769 5,229 6,634 6,013 15,358 13,361

Foam density 11½ pcf at hot temperature (140 OF)
10% 346.3 361.3 294 307 401 419

20% 361 363 307 309 419 422

30% 398 398 338 338 463 463

40% 430.5 443.3 366 377 503 519

50% 505 533 429 453 594 629

60% 721 727 613 618 866 873

65% 900 881 765 749 1,098 1,073

70% 1,248.2 1,205.7 1,061 1,025 1,569 1,511
75% 1,885 1,801 1,602 1,531 2,500 2,373

80% 3,638 3,366 3,092 2,861 5,516 5,004

Notes:
0( The "Crush Strength Curve" is the application of the shape factors of Table 2.12.1-2 on the data from

Table 2.12.1-1.

(Z The effect of manufacturing tolerance is held on data at ambient (nominal), cold (+15%), and hot (-15%)
temperatures.
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Table 2.12.1-5 - CASKDROP Program Input Data

Input data Bottom End Limiter® Lid End Limitere

Impact Limiter Weight, pounds 1,000 1,400

Impact Limiter Outside Diameter, in. 60.0 60.0

Impact Limiter Overall Length, in. 35.0 35.0

Impact Limiter Conical Diameter, in. 36.0 36.0

Impact Limiter Conical Length, in. 15.0 15.0

Impact Limiter End Thickness, in. 15.0 15.0

Impact Limiter Hole Diameter, in. 20.0 20.0

Impact Limiter Hole Length, in. 8.0 8.0

Package and Payload Weight, pounds 13,600 13,600

Body Outside Diameter, in. 29.63 32.30

Body Overall Length, in. 171.3 171.3

Frictional Coefficient 0 0

Drop Height, feet 30.0 30.0

Variable crush stress Variable • Variable ¢

Drop Angle from Horizontal Variable Variable

Notes:
O The bottom end limiter is composed of 11½2 pcf foam with a thin stainless steel shell (1/8-inch thick).
(Z The lid end limiter is composed of 10 pcf foam with a thick stainless steel shell (1/4-inch thick).
(Z The complete dynamic crush strength curve as determined in Table 2.12.1-4 and combined with the drop angle.

0
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Table 2.12.1-6 - SLAPDOWN Program Input Data

Input data Cold temperature Hot temperature

Length, Nose-to-C.G., in 85.665 85.665 in

Length, Tail-to-C.G. , in 85.665 85.665 in

Radius, Nose Limiter Variable( Variable 0

Radius, Tail Limiter, in 30.0 30.0

Body mass, lbm-s 2/in 34.59 36.61

Rotational moment of inertia®, lbm-s 2/in 120,726 126,216

Drop Height, feet 30.0 30.0

Impact Angle (with Horizontal) Variable Variable

Force deflection curves® Variable® Variable®

Friction coefficient( 0.30 0.3M

Notes:
D Variable based on the drop angle.
Q Rotational moment of inertia about a perpendicular axis, through the center of gravity (see below).
G) The deflection curves of each impact limiter (Figure 2.12.1-1 through Figure 2.12.1-14). For the "Nose"

impact limiter (first impact), the force-deflection curve is the one matching with the drop angle. For the
"Tail" limiter (second impact), the force-deflection curve is always the one at 0' orientation.

® For "slapdown" cases (drop angles from 150 to 300).
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Table 2.12.1-7 - Summary of Impact Limiter Deformations at Cold Temperature
Test Calculated Calculated

Impact Angle Measurements( Deflection Maximum
wrtO Horizontal Impacto (inch) (inch) Strain@

00 Both limiters 4.4 6.0 43%

150M First on lid 5.1 6.5 45%

Second on bottom 4.2 6.9 46%

First on bottom 4.4 6.5 41%150¢
Second on lid 5.2 7.0 51%

3001 First on lid - 6.6 50%
450 First on lid - 6.5 49%

600 First on lid - 8.8 55%

800 First on lid 6.1 8.7 56%

Notes:
D "With respect to" is abbreviated "wrt".
(Z Maximum deformation occurs during the secondary slapdown impact of the 150 oblique drop event.

All other maximum deformations occur in the primary event.
3 Results as measured after the free drop test performed on the CTU (see Appendix 2.12.3,

Certification Test Results).
D Maximum strain is calculated by the CASKDROP program.
S Calculation performed with a friction factor on the "Nose" limiter of 0.3.
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Table 2.12.1-8 - Summary of Impact Limiter Deformations at Hot Temperature

Impact Angle Calculated Calculated
wrto Horizontal Impacto Deflection (inch) Maximum Strain"

00 Both limiters 8.0 58%

15°( First on lid 8.3 58%
Second on bottom 10.5 69%

150@ First on bottom 9.2 58%
Second on lid 9.3 67%

30°® First on lid 8.5 67%
450 First on lid 8.6 68%

600 First on lid 11.2 76%

800 First on lid 11.2 73%

Notes:
(D "With respect to" is abbreviated "wrt".
( Maximum deformation occurs during the secondary slapdown impact of the 150 oblique drop

event. All other maximum deformations occur in the primary event.
G Maximum strain is calculated by the CASKDROP program.
( Calculation performed with a friction factor on the "Nose" limiter of 0.3.

Table 2.12.1-9 - Summary of Impact Limiter Accelerations at Cold Temperature

Impact Angle Primary Impact Secondary Impact
wrt" Horizontal Acceleration (g) Acceleration (g)

00 108 108

- On bottom On lid

150' 129 161

300' 124 148

- On lid On bottom

150' 128 158
30°' 123 146

Notes:
(D "With respect to" is abbreviated "wrt".
Q Calculation performed with a friction factor on the "Nose" limiter of 0.3.
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Force-Deflection, 10# Foam, 1/4" Stainless steel shell, 0 degree orientation

7.OE+06

5.OE+06

- -Cold, +15%, with steel

- 4.OE+06 -...... . --0--Hot, -15%, with steel

0,,. 3.OE+06

2.OE+06 .

1.OE+06 ... . . . - . .

O.OE+00
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Crush (inches)

Figure 2.12.1-1 - Lid End Limiter, 0° Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve

Force-Deflection, 10# Foam, 1/4" Stainless steel shell, 15 degree orientation

3.OE+06

2 .5E +06 .. .

2.0E+06

-- Cold, +15%, with steel
--(--Hot, -15%, with steel

1.5E+06

LL.

1.OE+06

5.OE+05

O.OE+00 ___ _, __

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Crush (inches)

Figure 2.12.1-2- Lid End Limiter, 150 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve
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Force-Deflection, 10# Foam, 114" Stainless steel shell, 30 degree orientation

3.OE+06

2.5E+06 . . ......-... ..

2.OE+06 - _

---- Cold, +15%, with steel
--o- Hot, -15%, with steel

. .1.5E+06 - - _ _ ....

1-0 _ -~_

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Crush (inches)

Figure 2.12.1-3- Lid End Limiter, 300 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve

Force-Deflection, 10# Foam, 1/4" Stainless steel shell, 45 degree orientation

Sn

0
U-

0 4 6 8

Crush (Inches)

10 12 14

Figure 2.12.1-4 - Lid End Limiter, 450 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve
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Force-Deflection, 10# Foam, I14" Stainless steel shell, 60 degree orientation

0

0 2 4 s 8

Crush (inches)

10 12 14

Figure 2.12.1-5- Lid End Limiter, 600 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve

Force-Deflection, 10# Foam, 1/4" Stainless steel shell, 80 degree orientation

0

0,

0 2 4 6 8

Crush (inches)

10 12 14

Figure 2.12.1-6 - Lid End Limiter, 800 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve
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Force-Deflection, 10# Foam, 1/4" Stainless steel shell, 90 degree orientation

8.OE+06

7.0E+06

6.OE+06

5.OE+06 -4-Cold, +15%, with steel

-0-Hot, -15%, with, steel

*4.0E+06
0
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2.OE+06
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5.0E+00
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Crush (Inches)

Figure 2.12.1-7 - Lid End Limiter, 900 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve

Force-Deflection, 11.6# Foam, 11 GA Stainless steel shell, 0 degree orientation

4.OE+06- -

3.5E+06 ..

3.OE+06 - -

2.5E+06 --- Cold, +15%, without steel

-0--Hot, -15%, without steel

e2.0E+06

0

1.5E+06

1.0E+06 .

S.OE+05

0.OE+00
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
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Figure 2.12.1-8- Bottom End Limiter, 00 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve
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Force-Deflection, 11.5# Foam, 11 GA Stainless steel shell, 15 degree orientation

n

0
U-

6 8 10 12 14

Crush (Inches)

Figure 2.12.1-9- Bottom End Limiter, 150 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve

Force-Deflection, 11.5# Foam, 11 GA Stainless steel shell, 30 degree orientation

3.5E+06

3.OE+06

2.E0 -- I_ _ _ _

--- H old, +15%, without steel2.0E+06 -4--Hot, -15%, without steel
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0.OE+00 _

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
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Figure 2.12.1-10 - Bottom End Limiter, 300 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve
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Force-Deflection, 11.6# Foam, 11 GA Stainless steel shell, 45 degree orientation

3.5E+06
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2.0E+06 --o- Hot, -15%, without steel
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
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Figure 2.12.1-11 - Bottom End Limiter, 450 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve

Force-Deflection, 11.5# Foam, 11 GA Stainless steel shell, 60 degree orientation
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Figure 2.12.1-12 - Bottom End Limiter, 600 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve
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Force-Deflection, 11.5# Foam, 11 GA Stainless steel shell, 80 degree orientation

3.OE+06
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2.0E+O8 [ -+ Cold, +15%, without steel

L -0--Hot, -15%, without steel
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Figure 2.12.1-13 - Bottom End Limiter, 800 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve

Force-Deflection, 11.5# Foam, 11 GA Stainless steel shell, 90 degree orientation
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Figure 2.12.1-14 - Bottom End Limiter, 900 Impact Angle, Force-Deflection Curve
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Over 75% strain area

Final crush surface

Figure 2.12.1A-15 - Crush During Drop Test with Impact Angle > 450

Acceleration vs drop angle (at cold Temperature)

170 g

160 g

150 g

1409

130 g

120 g

110g

100og
0o 010bO 20* 30* 40*

Drop angle

Figure 2.12.1-16- Worst-Case Slapdown Angle
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2.12.2 Certification Test Plan
This appendix establishes the selected free drop and puncture drop test sequence for the MFFP
certification test unit (CTU). Since the HAC thermal event of 10 CFR §71.73(c)(4) 1 will be
evaluated by analysis, fire testing of the CTU will not be included in the certification tests.

As stated in Chapter 2.0, Structural Evaluation, the primary method of demonstration of
compliance of the MFFP with the requirements of 10 CFR §71.73 in HAC free drop and puncture
drop events is full-scale prototypic testing. The test program will address the following objectives:

1. To demonstrate a leaktight condition (leakage rate no greater than 1 x 10-7 ref-cc/sec, air, per ANSI
N14.52) after sequential 30-foot free drop and 40-inch puncture drop tests [10 CFR §71.73(c)(1)
and 10 CFR §71.73(c)(3)]. Three different sequences of free drop followed by puncture drop tests
are planned, and the containment boundary must be leaktight at the conclusion of each sequence.

2. To demonstrate that the payload remains subcritical after the free drop and puncture tests,
and that no reconfiguration of the package or payload will cause the value of k, to increase
above the upper subcritical limit (USL) [10 CFR §71.55(e)].

Objective Number 1 will be demonstrated directly by leakage rate testing of the certification test unit
(CTU) prior to and following the tests. Using deformation and/or reconfiguration data collected from
the certification testing, Objective Number 2 will be evaluated in Chapter 6.0, Criticality Evaluation.
In a similar manner, the effect of the HAC fire event on containment will be evaluated by analysis,
using deformation data collected from the certification tests. The evaluation of the MFFP for water
immersion per the requirements of 10 CFR §71.73(c)(6) will be demonstrated by analysis.

2.12.2.1 Initial Test Conditions

2.12.2.1.1 Internal Pressure

As shown in Section 2.6.1.1, Summary of Pressures and Temperatures, the MNOP of the MFFP
is conservatively assumed to be 10 psig. The hoop stress in the containment shell that results
from this pressure is less than 500 psi; therefore, it creates an insignificant contribution to the
maximum containment shell stress in HAC free drop and puncture drop events. Consequently,
no internal pressure will be used in the CTU during testing.

2.12.2.1.2 Temperature

Of greatest interest to the evaluation of containment integrity is the maximum impact acceleration.
For the MFFP, this corresponds to the minimum temperature (-20 °F ambient) condition, due to the
increase in crush strength of the foam with decreasing temperature. The maximum temperature
condition (100 OF ambient) is of interest only if deformations of the impact limiter are so great that
higher impact occurs through "bottoming" of the impact limiter structure. Otherwise, the
minimum temperature condition governs. Consequently, the impact limiters are tested at a
material temperature of -20 OF or less.

1 Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71 (10 CFR 71), Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive

Materials, Final Rule, 01-26-04.
2 ANSI N14.5-1997, American National Standardfor Radioactive Materials - Leakage Test on Packages for

Shipment, American National Standard Institute, Inc. (ANSI).
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2.12.2.1.3 Maximum Impact Limiter Deformation

The analysis provided in Appendix 2.12.1, Impact Limiter Evaluation, demonstrates that the
warm ambient temperature impacts do not result in excessive impact limiter deformations or
"bottoming out". Since maximum impact limiter deformation is not a concern for the
certification tests, warm ambient tests will not be included in the test sequence.

2.12.2.2 Certification Test Unit (CTU)
Certification tests of the MFFP will utilize a full-scale CTU that is completely prototypic in
design, materials, and fabrication. Consequently, the weight and center of gravity of the CTU
will be prototypic. The CTU will include a prototypic strongback assembly for most tests. For
some certification tests, the behavior of the strongback is not important and hence, can be
conservatively simulated by the equivalent dead weight, as discussed in Section 2.12.2.2.1, Mock
Payload. Multiple impact limiters will be used to prevent accumulation of damage for the
selected test series, as appropriate.

Payload simulation will be accomplished by a combination of a prototypic FA and dummy FAs
with the strongback, or a mock payload by itself. These simulated payloads are discussed in the
following sections.

2.12.2.2.1 Mock Payload

The mock payload will be a bundle of approximately 800, 1/2-inch diameter steel bars, bringing
the total weight of the mock payload to 7,500 pounds. This payload will be used to simulate the
payload in the first test series where the free drop is primarily focused on buckling behavior of
the shell. The use of the steel bar payload for this test is conservative, as explained below.

The buckling behavior of the body shell depends in part, on the distribution of the payload weight
and the payload bending stiffness. The payload load results in a bending moment on the
containment shell in the horizontal side drop. The more centrally the weight is applied to the
interior, the greater the bending moment on the shell. Although the strongback is normally
supported at its ends, the strongback will bend and contact the interior of the shell during the side
free drop. The worst-case would be for a plastic hinge to form at the center of the strongback. For
this case, the load at the center would be one-half of the total inertia load, neglecting any moment
resistance of the strongback, leaving one quarter of the inertia load supported at each end (see
Figure 2.12.2-1). Only the load at the center contributes to the bending moment. IfF is the total
inertia load of the strongback, the maximum moment in the simply supported shell of length L
would be:

Mmax _ (F/2)L _ FL

4 8

If the load is distributed over the entire length L, as is the case for a bundle of steel bars, the
maximum moment would be:

Mmax - FL

8

which is identical to the worst-case load for the strongback. This case is conservative because
the strongback payload cannot apply half of its load at the center, since the nearest support disks
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are located ±10 inches from the center of the shell. In addition, the moment resistance of the
strongback is neglected above, which increases the conservatism.

Note also that the bending moment of inertia of the steel bars is less than that of the strongback.
The central structure of the strongback has a moment of inertia of approximately 275 in4. The
moment of inertia of one steel bar is 7r/64x (0.5)4 = 0.00307 in4. Since the bars lack shear
continuity and will act independently, the mock payload has a total moment of inertia of 800 x
0.00307 = 2.46 in 4, or less than one percent of the actual strongback. Therefore, use of the steel
bars as a mock payload for the horizontal side drop, in which the worst-case bending moment in
the shell is sought, is conservative.

2.12.2.2.2 Dummy Fuel Assembly

The dummy FAs used for certification testing will be designed to simulate the weight distribution
and structural properties of an actual FA. To meet this requirement, each dummy assembly will
consist of simulated end nozzles, guide sleeves, grids, and fuel rods. Each end of the dummy FA
will include a simulated end nozzle. The end nozzles will be connected to each other by nine (9)
1/2-inch OD x 3/8-inch ID guide sleeves made of aluminum. The fuel rods will be simulated by
nominally 3/16-inch diameter solid steel rods, which are retained by simulated grid assemblies.
The end nozzles and grid assemblies will be clamped by the strongback at the same locations and
in the same way as an actual FA. The dummy fuel will have conservative weight properties
compared to the real assembly. All of the dummy fuel assembly weights will be slightly more than
the combined maximum weight of the upper bound FA weight of 1,580 pounds. The weight of all
of the steel rods on a per inch basis will be 9.62 pounds or approximately 4.2% more than the unit
length weight of all of the actual fuel rods.

The dummy FA will have less bending stiffness than the actual FA. Consequently, its mass will
load the strongback with conservatively less favorable added stiffening when compared to an
actual FA. Since the steel rods will be loosely contained by the grid assemblies, the elastic
stiffness of the dummy FA results only from the moment of inertia of the array of nine simulated
guide sleeves, having a total value of 2.03 in4, or, conservatively, 17.5% less than the moment of
inertia of the array of 24 guide sleeves in the real fuel assembly. The frictional attachment of the
real fuel rods to the grids provides somewhat more stiffness in the actual FA, which is
conservatively not included in the dummy assembly. The dummy fuel assembly is depicted in
Figure 2.12.2-2 and Figure 2.12.2-3.

2.12.2.2.3 Prototypic Fuel Assembly

The prototypic fuel assembly is an exact facsimile of the MK-BW/MOX 1 FA without burnable
poison rod assemblies (BPRAs), except that the fissile MOX fuel pellets are simulated using non-
fissile tungsten carbide pellets. The prototypic FA will be utilized in those tests where the response
of the FA is of primary interest.

2,12.2.3 Identification of Worst-Case Drop Tests

Two general categories of tests should be considered, based on the potential vulnerabilities of the
MFFP to free drop and puncture damage:
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1. Tests that evaluate the containment of the package, including buckling of the shell,
performance of the lid bolts, distortion of the sealing area, and all other leaktight concerns.
These tests are governed by the maximum (cold) impact loads.

In the same category are tests that evaluate the fire safety of the package. These tests are
those which would cause thermally significant damage to, or loss of, the lid end impact
limiter, since the only component of the package that is sensitive to HAC fire temperatures is
the elastomer containment O-ring seal in the closure lid.

2. Tests which evaluate the criticality safety of the package, including the geometric stability of
the strongback (i.e., maintaining an adequate spatial relationship between the FAs), the
ability of the neutron poison plates to remain intact and in place, and the behavior of the fuel
rods in key orientations. These tests should also assume the maximum impact loads.

These categories are now examined to identify specific areas of potential concern. According to 10
CFR §71.73, the package is to be tested in the orientation for which maximum damage is expected.
In the discussions below, candidate tests are identified by matching package features, characteristics,
and design goals with relevant tests in worst-case orientations. In all cases, the maximum impact is
assumed as the governing case.

2.12.2.3.1 Tests of the Package Containment Performance

1. Buckling of the Package Shell: Since the MFFP is a relatively long and slender package,
lateral buckling of the shell is of concern in both side and slapdown free drops. Using the
methods of analysis of NUREG/CR-3966, the horizontal side drop case was determined to be
governing over the slapdown based on bending moment in the shell. Containment shell
buckling in the vertical free drop is also of concern. Therefore, these two orientations
(horizontal and vertical) should be included in the certification test program.

2. Leakage Rate at Package Closure: The package closure must survive the governing drop impact
forces in a leaktight condition. In the C.G.-over-corner drop (which, due to the proportions of the
package, is a nearly vertical end drop), the maximum axial forces are applied to the closure bolts
and to the closure lid structure. This response is because the axial component of impact force at
the C.G.-over-corner (800 to the horizontal) is essentially equal to the pure vertical case.
Conversely, in a slapdown free drop where the closure lid is at the secondary impact end of the
package, the maximum lateral forces are applied to the closure lid and to the shell flange.
Therefore, this orientation should be included in the certification test program.

3. Perforation of the Containment Boundary. The 9/16-inch thick containment shell is very
resistant to perforation by the puncture bar. To fully demonstrate this resistance, experience
has shown that the most likely orientation for perforation would be an oblique puncture
through the package C.G. The most damaging angles have been determined to be between
250 - 400 (measured between the puncture bar axis normal to the package). The horizontal
puncture through the package C.G. must also be considered, since, due to its greater stability,
it might impart more deformation and material strain to the containment shell. Therefore,
these puncture orientations should be included in the certification test program.

4. Puncture Perforation of the Lid End Impact Limiter Shell: The shell of the lid end impact
limiter is designed to resist perforation by the puncture bar. This prevents concentrated
puncture loads on the closure lid and seal flange, and, since there would be no loss of foam, All,
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affords extra protection against elevated containment 0-ring seal temperatures in the HAC fire
event. As stated above, an oblique angle of between 250 and 40' (measured between the
puncture bar axis normal to the impact limiter shell) is the most likely orientation to experience
perforation of the steel shell. The most likely orientation of the package for perforation would
therefore combine an oblique impact and a C.G. location as near as possible to the puncture bar
axis. Since the elastomer containment 0-ring seals are located solely in the closure lid,
perforation of the bottom end limiter shell is of no consequence. Therefore, puncture drop tests
of the lid end impact limiter should include this orientation.

5. Retention of the Lid End Impact Limiter: Because the presence of the lid end impact limiter
is key to the thermal protection of the containment 0-ring seals, loss of the impact limiter
must not occur. Due to the tapered design of the limiters, the separation moments during free
drop impacts are negligible, since the center of impact force is directed through the package,
and cannot generate a separation moment. The tapered shape, the relatively long insertion
length of the containment body into the limiter, and the energy-absorbing attachment bolt
design all make loss of the limiter in free drops of no concern.

A direct attack by the puncture bar on the stiffer, outside edge of the limiter could potentially
place a separation load on the limiter. The maximum puncture force would be generated when
the puncture bar and package axes are nearly as parallel as physically possible. Therefore, a
puncture drop for this orientation should be included in the certification test program.

2.12.2.3.2 Tests of the Package Criticality Performance

1. Geometric Stability of the Strongback: To maintain the fuel in a subcritical condition, the
relative geometry of the FAs and the neutron poison plates must be kept within certain
bounds. These bounds are defined in the criticality analysis given in Chapter 6.0, Criticality
Evaluation, and are maintained during free drop and puncture drop events by the strongback.
The greatest forces on the strongback result from the maximum lateral impact, which occurs
at the secondary impact end of the package in the slapdown drop. From Section 2.12.1.7,
Worst-Case Slapdown Angle, the worst-case secondary slapdown impact occurs for the
shallow primary impact angle of 150 to the horizontal. Therefore, this orientation should be
included in the certification test program.

2. Geometric Stability of the Fuel: Under free drop impacts, the fuel rods could bend or buckle.
To maintain a subcritical state, the fuel rod pitch must remain within the bounds defined in
Chapter 6.0, Criticality Evaluation. In the side orientation, the fuel rods experience lateral
loads, which have the tendency to push the fuel rods together and decrease the pitch, a
condition for which keif decreases. In the C.G.-over-corner (near-vertical) orientation, the
relatively small lateral forces on the fuel are dominated by the axial forces, and fuel rod
behavior is therefore less determinate, i.e., the pitch could increase or decrease. Therefore,
the C.G.-over-corner (near vertical) orientation is of greatest concern for the geometric
stability of the fuel and should be included in the certification test program.

2.12.2.3.3 Strongback Azimuth Orientation
As discussed above, the strongback should be tested to demonstrate its resistance to lateral impact
in the slapdown free drop. The strongback is supported within the package by means of support
disks, which consist of three clamp arms per disk. Since the structure of the support disks is not
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uniform, the response to impact loading may vary depending on the rotational, or azimuth,
orientation of the strongback relative to the axis of impact. Therefore, to fully characterize the
structural performance of the strongback and support disks, a slapdown test in two azimuth
orientations will be included in the certification test program, as shown in Figure 2.12.2-4.

2.12.2.4 Summary of Selected Certification Drop Tests
Based on the above discussions, four HAC, 30-ft free drop tests and up to six 40-inch puncture
tests have been identified for inclusion in the certification test program. Although only a single
worst-case free drop followed by a single worst-case puncture drop are required by 10 CFR
§71.73, all of the tests listed below will be performed to ensure that each area of potential
concern is subjected to worst-case conditions.

Because of the large number of tests to be performed, over-testing of some CTU features may
become an issue. Of particular importance are the criticality performance tests, where FA or
strongback deformations are of primary interest. If subject to over-testing, the deformations from
one test may be invalidated by the deformations of the test which follows. Therefore, the selected
tests will be conducted in three separate test series. As stated in 10 CFR §71.73(a), the puncture
tests are to follow the free drop tests. Accordingly, each series of tests will consist of one to two
free drop tests followed by one or more puncture drop tests. At the end of each series, the package
will be opened and the strongback and FA deformations will be evaluated prior to proceeding to
the next test series. Before opening the package, however, a leakage rate test will be performed to
measure the leakage rate of all containment seals (closure lid and vent port penetrations). At the
end of all tests, a leakage rate test of the entire containment boundary will be performed. The
containment acceptance criteria is a leakage rate not exceeding 1 x 10-7 ref-cc/sec, air.

It is expected that a single containment boundary will suffice for all of the tests planned. The
strongback, however, is likely to need some repair or perhaps replacement between test series. If
repaired, the strongback will be restored to a prototypic condition for subsequent tests. Due to
the accumulation of free drop and puncture damage on the impact limiters, at least two sets of
limiters will be used to perform all of the tests.

2.12.2.4.1 Certification Test Series 1
Prior to beginning Test Series 1, a mock payload consisting of steel bars, as described in Section
2.12.2.2.1, Mock Payload, will be placed inside the package, and a pre-drop leakage rate test of
all containment seals will be performed. Since this test series is focused on the response of the
body, the mock payload will be utilized. The package will be chilled to at least -20 'F prior to
the drop tests.

1. Horizontal, 30 ft Free Drop: Addresses lateral buckling of the package shell (see Figure
2.12.2-6).

2. Near-Vertical Puncture Drop on Lid End Impact Limiter Tapered Section, Axis of Package
750 from Vertical, Axis of Puncture Bar at 36.50 from a Normal to Tapered Surface: The

package C.G. is directly over the puncture bar. Addresses perforation of the lid end impact
limiter skin (see Figure 2.12.2-5).
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3. Near-Vertical Puncture Drop on Lid End Impact Limiter Center Recessed Plate, Axis of
Package at 65' from Vertical, Axis of Puncture Bar at 250 from a Normal to the Plate:
Addresses perforation of the lid end impact limiter skin (see Figure 2.12.2-5).

4. Near vertical puncture drop on the outside edge of the lid end impact limiter. See Figure
2.12.2-5. The outside edge of the puncture bar will be nominally flush with the outside edge of
the limiter. The lower limiter will be as close as practical to the puncture bar without touching
it, so as to provide a nearly vertical package axis. Addresses impact limiter retention.

After each test, all package deformations will be fully evaluated and recorded. The impact
limiters will then be removed, a leakage rate test of containment 0-ring seals will be performed,
the closure lid removed, and the mock payload removed.

2.12.2.4.2 Certification Test Series 2

A prototypic strongback payload will be utilized for this test series. The strongback will contain
two dummy FAs and one prototypic FA. A pre-drop leakage rate test of all containment 0-ring
seals will be performed. A new pair of lid end and bottom end impact limiters will be installed.
The package will be chilled to at least -20 OF prior to the free drop tests.

1. C.G.-Over-Comer (Near-Vertical, 80' Oblique), 30-ft Free Drop, Closure Lid Down: Addresses
closure lid, closure bolt, and containment seal performance, and addresses prototypic fuel
assembly behavior. Addresses axial buckling of the package shell (see Figure 2.12.2-7).

2. C.G.-Over-Corner Puncture Drop on Impact Damage from Test No. 1: Addresses the effect
of puncture impact on prior free drop damage, and applies a puncture load to the closure area
through the package C.G (see Figure 2.12.2-7).

After each test, all package deformations will be fully evaluated and recorded. Then, the lid end
impact limiter will be removed, a leakage rate test of containment seals will be performed, the
closure lid opened, and the strongback assembly removed. All deformations of the strongback
and prototypic fuel assembly will be fully evaluated and recorded.

2.12.2.4.3 Certification Test Series 3
Prior to beginning Test Series 3, the prototypic fuel assembly will be removed from the
strongback and a dummy fuel assembly installed in its place. The strongback will be repaired or
replaced as necessary to ensure prototypic behavior in Test Series 3, and placed back in the CTU.
After a pre-drop leakage rate test of all containment seals has been performed, a new lid end
impact limiter will be installed. Just before testing, the package will be chilled to at least -20 °F.

1. Slapdown, 150 Oblique, 30-ft Free Drop, Closure Lid Primary Impact End: Package oriented
to place strongback in azimuth no. 1 (see Figure 2.12.2-4). Addresses strongback under
maximum lateral decelerations in one of its key azimuth orientations.

2. Slapdown, 150 Oblique, 30-ft Free Drop, Closure Lid Secondary Impact End: Package
oriented to place strongback in azimuth no. 2. Addresses closure lid under maximum lateral
decelerations and addresses strongback under maximum lateral decelerations in the other of
its key orientations.
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3. Puncture on Containment Shell, Package Horizontal, Bar Axis through C.G: Addresses
perforation of the containment boundary from a perpendicular direction.

4. Puncture on Containment Shell, Package at 300 to Horizontal, Bar Axis through C.G: The
package azimuth to be roughly opposite the azimuth of the proceeding puncture. Addresses
perforation of the containment boundary from an oblique direction.

After each test, all package deformations will be fully evaluated and recorded. Then, both
impact limiters will be removed and a leakage rate test of containment O-ring seals performed,
followed by a leakage rate test of the entire containment boundary. The strongback will be
removed and all deformations fully evaluated and recorded.

The selected certification test series are summarized in Table 2.12.2-1, and depicted in Figure
2.12.2-6, Figure 2.12.2-7, and Figure 2.12.2-8.

2.12.2.5 Acceptance Criteria
The following summarizes the acceptance criteria for all certification tests:

1. The containment boundary shall remain leaktight to a leakage rate not exceeding 1 X 10-7 ref-
cc/sec, air. The containment O-ring seals shall be tested before they are disturbed (at the end
of each test series), and the remainder of the metallic boundary shall be tested after the final
test series.

2. In the horizontal drop, the containment shell shall remain stable and not buckle. Limited
permanent deformation is acceptable.

3. Puncture drops on the lid end impact limiter shall not completely penetrate the limiter
stainless steel shell. Partial tears (less than the full puncture bar circumference) and limited
exposure of foam are acceptable.

4. The lid end impact limiter shall not become dislodged from the body. Depending on post-
test configuration, breakage of one or more bolts is acceptable.

5. Deformations of the prototypic FA shall be bounded by the assumptions made in the
criticality analysis of Chapter 6.0, Criticality Evaluation.

6. Deformations of the strongback and neutron poison plates shall be bounded by the
assumptions made in the criticality analysis of Chapter 6.0, Criticality Evaluation.
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Table 2.12.2-1 - Certification Test Series Summary

No. Test Description Addresses

Series No. 1

1 Horizontal 30-ft free drop Containment shell buckling

2 Oblique puncture on tapered skin Perforation of lid end impact limiter skin

3 Oblique puncture on bottom disk Perforation of lid end impact limiter skin

4 Puncture axial to limiter Impact limiter retention

Series No. 2

C.G.-over-corner (near-vertical) 30-ft free Closure lid integrity; prototypic fuel
1 drop integrity
2 C.G.-over-comer puncture on free drop Effect of puncture on prior damage;

2 damage puncture load on closure region

Series No. 3

1 150 Slapdown 30-ft free drop, lid primary Strongback deformations
2 150 Slapdown 30-ft free drop, lid secondar Strongback deformations, closure lid

ry integrity

3 Horizontal puncture on containment shell Containment shell leaktight integrity

4 Oblique puncture on containment shell Containment shell leaktight integrity

STRONGBACK
. -HINGEH"INGE 

STEEL BARS

F/
SHELL 2

STRONGBACK CASE STEEL BAR CASE

Figure 2.12.2-1 - Comparison of Strongback and Steel Rod Payloads in Bending
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Figure 2.12.2-2 - Dummy Fuel Assembly Cross Section
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Figure 2.12.2-3 - Dummy Fuel Assembly (Fill Rods Removed for Clarity)
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Figure 2.12.2-4 - Strongback Azimuth Orientations

A ,

TEST NO. 2 TEST NO. 3 TEST NO. 4

Figure 2.12.2-5 - Puncture Orientations for Test Series 1
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Figure 2.12.2-6 - Certification Test Series 1
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Figure 2.12.2-7 - Certification Test Series 2
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Figure 2.12.2-8 - Certification Test Series 3
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2.12.3 Certification Test Results
This appendix presents the results of hypothetical accident condition (HAG) tests that address the
free drop and puncture test performance requirements of 10 CFR 711.

2.12.3.1 Introduction

The MFFP, when subjected to the sequence of hypothetical accident condition (HAG) tests specified in
10 CFR §71.73, subsequent to the free drop requirement of normal conditions of transport (NCT) tests
specified in 10 CFR §71.71, is shown to meet the performance requirements specified in Subpart E of
10 CFR 71. Demonstration of compliance with the requirements is by a combination of full-scale
testing and analysis. To support the free drop analysis activities, each of the free drops were recorded
on high speed video, as discussed in Section 2.12.3.4.2, Photometrics, and following Series 2 with
active instrumentation (accelerometers) to measure impact forces, as discussed in Section 2.12.3.4.1,
Accelerometers. The HAC puncture tests were recorded with high speed video alone without active
instrumentation. In particular, free drop and puncture testing of a MFFP CTU confirms that, after a
worst-case HAC sequence, the containment boundary remains leaktight2 . Observations from testing of
the CTU also confirm the conservative nature of impact limiter damage assumptions utilized in the
thermal evaluation and strongback deformation used in criticality evaluations. Fuel assembly (FA)
deformations were greater than expected and are discussed in detail below.

2.12.3.2 Summary

The MFFP certification tests were developed in a test plan (see Appendix 2.12.2, Certification
Test Plan). Four 30-foot free drop tests and up to six 40-inch puncture drop tests were originally
identified for inclusion in the certification test program. As described below, one of the free
drop tests was repeated to gain additional information. Although only a single worst-case free
drop followed by a single worst-case puncture drop is required by 10 CFR §71.73, additional
tests performed were to ensure that each area of potential concern was subjected to worst-case
conditions. A summary of all of the CTU test series is provided in Table 2.12.2-2 of Appendix
2.12.2, Certification Test Plan.

Because of the large number of tests performed, cumulative damage of CTU components was of
some concern. Of particular importanceare the performance tests of the criticality control structures,
in which fuel assembly or strongback deformations are of primary interest. If subjected to over
testing, the deformations from one test could invalidate the deformations of the following test.
Therefore, the tests were conducted in three series. As required by 10 CFR §71.73(a), the puncture
tests followed the free drop tests. Accordingly, each series of tests consisted of one or two 30-foot
free drops followed by one or more puncture drop tests. At the end of each series, the package was
evaluated before proceeding to the next test. Prior to opening the package, a leakage rate test was
performed of all containment seals (closure lid and closure penetrations). At the end of all tests, a

'Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71 (10 CFR 71), Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive

Material, Final Rule, 01-26-04.
2 "Leaktight" is a leakage rate not exceeding 1 x 10-7 reference - cubic centimeters per second (ref-cc/sec), air, as

defined in ANSI N14.5-1997, American National Standardfor Radioactive Materials - Leakage Tests on Packages
for Shipment, American National Standards Institute, Inc. (ANSI).
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leakage rate test of the entire containment boundary was performed. A leakage rate of less than or
equal to 1 x 10-7 ref-cc/sec, air, was demonstrated following each test series.

A single containment boundary (body, closure lid and closure bolts) was utilized for all of the
test series. The strongback and impact limiters were strategically replaced between test series,
while the O-ring seals were replaced for each test series.

2.12.3.3 Test Facilities

Drop testing was performed at the Coyote Canyon Aerial Cable Facility of Sandia National
Laboratories, in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The drop pad has a total weight of approximately
two million pounds, which includes a 4-inch to 8-inch thick steel armor plate embedded in the
top of the pad. The drop test facility has a 50,000 pound capacity for the regulatory defined,
hypothetical accident condition 30-foot free drop. Therefore, the drop pad constituted an
unyielding surface for the CTU, which had a maximum gross weight of approximately 13,800
pounds. The package was released by means of explosive cable cutters or a cargo release hook.

In accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR §71.73(c)(3), the puncture bars were fabricated
from solid, 6-inch diameter mild steel. The puncture bars were welded perpendicularly to a 2-inch
thick, mild steel plate having an outside square dimension of approximately 24 inches. The top
edge of the puncture bar was finished with a maximum 1/4 inch radius. When utilized, the
puncture bar was securely welded (mounted) to the impact surface, as shown in Figure 2.12.3-1.

2.12.3.4 Instrumentation

2.12.3.4.1 Accelerometers

Accelerometers were used to record data for selected 30-foot free drops. The number and
placement of the accelerometers varied by drop and is described within each test description. The
accelerometers were Endevco Model 7270A piezoresistive type. Data was recorded, conditioned,
and reduced by the Sandia Mobile Instrumentation Data Acquisition System (MIDAS). A Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) of the raw data was performed to aid in the determination of the
appropriate cutoff, or filtering frequency, for each drop orientation. The cutoff frequency was
chosen to remove resonance and to find the rigid body response of the MFFP during a free drop.

2.12.3.4.2 Photometrics

With exception of two (2) puncture drops, all of the tests were recorded using high speed video.
Generally four (4) cameras were set up; two (2) 1,000 frames per second (fps) digital cameras
and two (2) 400 fps film cameras.

2.12.3.5 Initial Test Conditions

As shown in Section 2.12.2.1.1, Internal Pressure, the hoop stress in the containment shell that
results from the internal pressure creates an insignificant contribution to the maximum
containment shell stress in HAC free drop and puncture drop events. Consequently, no internal
pressure was utilized in the CTU during testing.
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To achieve maximum impact from the free drops, all of the test series began with the principal energy
absorbing materials (crushable foam) below the minimum regulatory temperature of -20 'F. Only the
impact limiters were chilled prior to each test series, except for Test Series 1, where the body was also
chilled. For the remaining test series, chilled impact limiters were installed on the body, which was at
ambient temperature. The results of these tests are therefore conservative, since the maximum cold
impact forces were imposed on structures having slightly lower, ambient temperature strength.

No specific cooling was performed prior to the puncture drops. However, because the foam is
highly thermally resistive, the temperature of the foam during the puncture drops was often
considerably cooler than ambient conditions. All puncture drop tests on the body shell were
performed with the shell at ambient temperatures.

Calibrated K-type thermocouples were installed in each of the impact limiters as shown in Figure
2.12.3-2. The thermocouple insertion depth was 10 to 15 inches.

2.12.3.6 Test Unit Description

The CTU was a prototypic, full-scale MFFP except as detailed below. A single prototypic body,
closure lid, and set of closure lid bolts were used for all tests. A total of 5 impact limiters were used:
3 lid end and 2 bottom end impact limiters. Two (2) prototypic strongbacks were used. The
simulated payload was varied for each test series, as described in Section 2.12.3.7, CTU Payloads.

The differences between the MFFP CTU and the MFFP packaging design depicted in Appendix
1.4.2, Packaging General Arrangement Drawings, are summarized as follows:

* Fuel Control Structures (FCSs): The FCSs were added to the strongback in response to the
results of Test Series No. 2. Therefore, the CTU was tested without the FCSs installed. The
FCSs are discussed in Section 2.7, Hypothetical Accident Conditions, and evaluated in
Appendix 2.12.5, Fuel Control Structure Evaluation.

" Impact Limiter Closure Weld Joint: The final closure weld on the CTU lid end impact limiter
consisted of a single-sided fillet between the comer angle and the 1/4-inch plate rather than the
specified V-groove butt weld. The performance difference between these two weld joint designs is
discussed in Section 2.12.7, Impact Limiter Weld Joint Test Results, which demonstrated that the
packaging groove weld joint will preclude weld failure. Therefore, the use of the fillet weld joint
design for the CTU testing is conservative.

• Closure Lid Bolt Preload: The CTU closure lid bolts were tightened to a maximum 250 lbf-ft
torque. The maximum specified tightening torque is 220 lbf-ft. Since the difference in
preload is small, the effect on the response of the closure lid to the free drops is minimal and
may be neglected.

" Shortened Strongback Slots: To accommodate the addition of the 2 x 2 x 1/4 tube associated
with the FCS, the slots on the longitudinal plates of the strongback were shortened from 2.00
inches to 1.00 inch for the CTU. The use of longer length slots had no effect on the response
of the CTU strongback to the free drops.

" Seal Area Surface Finish: The surface finish on the CTU closure lid and seal flange was a 32
micro-inch finish rather than the specified 125 micro-inch finish. This smoother surface is
conservative for sealing the butyl rubber material since the rougher surface finish will form a
better seal than the smoother finish. The 125 micro-inch finish is the surface finish
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recommended by Parker 0-ring Handbook 3. Therefore, this deviation had no effect on the
0-ring seal performance of the CTU.

* Location of Seal Test and Fill Ports: The angle between the seal test port and the fill port
was 30 degrees rather than the 120 degrees that is specified on Drawing 99008-20. Since the
location of these ports have no effect on their performance, this variation had no effect on the
structural response of the CTU to the free and puncture drop tests.

* Closure Lid Bolt Hole Locations: The closure lid bolt holes for the CTU were incorrectly drilled
at a diameter of 30.07 inches rather than the specified diameter of 30.70 inches. To correct this
error, new holes were drilled at the correct diameter by rotating the locations 7.5 degrees, which
places the new holes halfway between the incorrect holes. The incorrectly drilled holes were
then plugged with machined bar stock and welded in place using 1/8-inch groove welds. Since
there are additional holes, this condition results in a weakened closure lid and was conservative
for the free and puncture drop tests.

" Impact Limiter Bolt Plating: The CTU impact limiter bolts were not nickel plated. The lack of
plating had no effect on the response of the impact limiter bolts to the free and puncture drop tests.

" Test Instrumentation (e.g., thermocouples, accelerometers): Active test instrumentation was
used for the CTU. The addition of this instrumentation had no effect on the response of the
CTU to the testing.

* Handling Threaded Holes: Tapped holes were added to the top surfaces of the MFFP CTU impact
limiter lugs to facilitate lifting and handling the package during testing. The inclusion of these
holes in the CTU is conservative.

* Temporary Leakage Rate Test Port: A temporary 1-inch NPT port was placed in the containment
body to permit leakage rate testing dwell time determination. Following this determination, the
hole was plugged and seal welded. The inclusion of this port in the CTU is conservative.

* Strongback Retaining Bolts: Following Series 1, the three 1/2-inch socket head cap screws
(SHCS) that secure the strongback to the inside the body failed. The threaded portion of the
SHCS within the lugs could not be removed. Therefore, the subsequent Test Series 3 and the
Data Test (Test 11) were performed without these SHCS installed. Because very little force
is required to fail these screws, the absence of the SHCS had no effect on the response of the
CTU strongback to the free and puncture drop tests.

* Gross Weight: The lightest CTU configuration was in Test Series 3, at 13,217 pounds. This
weight is somewhat lighter than the maximum MFFP gross weight of 14,260 pounds (see
Section 2.1.3, Weights and Center of Gravity). However, since the lighter weight resulted in
higher impact forces in the test, and since the maximum temperature effect is conservatively
evaluated in Appendix 2.12.1, Impact Limiter Evaluation, the effect of the lighter weight
CTU is fully evaluated.

The following table summarizes the major component weights of the CTU for each test series:

3ORD 5700, Parker 0-ring Handbook, 1992, Parker Hannifin Corporation, Cleveland, OH.
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Packaging Component Test Series 1 Test Series 2 Test Series 3
Empty Package
* Body and Closure Lid/Bolts 3,775 3,775 3,775
" Strongback N/A 2,102 2,100
" Lid End Impact Limiter 1,474 1,476 1,477
" Bottom End Impact Limiter 1,066 1,077 1,077
* Total 6,315 8,430 8,429
Payload
" Mock Payload 7,500 N/A N/A
" Fuel Assemblies N/A 4,804 4,788
* Total 7,500 4,804 4,788
Total Loaded Package 13,815 13,234 13,217

2.12.3.7 CTU Payloads

2.12.3.7.1 Mock Payload

The mock payload consists of a bundle of approximately 800, 1/2-inch diameter steel bars,
including end caps, having a total weight of 7,500 pounds. The mock payload is utilized in free
drop orientations where the response of the strongback/fuel assemblies is not important (e.g.,
maximum bending forces on the body containment shell). A complete discussion of the mock
payload is provided in Section 2.12.2.2.1, Mock Payload. The mock payload is shown in Figure
2.12.3-3.

2.12.3.7.2 Dummy Fuel Assembly

The dummy fuel assemblies used for certification testing were designed to simulate the weight,
weight distribution, and structural properties of the real fuel assemblies, as discussed in Section
2.12.2.2.2, Dummy Fuel Assembly. The weights of the dummy assemblies were 1,592, 1,594, and
1,602 pounds, all slightly in excess of the MOX FA maximum weight of 1,580 pounds. The
dummy fuel assembly is shown in Figure 2.12.3-4 andFigure 2.12.3-5.

2.12.3.7.3 Prototypic Fuel Assembly

A single prototypic FA was used for Test Series 2. As discussed in Section 2.12.2.2.3,
Prototypic Fuel Assembly, the prototypic FA was an exact facsimile of the MOX FA, except that
the fissile MOX fuel pellets were simulated using tungsten carbide pellets. The weight of the
prototypic FA was 1,608 pounds, which was conservatively 28 pounds heavier than the
maximum MK-BW/MOX1 FA weight of 1,580 pounds.

2.12.3.8 Test Results

The following sections report the results of free drop and puncture drop tests following the
sequence provided in Appendix 2.12.2, Certification Test Plan.

Figure 2.12.3-6 through Figure 2.12.3-40 sequentially photo-document the certification testing
process for the CTU.
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2.12.3.8.1 Certification Test Series No. 1

2.12.3.8.1.1 Configuration

The package was assembled per drawings in Appendix 1.4.2, Packaging General Arrangement
Drawings, except that the mock payload of steel bars replaced the strongback assembly. Prior to
beginning all testing, the full containment boundary was leakage rate tested. Upon final closure prior
to testing, the closure lid containment seals were successfully leakage rate tested.

2.12.3.8.1.2 Series 1, Test 1: 30-Foot Free Side Drop

The following list summarizes the test parameters:

* The CTU was oriented 0 degrees from horizontal (parallel to the target surface, as shown in
Figure 2.12.3-6).

" The drop height was 30 feet.
" The lid end impact limiter foam temperature was -19 OF to -26 OF
* The bottom end impact limiter foam temperature was -22 OF to -24 °F
" The ambient temperature was 83 OF.
* Test conducted at 1:06 p.m. on Monday, 9/22/03.

A small rebound (bounce) occurred upon impact. The measured permanent deformation of the
lid end impact limiter was approximately 24 inches (parallel to axis of the MFFP) x 28 inches
and for the bottom end impact limiter, it was approximately 23 inches (parallel to axis of the
MFFP) x 28 inches. The weld seam on the lid end impact limiter was split for a length of
approximately 28 inches and less than 3 inches wide (see Figure 2.12.3-7). Based upon the
width of the crushed impact limiters and the 400 frames per second (fps) video record, the depth
of crush was approximately 4.4 inches and the approximate acceleration level was 140 g's. The
final crush deformation was approximately 3Y2 inches. The body exhibited no signs of
permanent deformation, without any bending along the body axis.

2.12.3.8.1.3 Series 1, Test 2: Near-Vertical HAC 40-Inch Puncture Drop

Originally, the near-vertical 40-inch puncture drop was planned to be the 4th test of Test Series 1. The
drop order was changed so that the weld split caused by the 30-foot side drop could be immediately and
directly challenged. The package was not re-chilled prior to the following puncture drop tests.

The following list summarizes the test parameters:

* The CTU was oriented 27 degrees from vertical (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-8). This
orientation was chosen in order to expose the weakest part of the opening to the puncture bar.

" The drop height was 40 inches from the impact point to the top of the puncture bar. The
impact point was the center of the damaged weld.

* The ambient temperature was 71 OF.
* Test conducted at 10:50 a.m. on Tuesday, 9/23/03.
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The puncture bar struck the weld seam split directly and caused the split to open from 3 inches to
approximately 5 inches. A few very small pieces of foam broke and fell from the impact
limiters, but there was no bulk loss of foam (see Figure 2.12.3-9).

2.12.3.8.1.4 Series 1, Test 3: HAC 65-Degree Oblique 40-Inch Puncture Drop

The following list summarizes the test parameters:

" The CTU was oriented 66.5 degrees from horizontal (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-10).

" The puncture bar was aligned to strike the impact limiter end recessed plate.

" The drop height was 42 inches from the impact point to the top of the puncture bar.

" The ambient temperature was 80 'F.

" Test conducted at 2:26 p.m. on Tuesday, 9/23/03.

The puncture bar struck the lid end impact limiter end recessed plate causing a tear in the plate and
resulted in an approximately 3-inch deep deformation. No foam was lost (see Figure 2.12.3-11).

2.12.3.8.1.5 Series 1, Test 4: HAC 75-Degree Oblique 40-Inch Puncture Drop

The following list summarizes the test parameters:

" The CTU was oriented 77 degrees from horizontal (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-12).

" The drop height was 40 inches from the impact point to the top of the puncture bar.

" The puncture bar was targeted to impact just below the ripple on the impact limiter from Test 1.

" The ambient temperature was 79 'F.

° Test conducted at 4:51 p.m. on Tuesday, 9/23/03.

The puncture bar struck the lid end impact limiter conical shell, resulting in a dent approximately
4 inches long. There was no puncture or tearing of the shell (see Figure 2.12.3-13).

2.12.3.8.1.6 Series 1 Test Results

Following the completion of the Series 1 drop tests, the CTU was removed from the drop site and taken
to the shop facility. After removal of the impact limiters, a helium leakage rate test of the containment
and vent port 0-ring seals were successfully performed. Following the leakage rate test, the closure lid
bolts and closure lid were removed. After removal of the mock payload, the interior of the body was
cleaned and prepared for the next test series.

The Series 1 test results are summarized as:

Test 1: 30-foot Side Drop

a. Containment shell did not buckle or plastically deform.

b. Lid end impact limiter shell weld at the outer diameter weld failed for approximate length
of the crush zone (-28 inches). The maximum width of the split was less than 3 inches.

c. Impact deformation 4.4 inches, impact acceleration 140 g's.
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" Test 2: Near-Vertical 40-inch Puncture Drop

a. The impact limiter was not removed by the puncture bar.

b. Impact limiter bolts did not stretch.

c. The width of the impact limiter shell split which originally occurred in Test 1 of this
series was locally increased to -5 inches. The overall length of the split did not increase.

* Test 3: 65-Degree Oblique 40-inch Puncture Drop

A 'crescent moon' tear of the top impact limiter end recessed plate resulting in a partial
puncture of-3 inches deep. No permanent deformation of the closure lid occurred.

" Test 4: 75-Degree Oblique 40-inch Puncture Drop

Conical shell of lid end impact limiter exhibited no sign of puncture or tearing of the shell.

• Conclusions of Test Series 1

a. Containment shell did not buckle.

b. Containment and vent port O-ring seals remained leaktight.

c. Impact limiters did not separate from body.

d. A majority of the closure lid bolt disassembly torques ranged from 160 lbf-ft to 190 lbf-ft.
Two bolts had disassembly torques of 285 lbf-ft and 350 lbf-ft. None of the bolts
appeared to be damaged.

e. As described above, the lid end impact limiter outer diameter comer weld joint failed along
the crush zone. The puncture drop that directly attacked this damage increased the width of
the joint, but did not remove or tear the impact limiter shell.

2.12.3.8.2 Certification Test Series No. 2

2.12.3.8.2.1 Configuration
The CTU was assembled per the drawings in Appendix 1.4.2, Packaging General Arrangement
Drawings, using new, undamaged impact limiters. The payload consisted of the strongback,
assembled with one (1) prototypic Fuel Assembly and two (2) Dummy Fuel Assemblies. Prior to
testing a leakage rate test of the containment and vent port O-rings was performed successfully.

2.12.3.8.2.2 Series 2, Test 1: HAC 80-Degree Oblique C.G.-Over-Corner 30-Foot Drop
The following list summarizes the test parameters:

* The CTU was oriented 79 degrees from horizontal (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-14).

* The drop height was 30 feet.

* The lid end impact limiter foam temperature was -32 °F (primary impact end)

* The bottom end impact limiter foam temperature was -25 OF

* The ambient temperature was 77 °F.

* Test conducted at 11:47 a.m. on Monday, 9/29/03.
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A rebound (bounce) of approximately 6 inches occurred and the duration of the impact, from first
strike to rebound release was approximately 0.030 seconds. Based on the examination of the video
metrics, the impact axial acceleration was approximately 100 g's. Figure 2.12.3-15 shows the
resulting impact damage on the upper end impact limiter. Using the 1,000 fps video, the maximum
crush, before rebound, is determined to be approximately 6.1 inches (see Figure 2.12.3-16). To
gain additional information, this test was performed again with accelerometers (see Section
2.12.3.8.4, Data Test (Test 11): Series 2, Test I Repeated With Accelerometers). Also shown on
Figure 2.12.3-16 are the results of the Data Test (Test #11) that essentially repeated this test and
demonstrate the consistency of deformations. The repeated test deformation results are based on
integration of accelerometer data.

2.12.3.8.2.3 Series 2, Test 2: HAC 80-Degree Oblique 40-inch Puncture Drop

The following list summarizes the test parameters:

" The CTU was oriented 80.1 degrees from horizontal (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-17).
" The drop height was 40 inches.
* The puncture bar was targeted to strike on the center of damage from Test 1 of this series.
" Impact limiters were not re-chilled prior to drop.
* The ambient temperature was 81 'F.
* Test conducted at 4:36 p.m. on Monday, 9/29/03.

The puncture bar struck the damage from Test 1 of this series. The puncture bar caused a small
crack in the impact limiter shell, but did not perforate through the shell (see Figure 2.12.3-18).

2.12.3.8.2.4 Series 2 Test Results

Following the Series 2 tests, the CTU was taken to the shop area for further inspection, leakage
rate testing, and disassembly. The bottom end impact limiter was to be reused on the next series
and was not removed. The lid end impact limiter was removed and stored. A helium leakage
rate test of the containment and vent port O-ring seals was successfully performed after Series 2.

The Series 2 Test results are summarized as:

* Test 1: 80-Degree Oblique C.G.-Over-Corner 30-foot Drop
a. Containment shell did not buckle or plastically deform.
b. Impact deformation 6.1 inches, Impact acceleration 100 g's.

* Test 2: 80-Degree Oblique C.G.-Over-Corner Puncture Drop.
a. C.G.-over-corner puncture caused a very minor crack in the conical shell of the impact limiter.
b. Impact limiters were not removed.
c. The impact limiter shell was not penetrated, torn, or removed.

" Conclusions of Test Series 2
a. Containment O-ring seals remained leaktight.
b. The closure lid bolt disassembly torques ranged from 185 lbf-ft to 225 lbf-ft. None of the

bolts appeared to be damaged.
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c. One impact limiter bolt on the lid end impact limiter could not be removed using a
wrench and was cut off.

d. The top plate of the strongback was permanently deformed outwards (toward the lid) by
approximately 1/2 inch. The top plate deformations described are the maximum, which
occurs at the center to the strongback top plate. The design of the top plate is such that
there is a 2.1 inch thick 'rim' at the outer diameter, which provides the central portion
room to deform. See the schematic below which shows the type of deformation, and
where the deformation measurement was taken.

Pe TestotTs
-B P RA R estr " "n

(See Seetion B-B of Drawig 99008-31) (syA fD.n 90 -0

Strongback Top End Plate -

1/2

Schematic of Strongback Top Plate Deformation

e. The strongback retained its basic geometry with minor bending of the longitudinal plates
at the top plate connection.

f. The clamp arms remained in place and retained both the prototypic and dummy fuel
assemblies in their global positions. Following the drops of this series, the clamp arms
remained functional.

g. The prototypic FA'exhibited lateral deformations. The deformations caused the FA
cross-section width to increase for the first 20 inches of fuel length (nearest the impact
end). The post-test cross-section width, measure perpendicular to the axis of the
containment body, is described graphically on Figure 2.12.3-19. The cross-section width
measurements were taken every 6 inches. The maximum increase in cross-section width
was approximately 1.1 inches. Figure 2.12.3-22 shows the location of maximum increase
in cross-section width. This FA location was in the 'down' position during the drops.
Figure 2.12.3-20 and Figure 2.12.3-21 provide additional views of the prototypic FA
following the completion of the test series.

h. Approximately eight (8) rods displaced through the top end nozzle by less than 3 inches.
The flow plate of the top nozzle deformed outward. See Figure 2.12.3-23. The original
distance from the top of the rods to the underside of the top end nozzle of the FA was
1.14 inches and the top end nozzle had a total depth of 3.55 inches. Schematically
illustrated below are the pre- and post-test locations of several components of interest.
The components are shown in a representative fashion, thus detail that is not essential to
the discussion has been removed. Note that the poison plates coverage extend up to the
underside of the strongback top plate. Because of the plenum, fissile material within the
fuel rods starts approximately 7.3 inches below the top end of the fuel rod. Thus, even if
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the fuel had displaced as far as the closure lid, the fissile material would be surrounded
by the neutron poison plates.

Schematic of Strongback Top End Plate Deformation including Fuel Rod Displacement

i. The neutron poison plates remained in position and had two minor cracks near the top
nozzle of the prototypic fuel assembly. See Figure 2.12.3-24.

j. Visual inspection revealed no fuel rod cladding rupture.

2.12.3.8.3 Certification Test Series No. 3

2.12.3.8.3.1 Configuration

The CTU was assembled per the drawings in Appendix 1.4.2, Packaging General Arrangement
Drawings, using the bottom impact limiter from Test Series 2, and a new lid end impact limiter. A
new (un-damaged) strongback was assembled with three (3) dummy fuel assemblies. A successful
leakage rate test of the containment and vent port O-rings was performed. Four accelerometers
were installed for the 30-foot drops of this test series. Two accelerometers were attached to the
impact limiter doubler plates at each end of the CTU (23 inches from each end of the body). One
accelerometer at each end recorded lateral g's (i.e., perpendicular to CTU longitudinal axis), and
the second recorded axial g's (i.e., parallel to CTU longitudinal axis). Figure 2.12.3-25 illustrates
the accelerometer locations.

2.12.3.8.3.2 Series 3, Test 1: HAC 15-Degree Slapdown 30-Foot Drop (Lid End Primary)
The following list summarizes the test parameters:

" The CTU was oriented 15 degrees from horizontal with the lid end of the CTU oriented for
primary impact (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-26). Azimuth orientation #1 was used for this
test. Figure 2.12.2-4 of Appendix 2.12.4 shows the definition of the azimuth orientations.

" The drop height was 30 feet.

2.12.3-11
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* The lid end impact limiter foam temperature was -33 °F

* The bottom end impact limiter foam temperature was -35 °F
* Prior damage to the bottom end impact limiter was oriented 120 degrees from impact
• The ambient temperature was 73 °F.
* Test conducted at 12:20 p.m. on Thursday, 10/02/03.

Figure 2.12.3-27 through Figure 2.12.3-28 present the resultant lateral accelerations, filtered at 125 Hz.
The primary impact resulted in a maximum lateral acceleration of 140 g's. The secondary impact
resulted in a maximum lateral acceleration of 155 g's. The body exhibited no signs of permanent
deformation. The secondary impact on the bottom end impact limiter resulted in a minor tear in the
weld joint (see Figure 2.12.3-29). Similar to the lid end impact limiter weld in Series 1, Test 1, the
weld joint failure length was approximately equal to the crush zone length.

2.12.3.8.3.3 Series 3, Test 2: HAC 15-Degree Slapdown 30-Foot Drop (Lid End Secondary)

The following list summarizes the test parameters:

" The CTU was oriented 15 degrees from horizontal with the closure lid end of the CTU
oriented for secondary impact (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-30). Azimuth Orientation #2 was
used for this test. Figure 2.12.2-4 in Appendix 2.12.2, Certification Test Plan, defines the
azimuth orientations.

* The drop height was 30 feet.
* The CTU was rotated 180 degrees with respect to the containment boundary axis of revolution.
" The lid end impact limiter foam temperature was -26 °F

• The bottom end impact limiter foam temperature was -28 °F
* The ambient temperature was 76 OF.
• Test conducted at 3:50 p.m. on Thursday, 10/02/03.

The secondary impact on the lid end impact limiter caused a failure of the closure weld joint, nearly
exactly as occurred on the Series 1, Test 1 30-foot side drop (see Figure 2.12.3-31). The accelerometers
used in Test 1 of this series were used without modification for this test. Figure 2.12.3-32 and Figure
2.12.3-33 show the resultant lateral accelerations, filtered at 125 Hz. The primary impact resulted in a
maximum lateral acceleration of 125 g's. The secondary impact resulted in a maximum lateral
acceleration of 180 g's. The containment body exhibited no signs of permanent deformation.

2.12.3.8.3.4 Series 3, Test 3: HAC Horizontal Puncture Drop

The following list summarizes the test parameters:
* The CTU was oriented 0 degrees from horizontal (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-34). The

puncture bar was aligned to strike a longitudinal weld of the middle body shell course.
* The drop height was 40 inches.

* The ambient temperature was 60 °F.
* Test conducted at 9:43 a.m. on Friday, 10/03/03.

The horizontal 40-inch puncture drop caused a dent approximately 21/8 inches deep (see Figure
2.12.3-35). Viewed externally, there was no indication of cracking or tearing of the body shell.
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Because the strongback was not removable following this test, subsequent borescope viewing
also revealed no indications of cracking or tearing of the body shell from the interior.

2.12.3.8.3.5 Series 3, Test 4: 30-Degree HAC 40-Inch Puncture Drop

The following list summarizes the test parameters:

* The CTU was oriented 30 degrees from horizontal (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-36).
" The drop height was 40 inches.
" The ambient temperature was 62 OF.
" Test conducted at 12:59 p.m. on Friday, 10/03/03.

The drop resulted in a dent approximately 1 V2 inches deep, as shown in Figure 2.12.3-37. Upon
first contact, the CTU slid approximately 10-12 inches before 'sticking' and causing the indention.
The puncture bar was permanently bent approximately 3 degrees. Viewed externally, there was no
indication of cracking or tearing of the body shell. Because the strongback was not removable
following this test, an inspection was performed using a borescope viewing, which revealed no
indications of cracking or tearing of the body shell from the interior.

2.12.3.8.3.6 Series 3 Test Results

Following the Series 3 tests, the CTU was taken to the shop area for further inspection, leakage
rate testing, and disassembly. Both impact limiters were removed and stored. A helium leakage
rate test of the containment and vent port O-ring seals was successfully performed.

The Series 3 test results are summarized as:

" Test 1: 15-Degree Slapdown 30-foot drop (lid end primary impact)

a. Primary impact deformation 5.1 inches, lateral acceleration 140 g's.

b. Secondary impact deformation 4.2 inches, lateral acceleration 155 g's.

c. Containment shell did not buckle or plastically deform.
* Test 2: 15-Degree Slapdown 30-foot drop (lid end secondary impact)

a. Primary impact deformation 4.4 inches, lateral acceleration 125 g's.

b. Secondary impact deformation 5.2 inches, lateral acceleration 180 g's.

c. Containment shell did not buckle or plastically deform.

d. Lid end impact limiter closure weld failed over the crush area.

" Test 3: Horizontal Puncture Drop

Horizontal puncture did not cause cracking of the containment shell.

" Test 4: 30-Degree Oblique Puncture Drop

The puncture drop did not cause cracking of the containment shell.

" Conclusions of Test Series 3

a. Containment and vent port O-ring seals remained leaktight.

b. Impact limiters were not removed.
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c. Borescope inspection of strongback revealed no significant re-configuration of the strongback
axial plates or clamp arms. The borescope inspection was performed after all testing was
completed. Also, refer to conclusion discussion in Section 2.12.3.8.4.3, Data Test (Test 11)
Results, for more description of the interior.

d. The inside surfaces of the puncture dents were viewed and showed no cracking or tearing of the
containment shell material.

e. The closure lid bolt disassembly torques ranged from 190 lbf-ft to 230 lbf-ft. None of the bolts
appeared to be damaged.

2.12.3.8.4 Data Test (Test 11): Series 2, Test I Repeated With Accelerometers

2.12.3.8.4.1 Configuration

The CTU, subsequent to Test Series 3, and without removal of the contents, was reassembled
with impact limiters having minimal damage. The impact zone on the lid end impact limiter was
acceptable to absorb the test impact. The impact limiters were chilled to less than -20 'F prior to
the test. A pre-test leakage rate test of the containment and vent port O-rings was successfully
performed. Similar to Test Series 3, four accelerometers were installed for this 30-foot free drop
test. Two accelerometers were attached to the impact limiter doubler plates at each end of the
CTU (23 inches from each end of the body). One accelerometer at each end recorded lateral g's
(i.e., perpendicular to CTU longitudinal axis), and the second recorded axial g's (i.e., parallel to
CTU longitudinal axis). Figure 2.12.3-38 illustrates the accelerometer locations.

2.12.3.8.4.2 Data Test (Test 11): HAC 80 Degrees Oblique C.G.-Over-Corner
30-Foot Drop Repeated with Accelerometers

The following list summarizes the test parameters:

" The CTU was oriented 80 degrees from horizontal (as shown in Figure 2.12.3-14).

" The drop height was 30 feet.
* The lid end impact limiter foam temperature was -28 °F

* The ambient temperature was 75 'F.
* Test conducted at 3:13 p.m. on Monday, 10/06/03.

Using the 1,000 fps video, the maximum crush, before rebound, is determined to be approximately 6.1
inches, as shown in Figure 2.12.3-40. A rebound (bounce) of approximately 6 inches occurred and the
duration of the impact, from first strike to rebound release was approximately 0.030 seconds. The
accelerometer data, filtered at 200 Hz, resulted in a maximum impact longitudinal acceleration of
approximately 120 g's, as shown in Figure 2.12.3-39. The accelerometer trace shows 3 major peaks.

2.12.3.8.4.3 Data Test (Test 11) Results

Following the Data Test (Test 11), the CTU was transported to the shop area for further inspection,
leakage rate testing, and disassembly. Both impact limiters were removed and stored. A leakage
rate test of the containment seals was successfully performed.

The results for the Data Test (Test 11) are summarized as follows:

a. Containment and vent port O-ring seals remained leaktight.
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b. The closure lid bolt disassembly torques ranged from 180 ft-lbf to 205-lbf. None of the bolts
appeared to be damaged.

c. Three impact limiter bolts on the lid end impact limiter could not be removed with standard
tools and had to be cut-off.

d. The containment body did not buckle due to longitudinal accelerations. Note that the
containment body had two puncture dents resulting from Test Series 3.

e. Because this test followed the puncture drop tests of Test Series 3, the strongback could not
be removed from the body. The description of the strongback and containment boundary
internal damage is based on what was visible with the closure lid removed and by the
borescope inspection on the interior.

f. The top plate of the strongback was permanently deformed outwards (towards the closure
lid) by approximately 1/2 inch.

g. The strongback retained its basic geometry with minor bending of the longitudinal plates
where connected to the top plate.

h. The clamp arms remained in place and retained the dummy fuel assemblies in their positions.

i. The neutron poison plates remained in position and had two minor cracks near the top nozzle
of the prototypic fuel assembly. The cracks were similar to those experienced in Test 1,
Series 2, shown in Figure 2.12.3-24.

2.12.3.9 Pre-Test and Post-Test Leakage Rate Tests

Demonstration of containment vessel leak tightness was performed prior to and following each test
series via a helium leakage rate test of each containment O-ring seal. In addition, a helium leakage
rate test of the body structure was performed at the conclusion of the certification test series. Results
of the successful mass spectrometer helium leakage rate testing are summarized below.

When accounting for the conversion between air leakage (per ANSI N 14.5) and helium leakage,
a 2.6 factor applies for standard temperatures and pressures. Thus, a reported helium leakage
rate of 8.6 x 10-8 cc/s, helium, is equivalently 3.3 x 10-8 cc/s, air, a level well below the
"leaktight" criterion of 1 x 10-7 cc/s, air, per ANSI N14.5.

Maximum Detected Measurement for Test
Sealing Component Leakage Rate Condition

Main O-ring Seal <1.0 x 108 cc/s, helium All pre- and post-tests

Vent Port Plug O-ring Seal 2.0 x 10-9 cc/s, helium All pre- and post-tests
Fill Port Plug O-ring Seal 8.6 x 108 cc/s, helium Test Series 1 post-test

Body Structure <1.0 x 10-8 cc/s, helium Pre- and post-tests
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Figure 2.12.3-1 - Attachment of Puncture Bar Assembly to Drop Pad
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Figure 2.12.3-2 - Typical Location of Thermocouples

Figure 2.12.3-3 - Mock Payload (Shown Following Test Series 1)
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Figure 2.12.3-4 - Dummy Fuel Assemblies (Supported on Fabrication Support Structures)
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Figure 2.12.3-5 - Dummy Fuel Assembly (Loaded into Strongback)
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Figure 2.12.3-6 - Series 1, Test 1: HAC 30-Foot Free Side Drop

Figure 2.12.3-7 - Series 1, Test 1: View of Lid End Impact Limiter Damage (-28" Length) 0
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Figure 2.12.3-8 - Series 1, Test 2: HAC 40-inch Near Vertical Puncture Drop
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Figure 2.12.3-9 - Series 1, Test 2: Close-up View of Puncture Damage

Figure 2.12.3-10 - Series 1, Test 3: HAC 65-Degree Oblique 40-Inch Puncture Drop
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Figure 2.12.3-11 - Series 1, Test 3: Close-up View of Puncture Damage (-3" Deep)
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Figure 2.12.3-12 - Series 1, Test 4: HAC 75-Degree Oblique 40-Inch Puncture Drop
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Figure 2.12.3-13 - Series 1, Test 4: Close-up Views of Puncture Damage (-4" Length)
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Figure 2.12.3-14 - Series 2, Test 1: HAC 80-Degree Oblique C.G.-Over-Corner 30-Foot Drop 0
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Figure 2.12.3-15 - Series 2, Test 1: Overall View of Impact Limiter Damage

Series 2, Test I and Data Test (Test 11)
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Figure 2.12.3-16 - Series 2, Test 1: Time-Displacement from 1,000 fps Video
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Figure 2.12.3-17 - Series 2, Test 2: HAC 80-Degree Oblique Puncture Drop

0
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Figure 2.12.3-18 - Series 2, Test 2: Overall and Close-up Views of Damage (-1½W Deep)
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Figure 2.12.3-19 - Series 2: Post-test Cross-Sectional Width of the Prototypic Fuel Assembly

Figure 2.12.3-20 - Series 2: View from Top of Strongback (Clamp Arms Opened)
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Figure 2.12.3-21 - Series 2: View from Bottom of Strongback (Clamp Arms Closed)

Figure 2.12.3-22 - Series 2: View of Worst Case Fuel Deformation (Nearest the Top Nozzle)
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Figure 2.12.3-23 - Series 2: View of Top Nozzle Damage of the Prototypic Fuel Assembly

Figure 2.12.3-24 - Series 2: Worst-Case Neutron Poison Damage (Circled on Photo)
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Figure 2.12.3-25 - Accelerometer Locations for Series 3, Test 1
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Figure 2.12.3-26 - Series 3, Test 1: HAC 15-Degree Slapdown 30-Foot Drop (Lid End Primary)
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Figure 2.12.3-29 - Series 3, Test 1: Close-up View of Impact Limiter Damage (-21" Length)
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Figure 2.12.3-30 - Series 3, Test 2: HAC 15-Degree Slapdown 30-Foot Drop (Lid End Secondary)
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Figure 2.12.3-31 - Series 3, Test 2: Close-up View of Impact Limiter Damage (-31" Length)
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MOX SERIES 3 TEST 2 SLAPDOWN
Sensors: ABTY

6-pole Lowpass Butterworth Filter 125 Hz

Sequence: 633
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Figure 2.12.3-32 - Series 3, Test 2: Primary Impact Lateral Accelerations (Time scale is milliseconds)
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Figure 2.12.3-33 - Series 3, Test 2: Secondary Impact Lateral Accelerations (Time Scale is milliseconds)
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Figure 2.12.3-34 - Series 3, Test 3: HAC Horizontal Puncture Drop
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Figure 2.12.3-35 - Series 3, Test 3: Views of Shell Damage (-21" Deep)
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Figure 2.12.3-36 - Series 3, Test 4: HAC 30-Degree Puncture Drop
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Figure 2.12.3-37 - Series 3, Test 4: HAC 30-Degree Oblique Puncture Drop Damage
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Figure 2.12.3-38 - Accelerometer Locations for Data Test (Test 11)
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MOX SERIES 2 TEST I REPEAT CG OVER CORNER
Sensors: A7

6-pole Lowpass Butterworth Filter 200 Hz

Sequence: 634
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Figure 2.12.3-39 - Data Test (Test 11), Test 1: Impact Longitudinal Accelerations
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MOX SERIES 2 TEST 1 REPEAT CG OVER CORNER
Sensors: A7

Displacement

Sequence:634
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Figure 2.12.3-40 - Data Test (Test 11), Test 1: Longitudinal Displacement (Integrated from Accelerometer Signals)
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